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The Challenge of Language Assessment for
African American English-Speaking Children:
A Historical Perspective
Harry N. Seymour, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

The diagnostic problem of how validly to assess the language of
children who speak dialects different from Mainstream American English
(MAE) has challenged the field of communication disorders for several
decades. The key to its solution is to recognize differences due to dialect or
development and remove them from the initial diagnosis of a disorder. A
new approach to the puzzle, implemented jointly by University of Massachusetts scholars and the Psychological Corporation (TPC), takes two
directions: (1) it provides new normative data on African American English
(AAE) development, and (2) it proposes a level of analysis deeper than
dialect for the discovery of alternate markers of a disorder. We present three
objectives for a language assessment instrument designed to solve this
longstanding problem: (1) to answer the problem/no problem question
for a given child; (2) to provide explanatory data about the nature of the
problem; and (3) to achieve objectives 1 and 2 in a way that is culturally and
linguistically fair to both speakers of MAE and speakers of other dialects of
English such as AAE.
KEYWORDS: Sources of language variation, Mainstream American
English (MAE), African American English (AAE), cultural and linguistic
bias, contrastive and noncontrastive language features, ASHA’s position
paper on social dialects

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to describe (1) the three aspects of
language that must be addressed when attempting to validly assess the language of a child who is speaking
African American English (AAE), and (2) the clinical problems presented when attempting to validly assess the
language of a child who is speaking AAE.
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DEVELOPMENT, DIALECT, OR
DISORDER?
Story A: The big brother has the train. And he
held it up high so he couldn’t get it and then he
hide. . . put it under the bed. And then his little
brother, he looked under the bed when his brother
was eating his sandwich. And then he put it in his
toy box. Then the big brother was thinking about
the train, and he looked under the bed, but it
wasn’t there. (Ages 6;1)

Story B: He’s not giving the train back to him. He
put it under his bed. He eats a sandwich. He gets
his train under his bed. He comes in there. He puts
it in his toy box. Then he comes lookin’ for it. Then
he looks under the bed. (Ages 4;8)
Story C: Once upon a time a little boy wanted to
play with the train. And he tryna get the train, but
his mean brother holdin’ it up high. So the big boy
put it under his bed. When the big brother in the
kitchen eatin’ his sandwich, the little boy take
he train and he put it in his toy box. Then the big
boy came back and he thinkin’ of the train. And
he look under the bed but he don’t find nothin’.
(Ages 6;3)
Story D: The big guy. . . the wittle brother wants
to play with the choo-choo train. The big guy
hiding it under his bed. The wittle guy. . . the
wittle brother gotten it and the wittle brother
putting it in his toy box. Then the brother came in
the door. Then he came look for the toy. Then look
under his bed. (Ages 6;7)
The narratives presented above show four
very different children. Three of them differ in
expected ways. One differs in ways characteristic of a child with a language disorder.
To identify which narrator shows evidence
of a language disorder, three aspects of child
language variation must be addressed. The
evaluation of a disorder must first take into
account the child’s dialect status and developmental status. In determining which of these
narrators has a disorder and is in need of
language services, the speech-language pathologist (SLP) must distinguish which elements
derive from the child’s stage of development,
which elements reveal the child’s dialect, and
which elements indicate disorder.
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Making the distinctions among development, dialect, and disorder for the above narratives can represent a difficult diagnostic puzzle.
This puzzle is relatively simple when only
mainstream American English (MAE) is involved. There is an extensive literature describing the milestones of development and how
children learn to use language in appropriately
formed narratives as they grow and mature, so
the developmental distinction between Story A
and Story B is clear. Story A is produced by a 6year-old child and Story B by a 4-year-old
child. If a 6-year-old child produced the story
in B, it might be cause for concern, but B is
perfectly normal for a 4-year-old child.
On the other hand, Story D is produced by
an MAE-speaking 6-year-old child. The syntactic forms are inconsistent and unpredictable;
the narrative focuses only on the actions in the
pictures and lacks the cohesive devices expected
of a child of that age. Again, the diagnostic
puzzle is not too difficult to resolve for an
MAE-speaking child with a language disorder
given the indicators of delay in Story D.
However, in the case of Story C the situation becomes more complicated in that the
narrator is not a speaker of MAE and uses
stigmatized language forms, which may distract
the listener from recognizing the basic quality
of the story; and because of various omissions of
morphological inflections, this child could be
confused with a child who has a language
disorder. In fact, Story C is told by an African
American English (AAE) speaker who, like the
speaker in Story A, exhibits above average use of
narrative markers, such as time clauses (e.g.,
‘‘when’’) and sophisticated knowledge of the language of thought (e.g., ‘‘he think about. . .’’). To
diagnose the speaker of Story C as having a
disorder would be a serious but not an uncommon mistake if AAE status were not factored
into the diagnosis.

THE DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE
The diagnostic problem associated with the
above narratives captures the essence of a clinical conundrum that has challenged communication disorders for several decades. This
challenge is how validly to assess children who
speak dialects so different from MAE that it is
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difficult to separate them from children with a
language disorder. In this issue, solutions to
this clinical problem are presented so that the
AAE status of Case C is recognized for what it
is, a dialectal variation, and not confused for the
disordered status of Case D.
Making this distinction, that is, distinguishing the difference between typically developing MAE- and AAE-speaking children from
their language-impaired peers, is the objective of
this issue. The objective is achieved through an
in-depth discussion of the development, design,
and research findings of a project to develop an
innovative assessment test for a non-MAE population. This research and the resulting test
construction were focused on how best to isolate
dialect factors and remove them from the initial
diagnosis of risk. The proposed battery exemplifies the separation of two functions: dialect
identification and diagnosis of a disorder. These
tests and the process they derive from are used
here to demonstrate how children, including
AAE speakers, can be evaluated fairly and without linguistic or cultural bias.
The dialect-neutral language test described
in this issue was developed by Harry Seymour,
Tom Roeper, and Jill and Peter de Villiers at
the University of Massachusetts Amherst in
conjunction with The Psychological Corporation. The extensive research foundation of the
test was sponsored by a grant and then a
contract from the National Institutes of
Health-National Institute on Deafness and
Other Communication Disorders to develop a
language assessment instrument that would be
appropriate and unbiased for African American
children who speak AAE. It has taken more
than 10 years and the work is not yet finished.
Preliminary versions of a screener and a comprehensive language test were published in
2003. A norm-referenced version with a significant sampling of African American children is
being developed now for publication in 2005.

Clinical Implications of Dialect
Differences
In general, SLPs rely heavily on a single dialect
standard (i.e., MAE) as the referent of acceptability when assessing the language of children.
Although MAE is an abstract notion and is not

a specific language entity, it is nevertheless perceived to be the variety of English most used in
the conduct of commerce and is fostered in the
schools as most acceptable. Moreover, the notion
of a single MAE is a misnomer in that MAE can
vary from one region of the country to another.
For example, the MAE spoken in Boston
sounds different from the MAE in Georgia.
Indeed, President John F. Kennedy, who
dropped his /r/, as in ‘‘pak the ka’’, sounded
very different from President Jimmy Carter,
whose accent was distinctly southern. Of course
these differences are superficial variations of
English, and are considered to be MAE even
though they represent two very distant communities, a northern city and the rural south.
Despite such variations in English speech patterns across the country, there exists a common
core of language features that defines who is
and is not a speaker of MAE. Hence, differences among MAE speakers are relatively
minor and a standard archetype is generally
applied by SLPs despite regional variations.
Most variations among dialects of English
are relatively superficial, representing simple
contrasts from the archetype standard, and
thus, present little difficulty to SLPs in accommodating those variations in the assessment
process. However, there are a few dialects
such as AAE in which there are more profound
contrasts from MAE and the assessment process becomes more complicated.
AAE has been described by sociolinguists
over the last several decades as a dialect primarily spoken by African Americans. It is
variously referred to as Black English, Ebonics,
African American English Vernacular, among
other names. (The preferred term in this article
is AAE, which is commonly used in academic
circles.) AAE, like MAE, is but one of many
varieties of English. However, unlike MAE,
which cuts across geographic, racial, and ethnic
boundaries, AAE is characterized by a commonality of speech spoken primarily by African
Americans, but not by all of them. AAE is less
geographically defined than other dialects of
English, though there are some differences by
geographic region; rather it has emerged as a
commonality of speech and grammar of a
culturally defined group. In addition, children
or adults of other races who have strong cultural
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identification or primary social interaction with
African Americans may speak AAE too. Thus,
AAE may be defined in terms of the features
that distinguish a pattern of grammar (morphology, semantics, syntax, pragmatics, and
phonology) in the speech used by culturally
identified African Americans.

The Challenge of AAE Diagnosis
The clinical problems presented by AAE are 2fold: (1) AAE features appear similar to patterns of language disorders, and (2) there is a
paucity of developmental research on AAE.
With respect to the first issue, AAE is heavily
characterized by optional use of certain linguistic structures, particularly morphological inflections. The term ‘‘optional’’ refers to a speaker’s
use of a particular linguistic structure at some
times and not others. For example, AAE speakers may or may not produce a present tense
sentence without a copula verb (i.e., ‘‘a zerocopula,’’ He is tall ! He tall), zero third-person
present tense agreement (He walks ! He walk),
and zero past -ed (He played yesterday ! He play
yesterday). Because, it is not uncommon for a
language-disordered child to delete copula ‘‘is,’’
third person /-s/, and past /-ed/, it may be
difficult, in a diagnostic context, to differentiate
such disordered patterns from the typical patterns spoken in AAE.
This differentiation problem is further exacerbated by issue two, the limited information
about the course of development of such
patterns as copula, third-person /-s/, and past
-ed. As AAE children’s language matures
during the acquisition stage, it remains unclear
when these and other AAE patterns are
mastered and the forms they take. In MAE,
there are specific normative milestones that
indicate when children of various ages acquire
mastery of morphological inflections. These
milestones constitute acquisitional benchmarks
for SLPs to follow in identifying children
who fail to achieve them. A similar set of
benchmarks is lacking for AAE-speaking
children.
Despite the absence of a comparable dataset for AAE acquisition, undoubtedly there are
strong similarities between the two dialects,
given that both MAE and AAE are spoken
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by speakers of English. The important question
about AAE acquisition is when particular AAE
features are mastered. During the acquisitional
stage, an informed position is that both AAE
and MAE produce very common developmental patterns such as deletions of morphological
inflections.1–3 As both dialects mature in the
process of acquisition, they diverge such that
each adopts the adult patterns of its respective
system. This means that many of the developmental patterns shared between the dialects
become extinct in MAE, but appear to be
retained in AAE. For example, at age 3 years,
both dialects may produce an absent thirdperson /-s/ agreement marker; at age 5 years
this feature no longer exists for the MAE
speaking child, but remains in the AAE-learning child’s speech at 5 years and older. Because
of the optionality of features such as the thirdperson /-s/ agreement marker, the point at
which a child’s production shifts from immature status to adult status has not been determined.4,5 At the same time, uniquely AAE
elements, such as the use of an invariant form
of ‘‘to be’’ to indicate habitual actions, are
emerging in the AAE-learning child. Additional complexities such as these intersect
with the third-person /-s/ agreement system
in ways that have not been investigated. Thus,
this acquisition puzzle remains a source of
difficulty when assessing child AAE speakers.

HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE IN
ADDRESSING THE CLINICAL
PROBLEM
A debate between John Michels and Orlando
Taylor6,7 during the 1968 American SpeechLanguage-Hearing Association (ASHA) annual convention brought forward these controversial issues about linguistic and cultural bias
in the assessment and treatment of African
American children. As a result of this debate
and the issues it raised, a small group of African
American scholars formed the ASHA Black
Caucus. Through the efforts of this Caucus,
ASHA was motivated to revise its curriculum
requirements for clinical certification by broadening the recommended coursework to include
the study of sociolinguistics and the topic of
AAE.
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Throughout the 1970s, the Black Caucus
continued to push for fair and equitable testing
practices and a multicultural perspective in
ASHA. By 1978, the Caucus had evolved into
the National Black Association for SpeechLanguage and Hearing, an organization that
has been very effective in nurturing and disseminating scholarship among African American
students, SLPs, and university faculty regarding
the communicative styles of African Americans.
In addition, the organization has played an
important role in the adoption of ASHA’s
position paper on social dialects, which states
‘‘. . . no dialectal variety of English is a disorder
or a pathological form of speech or language.’’8,9
ASHA’s position paper on social dialects
established that SLPs should not view AAE as
a deficit. This position was helpful in providing
a challenge to the deficit position, which argued
that AAE was cognitively corrupt and deficient.
ASHA’s position paper contradicted this argument and gave support for an opposing position, that AAE was simply different and was a
rule-governed dialect of English. Although a
significant step forward in acknowledging the
legitimacy of AAE, the position paper fell short
of telling SLPs what to do about AAE in terms
of assessment and treatment of communication
disorders among AAE speakers.
The testing practices in communication
disorders during the last several decades are

such that reliance on standardized tests of
language almost ensures that children who
speak AAE are likely to be penalized for doing
so. One form this penalty takes is a disproportionate representation of African American
children in language services and special education programs throughout the country. This
was so in 1970 and it prevails to this day.
Consider that across the United States,
African American children are three times
more likely to be diagnosed as mentally retarded
than their white peers.10 This disproportionality
is also reflected in special education classifications.11 African American children comprise
 15% of the school-age population, yet their
numbers in special education for disabilities
associated with language functioning constitute
an over-representation in every category. All of
these educational designations rely at least in part
on testing done in the medium of MAE (Fig. 1).
One can reasonably argue that where there
is over-representation, there are undoubtedly
children who are in fact language disordered
and who go undiagnosed. This would be underrepresentation, which, along with over-representation, reflects misdiagnosis and can be
attributed in part to an assessment process
that is biased against African American and
other minority children. This bias can take
several forms.12 According to Wyatt13 there
can be situational bias, format bias, value bias,

Figure 1 Percent of African American children in special education classifications (Dis, disorder).
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and linguistic bias, all of which create a disconnect between the client and the testing context.
Of these various kinds of bias, perhaps the
most difficult to address in the clinical setting is
the linguistic and cultural bias. This difficulty
stems from the importance and reliance on
standardized testing. Because standardized
tests typically are normed on racial and ethnic
groups in accordance to a demographic distribution that matches the U.S. general population, there is a linguistic and cultural skewing
toward the majority group; that is, middle-class
white Americans. As a consequence, linguistic
and cultural differences associated with dialects
such as AAE are not adequately reflected in the
normative distribution of the tests. Thus, AAE
speaking children can be and are penalized for
their dialect.

MULTICULTURAL MODELS
Language is clearly a major factor in the kinds
of special education disabilities for which African American children are over-represented.
This language factor is directly related to the
mismatch between the target MAE standard on
assessment tests and the AAE status of so many
African American children. In recent years and
due largely to a society now characterized by
diverse ethnic, racial, and language communities, many if not most SLPs recognize that
they can no longer apply a single linguistic and
cultural model in assessing and treating language disorders in children. Serious consideration must be given to the language background
from which children come in determining the
kinds of assessment strategies and materials
that are most appropriate.
With respect to AAE, these assessment
strategies and materials must draw upon existing knowledge about AAE. Much of this
knowledge derives from linguistic descriptions
about AAE from the early work of sociolinguists during the 1960s and early 1970s.14–21
This seminal work became foundational for
later descriptive research and for those focusing
on the clinical issues concerned with distinguishing language deficits from language differences characterized by AAE.4,12,22–27
Research on AAE has led to the proposal
of several models for assessing AAE-speaking
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children. Some have suggested abandoning
standardized tests for African American children altogether in favor of ‘‘nonstandardized’’
assessment methods.23,28,29 Among these
methods are language sampling analysis and
criterion-referenced language probes. As useful
approaches in general, both language sampling
and language probes can be recommended
specifically for AAE children because their
naturalistic and dynamic process can be free of
bias compared with the relatively restrictive and
artificial testing contexts of standardized tests.
However, such approaches carry the disadvantages of being time intensive, possibly less
reliable, and having inadequate normative
data on AAE.
Because of the limited normative data on
AAE and remaining questions about the system of AAE, some scholars have directed their
attention at those linguistic structures that are
common to both AAE and MAE. This emphasis avoids AAE features and also avoids the
clinical problem regarding the status of optional
AAE structures. One such approach is the
Minimal Competency Core (MCC) proposed
by Stockman.28 The MCC identifies a scale of
obligatory language patterns expected of all
typically developing children regardless of their
dialect status. This scale constitutes a criterionreferenced measure representing the lowest end
of a competency scale against which acceptable
language performance can be measured. In
addition, Craig and Washington30 focus on
complex sentence constructions common to
both AAE and MAE. This approach avoids
zero morphosyntax patterns so typical of AAE.
There is also support for avoiding AAE features
in the diagnostic process in the work of
Seymour, Bland-Stewart, and Green,31 who
showed that AAE features that contrast with
MAE were less effective in identifying language disorders among African American children than features that were noncontrastive
between AAE and MAE
This contrastive/noncontrastive analysis,
first proposed by Seymour and Seymour in
1977,4 introduced a diagnostic procedure that
focuses entirely on those language structures
that AAE and MAE have in common; that is,
those that are noncontrastive. The underlying
assumptions for this approach are (1) AAE and
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MAE are more similar than they are different;
(2) specific AAE features should be avoided
because they represent patterns that appear
similar to disordered features, and thus would
be ambiguous in the diagnostic process; and (3)
an impaired language system also will reflect
itself in the similarities between AAE and
MAE. The intention was that this noncontrastive emphasis would answer the problem/
no problem question in diagnosis; that is, is
there a problem or not? It was fully recognized
that to determine the nature of the language
problem, a complete diagnosis should then
involve the child’s full array of language
strengths and weaknesses, which would, by
necessity, involve both contrastive and noncontrastive language structures. The problem in
implementing such a scheme and in the absence
of standardized tests was that a clinician
would have to employ time-consuming and
technically challenging linguistic analysis associated with language sampling and language
probes. As a consequence, too often the clinician has to rely on existing standardized
tests as a default procedure to both answer
the problem/no problem question and to
determine the nature of the problem. The
consequence is a perpetuation of inappropriate and biased practices for AAE-speaking
children.

THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
At the heart of the clinical problem associated
with dialects such as AAE is the issue of
variation. SLPs must examine and interpret at
least three important sources of variation when
diagnosing language disorders in children.
These are variation due to speech and language
development, variation due to speech and language dialects, and variation due to speech and
language disorder. These sources of variation
account for how children’s language may differ
from the adult model, and adequate assessment
must first deal with the evaluation of that
language variation.
A test designed to determine sources of
linguistic variation must fulfill three objectives:
(1) to answer the problem/no problem question; (2) to provide explanatory and evidentiary
data about the nature of the problem; and (3) to

achieve objectives 1 and 2 in a way that is
culturally and linguistically fair to both speakers
of MAE and speakers of other dialects of
English such as AAE. Our proposed battery
(see Acknowledgments) meets these objectives
by splitting the process in two: Step 1 starts
with dialect identification, elicited with contrastive structures; Step 2 follows with dialectneutral diagnosis of disorder. Once dialect
identification has been accomplished in the
first step of the process, the second part of
the screening can concentrate on the diagnostic function. For this, diagnostic test items
avoid superficial contrasts between dialects of
English by focusing on structures that are
noncontrastive and by drawing upon deep
principles of language considered universal
across dialects and even languages. Such items
will be among the most difficult and challenging for children—although they are also
among the most effective as language assessment tools.
Most tests of language address the problem/no problem question only and offer little
to no explanation about the nature of the child’s
problem.32 The reason for this limited focus is
the fragmented and atheoretical properties of
the items composing the tests. Typically, language test items are selected for their capacity
to measure a discrete aspect of language and
provide a developmental differentiation across
ages. Consequently, the outcome measures are
gross indices of a child’s knowledge. Our proposed assessment, on the other hand, will be a
process-driven comprehensive test of language
composed of test items that are theoretically
coherent within language domains. Hence, the
outcome measures for children will yield rich
information about the child’s understanding of
processes as opposed to discrete and unrelated
bits of language.
If the proposed battery is an effective
assessment regardless of the child’s dialect and
thus could be given to any child, one might
question why it is necessary to evaluate Language Variation Status. However, in the case of
AAE-speaking children, there are still compelling reasons to determine a child’s variation
status. First, it helps document which individuals within the African American community
are mainstream speakers. Race alone is not
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a sufficient indication. Among the African
American subjects in our field-testing research,
for example, 15% percent were identified as
MAE speakers by the screener (and fewer
than 20% of those children were recognized as
MAE speakers by their teachers). A teacher’s
knowledge that a child speaks MAE or not
can be useful in general educational programming, such as in planning reading instruction.
Furthermore, the greatest value of documenting a child’s dialect is to the nonimpaired AAE
speakers. They cannot be considered impaired
solely on the basis of the finding that they do
not speak MAE. If their risk status is high, then
those children need further evaluation to make
a diagnosis of impairment, and that evaluation
should not be made with a test normed on
MAE speakers.

CONCLUSION
In brief, the authors represented in this issue
have designed an assessment process that consists of three tests appropriate for both MAE
and non-MAE speakers between the ages 4 and
9 years. This issue is designed to share our
developmental process with researchers and
clinicians, and to further the development of
additional dialect-sensitive measures. The first
measure is a short screener with two parts: one
part is designed to identify Language Variation
Status in terms of whether a child is an
MAE speaker or not, and the second part is
designed to identify children who may be at risk
for a disorder (Diagnostic Risk Status). The
follow-up test is longer and provides criterionreferenced cut-off scores for a comprehensive
assessment of syntax, semantics, pragmatics,
and phonology. (See Figure 1 in Seymour
and Pearson, this issue.) A norm-referenced
version, essentially identical in composition to
the criterion-referenced version, is projected for
2005. The norm-referenced sample for the
test will incorporate a comparison to an oversampling of African American children, and
thus will be the only test of language with a
significant African American representation.
How such tests and future assessment measures
make possible a valid and unbiased assessment
of children’s language is fully described in the
articles to follow.
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Editor’s Note
The material in this issue pertains especially to
AAE and its speakers. Preliminary research
indicates that certain other dialects of English,
such as Cajun English and Appalachian English, share many features with AAE, and in
pilot testing those children performed like
AAE speakers on the proposed tests. However,
the utility of such tests for speakers of Spanishinfluenced English has not been established. In
principle, young Hispanics in the process of
learning English are using an ‘‘interlanguage,’’
which is only partly English. Therefore, there is
no reason to expect that the deep syntactic
principles found in the tests described here
will be realized in the interlanguage(s) in the
same way that they are in varieties of English.
On the other hand, if the Hispanic child has
mastered MAE sufficiently to score in the
MAE range in Language Variation Status,
there is no reason she or he cannot be evaluated
using the these instruments. However, the
wider range of Hispanic-background children
will be better served by a test designed for
children in their circumstance, like the one
currently under development by Iglesias et al.33
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Criterion-Referenced edition, and the DELV
Norm-Referenced edition. The phrase ‘‘evaluating language variation’’ refers generally to the
assessment processes discussed in this issue.
The term DELV is the name trademarked by
The Psychological Corporation of Harcourt
Assessment, Inc., and refers to the specific tests
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that are the outcome of the extensive research
described in this article. The specific tests are
referred to as the DELV-ST, or ‘‘screener,’’ or
the DELV-CR, DELV-NR, or the ‘‘full diagnostic test,’’ as appropriate. Questions about the
principles underlying the tests can be referred to
the authors of this issue (Seymour, Roeper, de
Villiers, de Villiers, Pearson, and Ciolli). Questions about the tests themselves should be
addressed to the Project Leader at The Psychological Corporation of Harcourt Assessment, Inc.; Lois Ciolli, Senior Research
Director.
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Theoretical and Empirical Bases for
Dialect-Neutral Language Assessment:
Contributions from Theoretical and Applied
Linguistics to Communication Disorders
Barbara Zurer Pearson, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

Three avenues of theoretical research provide insights for discovering abstract properties of language that are subject to disorder and amenable
to assessment: (1) the study of universal grammar and its acquisition; (2)
descriptions of African American English (AAE) Syntax, Semantics, and
Phonology within theoretical linguistics; and (3) the study of specific
language impairment (SLI) cross-linguistically. Abstract linguistic concepts
were translated into a set of assessment protocols that were used to establish
normative data on language acquisition (developmental milestones) in
typically developing AAE children ages 4 to 9 years. Testing AAE-speaking
language impaired (LI) children and both typically developing (TD) and LI
Mainstream American English (MAE)-learning children on these same
measures provided the data to select assessments for which (1) TD MAE
and AAE children performed the same, and (2) TD performance was
reliably different from LI performance in both dialect groups.
KEYWORDS: Universal grammar, unique structures of AAE syntax,
cross-linguistic study of LI, developmental milestones

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to identify (1) the theoretical bases for
a dialect-sensitive language screener and a dialect-neutral language assessment, and (2) the goals considered to
be essential in the selection of the items for the proposed screener and diagnostic language assessments.
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THE THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The need for a linguistically and culturally fair
language test in communication disorders has
been recognized since the 1960s, but until now
there have been no standardized speech and
language instruments specifically designed and
constructed for learners of dialects other than
Mainstream American English (MAE). In the
interval, research in several fields has contributed to the conceptual basis for such a test. These
research traditions are (1) the study of universal
grammar and its acquisition within theoretical
linguistics; (2) descriptions of African American
English (AAE) Syntax, Semantics, Pragmatics,
and Phonology within theoretical linguistics;
and (3) the study of specific language impairment (SLI) cross-linguistically. Seymour,
Roeper, de Villiers, and de Villiers (this issue)
used insights from all three fields to create a
practical instrument that takes into consideration typical development across dialects, and
also the abstract properties of grammars to
diagnose language disorder.
As described by Seymour in the introduction to this issue, following the social revolutions of the 1960s, sociolinguists gave us two
important legacies. The first is an appreciation
of the rule-governed nature of AAE, demonstrating that it is not a defective version of
Mainstream English, but a logical and systematic language variation in its own right.1 Sociolinguists of the 1960s and 1970s also devised a
useful inventory of points of contrast between
MAE and AAE,2 which has been the basis of
significant research in the intervening time.3–5

Universal Grammar
During the same period, abstract theoretical
linguistics was elaborating a framework focused
on a more abstract level of grammatical description. Linguists such as Chomsky6,7 and colleagues posited a system of universal grammar
within which all languages share a common
underlying set of principles, but differ by how
settings of certain parameters, or ‘‘switches,’’ are
set. This ‘‘principles and parameters’’ research
provided a mechanism for understanding how
small differences in the fundamental structures
of languages would have effects in many different areas of the surface structure of languages.
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For example, if a language had noun phrases
with the noun at the end of the phrase (such as
Japanese), it would affect the typical word order
of sentences in the language, the types and
position of relationship words, such as prepositions, and the structure of relative and other
adjunct clauses in the language. There are many
other examples of the integral relatedness of
parts of grammar within contemporary linguistics, and these informed the kinds of language
probes described in this issue.
In the abstract study of phonology, likewise, Optimality Theory8,9 provides a mechanism for us to view the greater underlying
commonality between languages and dialects,
while at the same time appreciating their surface
differences. In Optimality Theory, researchers
posit a restricted set of rules shared by all
languages. Different languages ‘‘weight’’ the
universal rules differently—that is, apply them
in different orders or with different priorities—
to give rise to many different outputs observed
in different languages and dialects.10,11
With these frameworks as a background,
the authors of this issue were motivated to
look for underlying language principles as the
foundation for the test, and as ways to diagnose
disorder that would not confuse its signs
with surface differences due to dialect. One
such area, for example, is in the fundamental
properties of movement rules and how movement is blocked, exemplified by wh- questions
(see Roeper12). The theory behind syntactic
barrier items, found in the discussion of
syntax evaluation, derives from Ross’s work
on ‘‘islands,’’13 later elaborated by Chomsky in
Barriers.14,15 These principles were applied to
child language acquisition theory by Roeper
and de Villiers and their colleagues.16,17

Research on the Abstract Structure
of AAE
Our work has also profited from greater exploration of AAE within the framework of
abstract linguistics. Wh-barriers, for example,
were investigated in an AAE-learning population,18 and typically developing AAE-learning
children were shown to respect the universal
principles involved, much the same as children
learning MAE or French or Greek, for
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example.19 In 1998, Coles20 extended that work
to provide new insights into the mechanisms
governing negative concord, another AAE
property, whereas Green21,22 investigated the
structural description of the AAE verb phrase.
Green’s work provides a possible explanation
for why AAE verbs would not receive person
marking (as in third-person -s) in the same way
as MAE verbs. As Green points out, the AAE
verbal system has a rich system of ‘‘aspectual’’
elements that have no counterpart in the grammar of MAE. (‘‘Aspect’’ refers to other means
aside from tense to describe the time element in
an action—whether it was a continuing action,
or a repeated action, one that happened all at
once, or one that lasted a long time; e.g., ‘‘the
leaf fell’’ versus ‘‘the leaf was falling.’’) For
example, AAE has special meanings for verb
auxiliaries, such as invariant be for habitual
actions (‘‘they [always] be running’’), done for
perfective, been done for remote past—all
shades of meaning that require adverbs
to express them in MAE. Green posits an
additional branch in the AAE structural tree.
As in Russian, which also has a richly marked
system of aspect in its grammar, the aspect
particles, which appear superficially the same
as MAE tense markings, do not interact with
the agreement system. If Green is right, this
would give a deep structure reason for the lack
of person agreement in the AAE verb phrase.
Other theoretically informed studies of
AAE have been carried out by Terry,23
Jackson,24 Wyatt,25 Dayton,26 and others.
Although not all of these findings have found
direct translation into assessment probes, they
emphasize the regularities in certain features
of AAE, which were often considered instances
of imperfect learning of MAE structures. In
this framework, rather than being imperfect,
the use of these same features can be viewed
as learning an alternative grammar with properties as rich and complex as any other natural
language.

Cross-Linguistic Study of SLI
Another important avenue of research is found
in the recent interest in language impairment
(LI) in languages other than English. The
study of LI and SLI in different languages

adds to our understanding of the deeper principles of language involved in such impairment.
For example, much research on LI in Englishlearning children has focused on the acquisition
of morphosyntax, and several theories attributed the difficulty to a problem with, for example, unstressed words and parts of words.27
More recently, inspired by modern linguistic
analyses of the functional categories, Rice and
Wexler28 have pointed to a particular difficulty
in SLI in the area of tense. One of the recommendations of this line of work is to take a
measure of a ‘‘finite verb morphology composite.’’29 This measure represents the overall
percentage with which children use morphemes
such as past -ed, present third person singular
-s, and copula and auxiliary be forms.30,31
Leonard concludes, ‘‘For many children with
SLI, the use of this collection of morphemes is
unusually weak.’’
However, researchers studying children
learning languages with more developed systems of morphosyntactic inflections report little
difficulty with tense marking.32 Instead, other
difficulties come to light; for example, in agreement, as observed by Clahsen33 or the incorporation of pronoun forms (clitics) into the verb
phrase, as in French.34,35 The problems with
tense forms observed in English LI may be less
a question of the morphology of tense, but
rather a consequence of a more general problem
in the elaboration of the verb phrase as a whole,
which takes different forms depending on the
computations required by the structural properties of the different languages36
In the case of AAE, even normally developing children measured by a standard such as
the ‘‘finite verb composite’’ of MAE would be
identified as having serious linguistic problems,
because AAE is different in each one of these
forms. As researchers, we sought to avoid confusing dialect variation and disorder and to
capture the sophisticated abstract knowledge
that all typically developing children learn
without being taught, but which create problems for children with language impairment.
We do not yet know why these problems might
arise—whether it is, as has been suggested, a
question of incomplete grammars, or processing difficulties, or missed parameters. Perhaps
in SLI, the normal components of language
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that feed growth to one another get into
misalignment through delay in some area.
Each of these, or yet another possibility, may
be at work for different subsets of children with
disorders. The theoretical basis for SLI is still
an issue with many unresolved questions. Our
final set of suggested tasks attempts to delve
more deeply into areas where the child could
have fundamental problems.

THE EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
PROGRAM

Step 1: Developing Items
One way to go about translating theoretical
background into an empirical research program
that would identify dialect and culture-free
assessment items was to mine protocols from
acquisition experiments within Syntax, Semantics, Pragmatics, and Phonology for candidate
items. Several of de Villiers and Roeper’s experiments17,37 provided formats for our whquestion probe to identify language impairment. Work in the acquisition of passive by
Roeper,38 question-asking by de Villiers,39
quantifiers by Mattei and Roeper,40 Philip,41
Crain and Thornton,42 articles by Schafer and
de Villiers,43 and lexical contrasts by Waxman
and Hatch,44 for example, all suggested still
other formats in the different language domains. During the initial National Institutes
of Health Screener grant and the first phase of a
contract to Seymour for a comprehensive language test, items were adapted from experiments and tried out with AAE learners in
Hartford, CT, and Springfield, MA, to establish their utility before being submitted to
nationwide field testing.
The goal of the piloting and then the first
round of field testing was to narrow down the
candidate items to the most effective ones. We
had two objectives in mind, Dialect Identification and Diagnosis of Language Impairment;
thus, useful items were considered to be those
that could be embodied in clear-cut paper-andpencil-based format and would meet these
criteria:
1. they showed steady development across
age
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For identifier items,
2. they showed a clear distinction between
dialect groups
For diagnostic items,
3. they were neutral with respect to the
dialect spoken, and
4. there was a clear distinction between
typical and disordered performance.

Step 2: Field Testing/Developmental
Milestones
The field testing research for this experimental
test also served as the data collection for determining developmental milestones for AAE
learners. It aimed to establish the milestones
of development, a metaphor for the road
markers that tell the distances between what
are here ‘‘landmarks’’ of language behavior. At
what age do we expect a typically developing
child to understand how to give an exhaustive
response to a double wh-question? At what age
do we expect most children to use the language
for thought to tell about a character’s actions
and motivations in a short narrative? In addition, by extension, at what age is it a sign of
delay not to do so?
Despite progress understanding the unique
structures of AAE adult language, no comprehensive picture of AAE child language and the
stages of its development has yet emerged.45–47
Therefore, the developmental milestone research was designed primarily to find the course
of mastery in the AAE population for the
noncontrastive items in the set; that is, features
shared with MAE, such as past tense copula
was/were or rules for embedding wh-clauses.
Neither has the prevalence of contrastive items
in the speech of AAE-learning children48
yet been established across a range of ages.
Thus, a portion of the developmental milestone
research was devoted to determining which
AAE features are most persistent, and at what
ages and in what contexts AAE features are a
significant factor in AAE-child speech.
In theory, children speaking either
AAE or MAE should find items based on
noncontrastive features equally easy or hard;
but there are several reasons why the dialects
could differ even on noncontrastive features in
development. Features might be similar yet not
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identical, or they might not occur with equal
frequency. They may interact differently with
other features that are contrastive. For example,
the tendency for plural nouns to appear without
an ‘‘-s’’ marking (e.g., ‘‘two cup’’) in AAE may
affect the child’s likelihood of producing a bare
noun as a singular (e.g., ‘‘cup’’ instead of ‘‘the
cup’’). Or, if the third-person /-s/ is absent in
AAE, then number agreement may be a much
less salient property overall. What is the impact
of that on the use of quantifiers, such as every,
which takes a singular noun, versus all, which
generally modifies a plural noun? The AAEspeaking child may find it easier than the MAE
child to treat the two quantifiers alike, and then
take longer to recognize the special properties
of every. It is not clear, or even likely, that
equivalence of structures in the adult dialects
would always translate into a similar schedule
for learning those structures in the child language of both dialects.

Tryout Research/Developmental
Milestones Procedures
For this research phase it was important to
obtain a diverse sample of 1257 children from
across the United States (see Table 1). To
accomplish this, 477 speech-language pathologists [footnote to TPC] were recruited to assist
in ‘‘trying out’’ more than 300 test items. The
items were divided into 14 subdomains, and
they assessed more than 30 different language
constructs.

Table 1

Characteristics of the Sample
Given that the original goal of the project was to
find a means to identify AAE-speaking children
at risk for language impairment as they entered
school, the focus of the tryout research was
children ages 4 to 6 years, who comprised approximately 65% of the sample. The items were
also tested on children ages 7 through 12 years
to ensure that ceilings were reached for the
different target behaviors. It was also important
to test proportional numbers of children of each
gender living in different regions of the country
to ensure that any patterns found were not
limited to only one gender or region.
DISCRIMINATION

Equally important was to discover which
items were capable of discriminating disorder
through the age range, so the same items were
tried out on 250 African American children
diagnosed with and receiving services for language impairment. (There was also a group of
147, including 16 additional children not in the
main study, who had been identified as phonologically impaired to test the noncontrastive,
diagnostic phonology items.) This aspect of the
developmental milestones data collection allowed the selection of items that followed a
different path of development in the typically
developing (TD) and LI children. In the end, a
set of items was found that showed steady
development through age 9 years (ceiling values
were reached at 10 years for the majority of
them, even among LI children).

Research Sample for the Developmental Milestones Research
Age (years)

Characteristic

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Total

AAE
TD

108

131

143

15

33

27

37

19

27

540

LI
MAE

27

45

50

16

29

15

30

14

16

242

TD

60

61

73

16

20

20

21

18

31

320

LI

21

29

34

9

19

12

14

6

11

155

216

266

300

56

101

74

102

57

85

1257

Total

AAE, African American English; TD, typically developing; LI, language impaired; MAE, Mainstream American English.
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DIALECT

Because the prevalence of AAE speakers and the
density of their dialect was thought to be greatest at lower economic and educational levels,49,50
the greatest portion of the children (79%) were
from families where the parents had only a high
school education or less. Finally, given that the
items included many innovative elements never
before included on a language test, they were
also tried out on a comparison set of 475 MAEspeaking children, both TD and LI. These
children were matched as closely as possible to
the AAE sample with respect to economic and
educational level. As in the AAE group, about
one third of the children were diagnosed with
and receiving services for language impairment.
Items that showed different performance between the two dialect groups were eliminated
from the pool of candidate items.
There were 49% females overall, more or
less evenly distributed throughout the age
ranges. (One exception was that the LI children
were 61% male; to keep the general balance, the
TD groups had more females than males, 55%
and 45%, respectively.) The regional distribution of participants was generally based on
the distribution of African Americans in the
different parts of the country according to the
Current Population Survey of the Census Bureau of October 2000 (Table 2).51

RESULTS
The broad results of the milestone research are
stunning. They show that typically developing
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Table 2 Geographic Distribution of the
Research Sample
Sample

North
Central South Northeast West

% of subjects 26%
Census figures 25%

58%
51%

7%
15%

9%
9%

AAE and MAE speakers perform similarly with
respect to many sophisticated syntactic and
semantic aspects of their grammar.
In analyses of variance, for example, whquestions (WH), articles (AR), and fast mapping (FM), graphed in Figures 1–3, showed
extremely large age effects, but no effect of
dialect or interaction of age and dialect. [WH:
Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 46.427, p < 0.0001; Dialect,
F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.380, p ¼ 0.538; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.385, p ¼ 0.859. AR: Age, F(5,
1002) ¼ 41.268, p < 0.0001; Dialect, F(1,
1002) ¼ 0.006, p ¼ 0.937; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.441, p ¼ 0.820. FM: Age, F(5,
1002) ¼ 29.600, p < 0.0001; Dialect, F(1,
1002) ¼ 0.361, p ¼ 0.548; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.603, p ¼ 0.670.]
In addition, from the point of view of
pragmatics in communicative role-taking (CR)
and question asking (QA), both groups show
that they are developing an age-appropriate
sense of how language is used to give and
receive specific information (Figs. 4 and 5).
[CR: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 46.901, p < 0.0001;
Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.025, p ¼ 0.875; Age
by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.620, p ¼ 0.685.

Figure 1 Wh-question scores by Dialect group. AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American
English.
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Figure 2 Article scores by Dialect group. AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American English.

Figure 3 Fast mapping novel verbs by Dialect group. AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream
American English.

Figure 4 Question asking scores by Dialect group. AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American
English.
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Figure 5 Communicative role scores by Dialect group. AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream
American English.

QA: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 50.876, p < 0.0001;
Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.034, p ¼ 0.853; Age
by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.556, p ¼ 0.734.]
The milestone data also make it clear that
there is a small set of predictable morphosyntactic and phonological elements, the language
variation score (LVS), that distinguish TD
AAE speakers from MAE speakers. In this
case (Fig. 6), the strong dialect effect diminishes slightly with age and so one sees a
just barely significant interaction. [LVS: Age,
F(5, 696) ¼ 15.748, p < 0.0001; Dialect, F(1,
707) ¼ 337.615, p < 0.0001; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 696) ¼ 2.274, p ¼ 0.046.] This is not to
say that the AAE grammar is characterized
only by this small set of features. Rather, these
features pattern with the deeper aspects of AAE

grammar—negative concord and the rich aspectual and phonotactic systems—so the surface features can be used as proxies for the
deeper aspects when it is useful to clarify
quickly and efficiently whether the individual
is an MAE speaker or not.
Finally, the milestones for these same tasks
are significantly different between LI and TD
children in all four domains (Figs. 7–10): Syntax
(SYN), Pragmatics (PRG), Semantics (SEM),
and Phonology (PHO; the comparison for phonology between children with phonological impairment and those with no impairment)
(Figs. 7–10). [SYN: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼89.140,
p < 0.0001; Clinical Status, F(1, 1002) ¼
114.77, p < 0.0001; Age by Clinical Status,
F(5, 1002) ¼ .765, p ¼ 0.575. PRG: Age,

Figure 6 Contrastive elements by Dialect group (typically developing only). AAE, African American English;
MAE, Mainstream American English.
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Figure 7 Syntax domain by Clinical Status.

Figure 8 Pragmatics domain by Clinical Status.

Figure 9 Semantics domain by Clinical Status.
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Figure 10 Phonology domain by Clinical Status (articulation disorder). Phon., phonologically (Impaired).

F(5, 1002) ¼ 108.51, p < 0.0001; Clinical Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 110.71, p < 0.0001; Age by
Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.359, p ¼ 0.237.
SEM: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 82.406, p < 0.0001;
Clinical
Status,
F(1,
1002) ¼ 130.589,
p < 0.0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5,
1002) ¼ 2.215, p ¼ .051. PHO: Age, F(5,
1025) ¼ 20.861, p < 0.0001; Phonological Status, F(1, 1030) ¼ 184.11, p < 0.0001; Age by
Phonological Status, F(5, 1019) ¼ 3.590,
p ¼ 0.003.]
MAJOR FINDINGS
The developmental milestones/tryout research
described above provided a wealth of data on the
language patterns of the four groups of children
studied: TD AAE, LI AAE, TD MAE, and LI
MAE. The findings on the 4- to 6-year-old
children are summarized in the April 2002
report to the National Institutes of Health,52
portions of which are available from the authors.
Additional patterns are being investigated in
articles in preparation by Roeper, Strauss,
Jackson, Johnson, de Villiers, Pearson, and Velleman, as well as others.10,11,53
The major findings from the research we
conducted and report on in the articles in this
issue can be summarized as follows:

1. A set of 10 contrastive morphosyntactic and
5 contrastive phonological features reliably
distinguish AAE from MAE speakers
among TD children aged from 4 to 12 years.
2. A set of 17 noncontrastive items (7 morphosyntax, 4 wh-comprehension, and 6

nonword repetition) reliably distinguish 4
levels of risk for language delay for children
aged 4 to 9 years, regardless of the child’s
dialect.
3. A set of 25 noncontrastive Phonology items
reliably identify risk for speech disorder,
regardless of the child’s dialect.
4. One hundred sixteen noncontrastive items
(46 in Semantics, 28 in Syntax, 17 in Pragmatics, plus the 25 Phonology items) reliably distinguish typical development from
language disorder, regardless of the dialect
of the child.
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Steps in Designing and Implementing an
Innovative Assessment Instrument
Harry N. Seymour, Ph.D.,1,2 and Barbara Zurer Pearson, Ph.D.2

ABSTRACT

Preliminary research for innovative assessments valid for both
African American English- and Mainstream American English-speaking
children suggested a process consisting of two separate tests: (1) a screening
test, and (2) a comprehensive test of Syntax, Pragmatics, Semantics, and
Phonology. Language probes were designed to accomplish the functions of
dialect identification, using highly contrastive features between the dialects,
and diagnosis of disorder, which uses noncontrastive elements. The resulting assessment/proposal, which has undergone extensive experimental field
testing, differs from existing tests at the level of its individual items and in
the process of test construction as a whole.
KEYWORDS: Dialect identification, diagnostic risk, language domains,
dialect-neutral, dialect sensitive

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to identify (1) unique aspects of the
proposed dialect-sensitive test’s design, development, and goals; and (2) how the proposed language probes
avoid the typical pitfalls of standardized test design that often lead to linguistic bias.

INDEPENDENT EVALUATION OF
DIALECT AND DISORDER
A basic premise for making a dialect-sensitive
language assessment is that a test for dialect
status does not tell about impairment. Most
children who do not speak Mainstream American English (MAE), especially those with

African American English (AAE)-speaking
language models in their home environments,
generally turn out upon further evaluation
to have age-appropriate language. Children
who score in the MAE range, whether African
American or not, may also turn out to be
language-impaired. Research for innovative
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assessments being developed by Seymour,
Roeper, and de Villiers suggested an assessment
consisting of two separate tests: (1) a screening
test, and (2) a comprehensive test of Syntax,
Pragmatics, Semantics, and Phonology (FN).

Proposed Test Format
The screening test we have been piloting (see
Acknowledgments) consists of two parts: one
part tests contrastive features of AAE phonology and morphosyntax, whereas the second
part has all noncontrastive items. We found
that a combination of noncontrastive morphosyntax and wh-question items, along with nonword repetitions,1 provides a reasonably quick
and reliable diagnosis of risk for language disorder that is not biased against AAE speakers.
Children scoring in high-risk categories on the
screener, regardless of dialect status, can be
given a more comprehensive test for a fuller
diagnosis.
To be comprehensive, a language test would
need to cover the four traditional domains
of linguistic description: Syntax, Pragmatics,
Semantics, and Phonology. The comprehensive

2004

test could be given on its own or as a follow-up
to an indication of the need for further evaluation provided by the screening items. Figure 1
provides a schematic diagram of how the
various parts of the test might relate to each
other.

IDENTIFYING IMPAIRMENT ON
THE COMPREHENSIVE
LANGUAGE TEST
The criteria for identifying impairment on the
comprehensive test take into consideration that
only a small minority of children (  4% in the
developmental milestone research) will score in
the failing (or ‘‘weakness’’) range in all domains.
In fact, 20% of our research sample failed one
domain. What is important for evaluating those
children is how they performed in the other
areas. Many children who fail one domain
show normal or above-average performance in
the others and so give no cause for concern.
However, if the child fails two domains or is
low average or below in two domains beyond
the failing one, there is cause to recommend
intervention.

Figure 1 Relationship between elements of proposed assessments. (A) and (B) represent potential starting
points for the assessment. MAE, Mainstream American English.

INNOVATIVE ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT/SEYMOUR, PEARSON

Special Consideration for
Phonology Domain
The Phonology domain in the dialect-sensitive
language test is an exception to this principle. It
can count as a domain in adding up the child’s
strengths and weaknesses to evaluate the overall
language performance. If a child failed Syntax
and Phonology, the recommendation for remediation would be the same as if the child
had missed two of the other domains, for
example Syntax and Semantics, or Semantics
and Pragmatics.
However, the Phonology domain can also
stand alone for the evaluation of speech problems. About half of the children in the research described by Pearson2 who had low
Phonology scores also exhibited a language
problem, but about half did not. With the
dialect-sensitive Phonology as envisioned for
our project, a low average or weakness result in
that single domain would be sufficient to suspect a speech problem. Regardless of dialect
background, the child should be given a full
phonological evaluation. As mentioned above,
if the child scored weakness in Phonology and
one of the other domains, it would support a
recommendation for language services as well as
the speech evaluation.

UNIQUENESS OF THE PROPOSED
TEST PROCEDURES
The dialect-sensitive assessment described in
this issue is different from already existing tests
in its design, development, and goals. The
innovation is not in the nature of the stimulus
items, which can be presented in as standard a
format as possible. The dialect-sensitive probes
that we propose require no special technology,
nor any special knowledge of AAE (although it
is always good practice to be as informed as
possible about the characteristics of the children
in one’s care). Many of the items themselves
may appear familiar, but closer consideration
shows that they are not. The short narratives,
passives, and many of the morphosyntax
prompts to be described in this issue look like
similar items on other tests. On the proposed
assessment, however, their scoring and interpretation are unusual. Short narratives, for example, do not require recording and the child’s

story is evaluated not for its organization as is
most common, but primarily for what it reveals
about the child’s language for mental events.
The passive items are short and use common
activities, but they represent a series of items of
graduated difficulty according to the child’s
ability to understand implicit information about
reported events as opposed to what is explicitly
stated in the prompts. Elements of morphosyntax are elicited, as in other tests, but their
purpose here is principally dialect identification,
and they play only a small part in the diagnosis
of impairment.
Other items may appear somewhat strange.
Many observers have commented that the
barriers questions in wh-questions (in the proposed Syntax probe) are too difficult for young
children or that the double wh-questions are
not the kind of questions that children typically
hear. They are not easy, but the extensive
milestone research has assured us that most
typically developing children—mainstream
and African American—can understand these
questions and respond appropriately. Language-impaired children, by contrast, do find
them hard, and do not demonstrate understanding of them until much later, if at all.
Likewise, some of the fast mapping questions
(in Semantics) often make adults pause—
before getting them right. It is rare for an adult
English speaker to miss more than an occasional one of the items. Children, too, are
remarkably successful with them, although of
course few of the younger children get the full
syntax, for example, of novel complement
items, the most complex of that item type.
Nonetheless, even young children can demonstrate their understanding of how sentence
grammar helps fix meaning in the easier transitive sentences, or in using the more direct
relationships, such as subject and object, within
the harder constructions.3
The proposed assessment’s unique design
originates in its commitment to being dialectneutral. It was not written first and then tested
with different populations and ‘‘tweaked’’ to
accommodate group differences. It was put
together exclusively with elements valid from
a theoretical point of view for both AAE- and
MAE-speaking children and which demonstrated empirically that they indeed were valid.
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Except for the phonology and morphosyntax
items, which make up the language variation
identifiers, all elements of the two proposed
measures have demonstrated that they are noncontrastive between dialects.

Overcoming Linguistic Bias
The dialect neutrality of the language probes is
accomplished in one of several ways, both in the
individual items and in the assessment’s construction as a whole. The most basic way they
avoid differences between dialects is to use
fundamental structures that follow principles
of universal grammar and are the same in
different dialects of English. As described by
Roeper4 the ways wh-words in complex sentences can move across clauses appear to follow
universal logical principles5 and are essentially
the same across many very distinct languages
and across dialects of English.6,7 Work by
Roeper, de Villiers, and others8,9 has shown
that children 3 years and older are generally
sensitive to those rules. Wh-clauses, then, reinforce dialect neutrality. Similarly, requests for
information from one speaker to another may
be encoded in different language structures, but
the basic task must be accomplished by speakers
of all languages. Asking a child to recognize
what information is missing and to ask for the
right information, as in the proposed questionasking subdomain in pragmatics, is a task of
basic communication that speakers of all dialects should be able to demonstrate. As long as
the scoring of the items depends on whether
the child used functional language to accomplish the task—and not to produce particular
target forms in doing so—this too can tap a
type of language universal.
In some subdomains, as in the narrative
section of the proposed pragmatics probe, there
is strong evidence in the literature that the
cultural groups differ, even in important respects,10–12 but the parts of the task we suggest
scoring (reference contrast and theory of mind)
do not differ across dialects. In areas such as
verb contrasts in semantics, where uses of many
vocabulary items might well be expected to
differ in different communities, only the specific items that showed no difference between
dialect groups were selected.
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Finally, great pains were taken to ensure
that the artwork for the proposed measures was
inclusive from a multicultural point of view.
There are no exotic animals, no holiday references, and the children depicted represent all the
ethnicities in the United States (but with a
preponderance of African American children).
Few items include proper names, which are often
culture-specific and can add to the memory load
of items; most use pronouns or generic terms
such as ‘‘this boy,’’ ‘‘this girl,’’ etc. Whenever
possible, there was an occasional bit of humor.
The proposed assessments are also unique
in the choice of the populations for their
standardization samples. The primary participants in the experimental field testing were
AAE speakers of working class background,
precisely the group least well served by current
tests. Only after the AAE speakers assured the
authors that the scoring would be valid and
informative for non-MAE speakers were analyses of the performance of an MAE-speaking
comparison group performed to demonstrate
that the tests would work equally well for them.
A final step to ensure that these tasks are
appropriate instruments for AAE speakers will
be the standardization on African American
children and a means for making this type of
assessment commercially available.13 However,
even before that is accomplished, its precursors
have already demonstrated how underlying linguistic principles are subject to disorders and
can be a useful basis for the assessment process
for both AAE and MAE speakers.
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Dialect Identification versus Evaluation
of Risk in Language Screening
Lois Ciolli, M.A., C.C.C.-S.L.P.,1 and Harry N. Seymour, Ph.D.2

ABSTRACT

This article proposes that any dialect-neutral screening test should
consist of two parts: one part using contrastive items to screen for Language
Variation Status (Mainstream American English [MAE] or a degree of
variation from MAE), and a second part using noncontrastive items to
screen for degree of risk for language disorder (low, medium, or high). The
two scores are interpreted together in forming an overall clinical profile of a
child. The implications for further diagnostic testing of both MAE and
non-MAE speakers who exhibit risk for language disorder are discussed.
Most importantly, for the African American child, viewing the results of the
two types of proposed screening items together clears the ‘‘variation due to
speech and language dialect’’ issue out of the way so that if further evaluation
is needed, it is done for valid reasons, not superficial ones.
KEYWORDS: Language Variation Status, Diagnostic Risk Status,
degree of risk, variation from mainstream, optimal, obligatory, contrastive
aspects of language, noncontrastive aspects of language, risk for disorder

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to (1) describe contrastive aspects of
language that can be used to identify African American English (AAE) dialect usage in children ages 4 to 12 years,
and (2) describe noncontrastive aspects of language that can be used to determine degree of risk for a language
disorder in children ages 4 to 9 years, regardless of whether AAE or Mainstream American English (MAE) is
spoken.

DIALECT IDENTIFICATION
VERSUS RISK DIAGNOSIS
If the question for a screening procedure is
to identify dialect versus disorder in African

American English (AAE) speakers, both goals
can be accomplished with phonology and morphosyntax items. For example, in phonology,
consonant clusters when in word-final position
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have different rules in AAE and MAE. Therefore, if the purpose is to establish Language
Variation Status, the phonology items should
target only the final position, where differences
between AAE and MAE are greatest. In
contrast, in screening for phonological disorder,
it is reasonable to present targets only in
initial and medial positions, where AAE and
MAE speakers (for the most part) treat them
alike.
Similarly, in morphosyntax, the distinct
sets of dialect identifier and language disorder
screening items can both include items involving the past tense verb was (or were). For the
identifier (Language Variation Status) objective, the focus of these items should be the
nature of the subject-verb agreement, which
differs reliably across the dialects: in AAE,
was occurs predictably with plural they (‘‘they
was’’), whereas MAE speakers almost exclusively say ‘‘they were.’’ In contrast, the items in a
screener for language disorder should focus on
whether was is deleted or not; neither dialect
would permit deletion in that context.1,2 In the
present tense, AAE forms of to be are used
optionally,3 but past tense was or were are
obligatory in AAE because they carry the tense
marking, information essential to understanding the sentence. If a child of either dialect
deletes was, that would be a marker of disorder.
Thus, the contrastive agreement pattern for was
can be used in determining Language Variation
Status, but the noncontrastive obligatory presence of was can be used for determining risk
status.

Item Goals
PART I: DEVELOPING A LANGUAGE
VARIATION SCREENER

We constructed a potential set of items with the
goal to maximize the difference in responses
between the AAE and MAE speakers. Given
that the most obvious contrastive features between the two dialects are morphological and
phonological, those features were the focus of
research for this part of the battery we developed. Out of 182 morphosyntax and phonology
items that were tested during the preliminary
research, 15 items that best differentiated
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the two dialect groups were selected for the
final version of our proposed screening test.
Although there are many other features typically considered characteristic of AAE, they are
not represented in our final version (e.g., multiple negation, ‘‘he don’t have no shoes’’). The
items selected were those that best differentiated the two dialect groups in morphological
and phonological patterns at all of the ages we
looked at. The end result was 5 phonology and
10 morphosyntax items that seemed quick to
administer and score.
We found that the most discriminating
phonology items involved only three phonemes—voiceless ‘‘y,’’ voiced ‘‘ð,’’ and the consonant cluster /ft/. These were incorporated
into five phonology items as stimulus targets
and were designed to elicit AAE patterns in
the final position of words: /y/ ! [f]; /ð/
! [v]; /ð/ ! [d]; /ð/ ! zero; and /ft/ ! [f].
In administering these five phonological
targets, the examiner says a short sentence
about the picture and asks the child to
repeat it. For example, the examiner might
show the child a picture of a child’s face with
her mouth open and say, ‘‘I see she can open her
mouth.’’
The next 10 items that we field tested
focus on morphosyntactic aspects of the child’s
speech. For these items, the child is asked to
look at a picture and finish a sentence or answer
a question about it. The items assess a child’s
marking of third-person, present tense, singular
verbs (has, -s, -es, does) and the third-person,
past tense, plural verb agreement, as in ‘‘they
was’’ or ‘‘they were.’’
A child’s dialect patterns can be easily
identified with this set of proposed items. We
have found that a child who is a speaker of
AAE will respond to most of the 15 target
items in a manner typical of AAE. Likewise,
in response to the same 15 items, a child who is
a speaker of MAE will produce more MAE
patterns. Nonresponses or response patterns
not typical of either the predicted AAE or
MAE targets also could be recorded, but not
entered into the scoring. The combined score
for the phonology and morphology items can be
used to determine a child’s variation status as
either ‘‘MAE,’’ ‘‘Some Variation from MAE,’’
or ‘‘Strong Variation from MAE.’’ As seen in
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Figure 1 Language variation categories (African American English [AAE]-background children). MAE, Mainstream American English.

Figures 1 and 2, our experimental work shows
that the dialect groups have very different
numbers of children in each of these categories.
Typically developing children from MAE
family backgrounds rarely show any Language
Variation Status except MAE (Fig. 2), whereas
children from AAE family backgrounds show
all three patterns (Fig. 1). Even at the older ages
when many of the children are learning to codeswitch into MAE, typically developing African
American children are still more likely to speak
with some or strong variation from MAE.

Item Goals—Part II: Diagnostic
Risk Status
We next sought items that were effective in
identifying children at risk for a language disorder and in eliciting the same responses from
typically developing children, regardless of

whether they were AAE or MAE speakers.
Out of the 313 items that were researched in
the second phase of piloting, we found 17 items
that as a group best discriminated between the
typically developing children and those with
language impairments in the research sample.
Five of the items focus on the child’s production of the third-person singular past tense
verb was, in either copula or auxiliary form.
Two more of the items that we identified for
this function also focus on morphosyntax;
these are possessive pronouns. Four more items
involve wh-questions and are discussed by
Roeper.4 Again, both the typically developing
AAE and MAE speakers understood these in
the same manner.
The last set of items that we developed
arose from work done by Campbell et al5 on
nonword repetition abilities of children with
and without specific language impairment

Figure 2 Language variation categories (Mainstream American English [MAE]-background children).
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(SLI). Nonword repetition tasks have shown to
be useful in the identification of SLI children
without biasing effects toward speakers of
AAE. It is believed that this task’s effectiveness
derives from the processing-dependent nature
of the task, as opposed to the usual language
assessments that are heavily language dependent. We chose six targets for this task, in
which the child is asked to repeat a nonsense
word two to four syllables long, such as the trial
item poo-zle. All six of the actual items were
carefully constructed to account for the phonotactics of AAE to ensure that AAE speakers
would not be placed at a disadvantage when
attempting to repeat them. The nonwords
were constructed out of single phonemes (no
consonant clusters) and used only those final
consonants that in our archive of AAE child
speech were least likely to be omitted by AAE
speakers.6,7
We believe that the child’s risk status can
be easily determined from the response patterns
on these 17 diagnostic items. Based on a combined score for all items, the child could be
classified as at ‘‘the lowest risk for language
disorder,’’ ‘‘low to medium risk,’’ ‘‘medium to
high risk,’’ or ‘‘the highest risk for disorder.’’
Because this is done in a dialect-neutral way
at the outset, it sets the framework for further
testing. Typically, in an effort to accommodate divergent dialects such as AAE,
speech-language professionals (SLPs) modify
standardization guidelines of language tests by
adjusting scores or interpreting results in accordance with the child’s dialect. Such practices are
highly questionable because they violate the
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tests’ standardization protocols. By contrast,
our proposed screening items do not differ for
AAE and MAE speakers, and scoring guidelines can be the same for both groups.
What we have chosen to call the Diagnostic Risk Status is indicated by a score that
reflects the number of elements indicative of
risk. Some responses, like omitting the past
tense was are weighted double because they
are particular warning signs or ‘‘red flags.’’
The higher the score, the greater the risk.
The difference between the typically developing and impaired groups in both dialect samples
is shown in Figures 3 and 4.
The effects of development and clinical
status is significant for all children, although
the gap narrows with age, as the significant interaction indicates: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 56.465,
p < .0001; Clinical Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 168.07,
p < .0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼
3.172, p ¼ .008. The gap appears even greater
between the clinical groups in the MAE background children: Age, F(5, 362) ¼ 23.927,
p < .0001; Clinical Status, F(1, 362) ¼ 114.95,
p < .0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 362) ¼
2.316, p ¼ .046.

INTERPRETING PERFORMANCES
ON OUR SCREENING ITEMS
The two scores on our screening items for
language variation and diagnostic risk can be
interpreted together in forming an overall clinical profile of a child. It is possible to obtain
four major performance profiles: MAE/lowest
risk; MAE/some risk; some variation from

Figure 3 Noncontrastive diagnostic elements by clinical status.
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Figure 4 Noncontrastive diagnostic elements by clinical status (Mainstream American English [MAE]-background children only).

MAE/lowest risk; some variation from MAE/
some risk. Each of these profiles is discussed
below with interpretative implications.

MAE/Lowest Risk
The child who falls into this profile has produced all or most of the 15 variation items and
all or most of the 17 diagnostic items in a
manner consistent with MAE. We believe no
further clinical action should be necessary.

MAE/Some Risk
The child who fits this description is a candidate for further diagnosis to confirm that a
language disorder exists and to determine the
nature of the problem. He or she has responded
to the 15 variation items in the MAE manner,
but has done so on relatively few of the 17
diagnostic items. The child’s performance on
the 15 variation items suggests few difficulties
with morphosyntax. Therefore, further diagnosis could focus on other aspects of language
along the lines discussed in the articles in this
issue (especially Roeper,4 P. de Villiers,8 J. de
Villiers,9 and Seymour10).

Some Variation from
MAE/Lowest Risk
Children with a certain number of predictable
AAE responses on the 15 variation items scored
in either the Some or Strong Variation from
Mainstream American English category. These
children were considered speakers of AAE.

Because many of the AAE responses can be
heard in the speech of young children, regardless of dialect, it is possible for non-AAEbackground children to use some of the very
patterns that indicate AAE status (e.g., absent
third-person -s, as in ‘‘he talk’’). However, we
have found that younger children produced
enough responses indicative of an AAE pattern
that the distinctions between AAE and MAE
typical development were observed even at the
younger ages.
The important fact about this profile is that
AAE children have been identified and not
penalized for their use of AAE features. Their
performance on the 15 variation items confirmed their status as AAE speakers, but their
predicted MAE responses on the 17 diagnostic
items showed the lowest risk for a disorder. We
believe it is this Some Variation from MAE/
Lowest Risk profile that is most often confused
for disorder in other language tests and that an
adequate screener must be able to distinguish it
from the other the profiles.

Some Variation from
MAE/Some Risk
Of all the profiles this is the most complicated
to interpret. The interpretation is clear with
respect to the clinical purpose to identify
impaired children and not penalize typically
developing African American children for
speaking AAE. Our screening items appear to
achieve this most important objective. The
complexity arises from the potential overlap in
variation status between AAE children at risk
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and MAE children at risk. The variation status
is relatively straightforward when African
American children show AAE patterns on the
screener and pass the diagnostic items (i.e., they
are typically developing AAE speakers), and
when typically developing MAE speakers confirm their variation status by their performance
on the variation items. However, what is not
clear is when children of either dialect show
responses consistent with AAE patterns on the
variation items of the screener and also fail
the diagnostic items. Because an impaired
language system is so unstable, it may show
patterns similar to the 15 variation items (deletions such as third-person /-s/, do/does, and
have/has substitutions and certainly immature
phonological patterns such as [f] substituted for
/y/) Consequently, both AAE and MAE language-disordered children may appear to be
AAE speakers. In fact, in the field testing
sample, more than half of the children from
MAE-speaking backgrounds who were identified for and receiving language services spoke
with some or strong variation from MAE.
For the child from an MAE background,
these problems on the variation items (contrastive features) could be an indication that something is amiss linguistically. But the stronger
evidence in either dialect for a language problem
will be the child’s performance on the diagnostic items (noncontrastive features). As Figure 3
shows, the noncontrastive features distinguish
the typically developing from languageimpaired children, but they are an even better
diagnostic for MAE background children than
for children who speak with strong difference
from MAE (Figure 4). This is consistent with
the observation made by Seymour11 in the
introduction to this issue that normal AAE
features can appear similar to patterns of language disorder in MAE speakers. The linguistic pattern of an African American child (or a
child from another racial or ethnic background)
who has a language disorder and comes from
a home and community where MAE is the
dominant dialectal pattern will mimic those
of an AAE speaker. When the features reflect
accurate learning of the language model provided to the child, they are markers of dialect.
When they are an inaccurate reflection of the
child’s language model, as in the case of a
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language-impaired child from an MAE-speaking home, then they generally signal disorder.
Thus, the AAE identifiers work best in
preventing children who use AAE patterns and
who are typically developing from being misdiagnosed. However, these AAE identifiers,
when used as the sole source for dialect identification, can be ambiguous with respect to
dialect for children whose system is impaired.
Our work attempts to overcome this ambiguity
by not relying on precisely those contrastive
features for overall assessment. Therefore,
when AAE status is suspected for an impaired
child based on the variation items, other confirming evidence is necessary, such as family
and community background. Some evidence
of AAE or MAE features may be seen in
the child’s longer responses to other items,
particularly in the Pragmatics domain of the
proposed comprehensive language test (P. de
Villiers8). Indeed, SLPs know that a single test
score is only one piece of the assessment puzzle:
To figure out what is going on with a child, it is
essential to consider all pieces of information
before drawing conclusions that affect a child’s
future educational plans.

FURTHER DIAGNOSTIC TESTING
Because our proposed screening items do not
constitute a full diagnostic test, children identified as at risk should be given additional
testing. For many reasons discussed throughout
this issue, the proposed dialect-sensitive language test described in this issue is recommended. But no test replaces the need for
ongoing diagnosis. This is especially important
for certain aspects of language that have not
been examined by the proposed test.
Although criterion-referenced items can
form a comprehensive test of language comprising syntax, semantics, pragmatics, and phonology, the one we propose does not directly
examine morphology and this aspect is examined only in a limited way in our screening
items. The reason for avoiding morphosyntax
to this degree is to prevent disadvantage to
AAE speakers. However, because morphology
has a high probability of being aberrant when
a child’s language is impaired, it should not
be ignored in subsequent stages of diagnosis
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and treatment. Therefore, the following considerations are pertinent to further diagnosis of
morphology.
If the child is an MAE speaker who fails
our diagnostic screening items and shows difficulty with the variation items by scoring as
Some or Strong Variation from MAE, this
variation status could be an indication of problems with morphosyntax. There are several
options available for testing morphology with
MAE-speaking children who give evidence of
problems with morphology, and SLPs should
follow traditional best practices.12–15
In the case of a non-MAE speaker, the
objective of assessing morphology would be to
determine whether the child’s patterns are (1)
consistent with noncontrastive targets and (2)
typical of AAE speakers in either structure or
frequency. Examples of noncontrastive morphological structures would be possessive pronouns (his, hers, ours) past tense copula (It
was cloudy), or presentational copula (It’s the
President).16 AAE speakers should not show
difficulty with these items unless they have
problems with morphology. To determine
whether patterns are typical of AAE, there
should be an assessment of the frequency of
usage. A defining pattern of AAE morphological inflections is optional use, which means
they are absent some of the time and present at
other times. For example, in the University of
Massachusetts archive of AAE child speech,
the is copula is typically absent about 20% of the
time. The exact linguistic contexts that govern
its presence and absence are not completely
known, but a child who is deleting the is copula
most of the time is probably showing difficulty.
Most importantly for the African American child, viewing the results of the two types
of proposed screening items together clears the
‘‘variation due to speech and language dialect’’
issue out of the way so that if further evaluation
is needed, it is done for valid reasons, not
superficial ones.
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Diagnosing Language Variations: Underlying
Principles for Syntactic Assessment
Thomas Roeper, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

The assessment of complex aspects of children’s syntactic development can be carried out in a dialect-neutral fashion. The item types
proposed for this purpose encompass wh-questions, passives, and articles,
and test the child’s understanding of implicit grammatical relations, the
rules governing syntactic movement, and discourse linking. We present the
rationale for the items and the specific research supporting them, as well as
some suggestions for how to help children who fail on the concepts to gain a
better understanding of them.
KEYWORDS: Implicit information, discourse linking, double
wh-questions, wh-barriers; definite versus indefinite articles, passive,
hidden agents, exhaustive set, singleton answers, medial question

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able (1) to identify three types of items that
can be included in a linguistically fair assessment of syntax, and (2) to identify key concepts important to the
development of the syntax items on the proposed assessment.

G

rasping grammar involves moving to an
abstract level that is so natural we do not realize
how far it is from common sense. Its naturalness flows from the fact that much of it is
innate, like vision. Yet like vision, either big
problems (complete blindness) or tiny ones
(imperfections of focal length) can be present.
The challenge of communication disorders is to
identify the deeper factors that lie beyond
superficial description. Our presentation does

not focus on dialect variation, but rather on
those features of English that are constant
across dialects. They therefore offer the opportunity for dialect-neutral diagnosis of language
disorder. We begin with some simple examples
and move to the kinds of sentences that may
cause children to face real challenges and may
cause real failure.
A linguistically fair syntax assessment
can include these item types: wh-questions,
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passives, and articles. Our focus falls on three
key concepts in these domains:
1. Implicit grammatical relations: How do we
grasp silent, elliptical knowledge buried in
short sentences with much left out?
2. Core properties of questions: the rules and
restrictions for syntactic movement within
and across clauses and the requirement to
answer exhaustively.
3. Discourse linking: How do we make connections across sentences?
These are among the major concepts that
can be evaluated by the syntactic assessments
we have been exploring, but they represent only
a few of the grammatical concepts that a competent speaker must master. They involve many
subtle features of everyday language, which are
often the missed signals that make conversations go awry.
Following the section on key concepts, we
explain the rationale for the items on our
assessment, how they are constructed, and
some of the specific research results that support their use. We finish with some suggestions
about how to elaborate these concepts to help
the children who fail on the items gain a better
understanding of them.
KEY CONCEPTS

Implicit Grammatical Relations: Ellipsis
We often are unaware that much of what we
think we say actually is not stated. If someone
says, ‘‘Here are some berries. Do you want
some?’’ and then someone asks what was said,
one might reply ‘‘I asked if you want some
berries.’’ However, that was never actually
said, only ‘‘Do you want some?’’ The hearer
must know to fill in the missing ‘‘berries.’’
Parents’ speech is constantly elliptical, even
with very young children. Here is a dialogue
with a 2-year-old child from the CHILDES
database1:
Mother: There isn’t any tapioca.
Child: Have milk.
Mother: There isn’t any.
Mother: We’ll make some this afternoon.
Child: (unintelligible) make some (unintelligible).
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Both any and some could refer to an unspoken
milk, but upon reflection, ‘‘make some’’ seems to
refer to tapioca. The child (and we) must figure
it out—and it looks like the child may be
having trouble. These are elementary examples,
but the possibility for confusion is clear.
Ellipsis (Implicit Grammatical
Relations) in Passive Sentences
The need to reconstruct missing information
also arises if I say:
1. The bike was stolen.
If someone asks what was said, one might say,
‘‘I just said that someone stole the bike.’’ But
actually, someone was never mentioned and we
had to supply the missing agent of stolen. This
may seem inevitable in a sentence such as (1),
because there cannot be any stealing without
someone to do it. But it is not inevitable in a
contrast such as:
2. The apple dropped.
3. The apple was dropped.
Only in sentence (3) is a missing agent implied.
Unlike steal, it is not the verb drop that demands
an agent, but the passive construction
(was þ ed). Moreover, the missing agent cannot be the same as the object. If I say:
4. John was being washed.
The grammar of the sentence implies that a
missing agent is present who is someone other
than John (even though John could wash himself). This is a property that we call ‘‘disjoint
reference’’ and it means simply that the subject
and object are different.
Properties of Questions: Exhaustivity
A second key concept involves what we have
called the ‘‘bottomless nature’’ of question
words and other words that involve ‘‘quantifiers.’’ If someone asks, ‘‘What is in your living
room?’’ we could answer with a single word:
‘‘furniture.’’ But we could also enumerate every
object, or even describe the air, the windows,
the views, the people, or colors. Unless
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modified by context, questions in principle
demand an answer that is full and exhaustive.
These criteria can be captured in the term
exhaustive set. Imagine that you are in court and
the lawyer asks, ‘‘Who was in the car the night
of the murder?’’ If there were three people and
you answer with just one, you are liable for
perjury. The question requires that we exhaustively mention everyone in the set of people
who were in the car.
Children may fail to grasp that a question
calls for an exhaustive set answer. A competent
speaker, regardless of dialect, needs to understand that the word who or what by itself carries
the set interpretation.

When did she think (-)
she lost her purse (-)?

We could be asking when she said it or when
she lost it. This can, of course, be an infinitely
repeatable ambiguity as well:
When did you say (-) she thought (-) she lost
it (-)?

It may appear as if we are complicating the
situation and not the syntax, but it becomes
clear that these ambiguities are regulated by
syntax when we insert another question word:
When did you say (-) how she thought she lost it?

Properties of Questions: Movement
A question achieves a focus by an operation
called movement. In the following example, we
move the question word what to the front:
I see a man, a woman, and a horse. !
What do I see (-)?

We can do the same thing with a complex
sentence and move what over two clauses:
Complex: What did she say she saw (-)?

Here we have bumped into one of the deepest
properties of grammar: potential infinity. We
could just keep on going:
What do you think I think the teacher said that
Mary told John she saw (-)?

Here we have expanded the same question over
five clauses, and it still refers to the object of see.
It is precisely the ability to swallow effortlessly
this kind of potential infinity that is the essence
of language ability.
Movement, Ambiguity, and Barriers
to Movement
There can be even greater complexity in these
structures. The question word can be potentially infinitely far away from the position it
started from, as with see above, and it can also
be ambiguous. In the following sentence there
are two different possible when sequences:

A bit of reflection reveals that now all of the
‘‘lower’’ when positions are completely cut off
and the question refers only to when the saying
was done. One question word cannot jump over
another. The second question word is called a
‘‘barrier.’’
Although such concocted sentences may
seem strange to the reader, they are the stuff
of daily life for children. Parents and children
use these embeddings readily. One can easily
imagine a 5-year-old child saying a sentence to
a sibling that has three embedded clauses in
it:
Mom said you said I did it, but I didn’t.

Articles and Discourse
Linking
Finally, we need an intuitive grasp of what
articles do. If I say:
John bought a hat. The hat was green.

The the tells us that the bought hat and the
green hat are the same. Once we introduce a
noun with an indefinite article (a), we can refer
back to it with a definite article (the). Again, this
is far from inevitable. Many languages have no
articles and so the connection has to be made
differently.
One might think that common sense tells
us the connection is there. But, actually, that
kind of common sense easily wanders into
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significant error. Compare the following two
sequences:
I bought some cats. The cats are strange.
I bought some cats. Cats are strange.
Without the, we refer to cats in general; with
the, we refer to exactly the cats we bought, (who
might be unusual in being strange).
The same connection can be achieved via
our knowledge of the world. We can use a
definite article to refer to a part of something
already mentioned, even though the part itself
has not been mentioned. We can say:
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we utter a sentence that calls for two answers.
The answers each require a set and seek exhaustivity. In addition, a third property must be
honored: pairing. The question is answered as a
paired list:
He bought fruit and she bought vegetables.

Questions of this kind require reference to all
the members in the two sets in an ordered relation:
Person 1 bought Thing 1,
Person 2 bought Thing 2.

Any questions can be used, for instance:
Take a cup. Use the handle.
How did she catch what?

In this context, we mean ‘‘the handle of the
cup.’’ If we do not know the object, we can still
use the to assume a part/whole relation. If I say:
John has a motor. The brinch is broken.

From these sentences, we are led by the article
to assume that ‘‘the brinch’’ is a part of the
motor. This, again, is the sort of knowledge
that a competent speaker must have, but is not
taught (see Schafer and deVilliers2 for a systematic review).
CONSTRUCTING A DIALECTSENSITIVE SYNTACTIC PROBE

Wh-Questions
The wh-question comprehension items of the
syntax probe are of three types: double whquestions, embedded clauses (with false complements), and barrier questions. The double
wh-questions involve exhaustivity, the embedded clause questions involve knowledge of
implicit relationships and movement of the
question word from the position of the constituent it replaces, and the barrier questions
involve constraints on movement.
DOUBLE-WH: TWO QUESTIONS, TWO
EXHAUSTIVE SETS

It is possible to ask two questions at once. With
three words,
Who bought what?

Our exploratory test (See Acknowledgments) investigated children’s performance on
this kind of question with stories of this type
that make each pair somehow dramatic or
interesting. One example constructed to test
this concept might read: ‘‘This girl caught
different things in different ways. She caught
that crab with a net and the fish with her fishing
pole. (pause) How did the girl catch what?’’
RESULTS: TYPES AND AMOUNTS

We obtained three types of typical answers to
such questions
1. Paired, exhaustive responses (correct):
‘‘She caught the crab with a net and the
fish with a pole.’’
2. Singletons (incorrect):
One element: ‘‘a crab’’ ‘‘with her pole’’
Both direct objects, no instruments: ‘‘crab
and fish’’
One pair: ‘‘the crab with a net.’’
3. Other:
‘‘She fished a lot.’’ ‘‘She was playing.’’
*

*

*

*

*

To see how revealing these questions are,
we will provide a general overview of results
from the field testing.
The difference between typically developing (TD) and language-impaired (LI) children
shown in Figure 1 is statistically significant.
In the analyses of variance, the main effects
of development (age) and disorder (clinical
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Figure 1 Double wh-questions by Clinical Status.

status) are large and consistent [Age, F(5,
1002) ¼ 18.376, p < .0001; Clinical Status,
F(1, 1002) ¼ 49.966, p < .0001; Age by Clinical
Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ .449, not significant]. We
see that typically developing children can give
appropriate answers two thirds of the time at the
age of 4; disordered children give an appropriate
answer one third of the time and remain consistently behind through the age of 9.
Figure 2 shows that African American
English (AAE) and Mainstream American
English (MAE) speakers treat these structures
essentially the same [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 16.145,
p < .0001; Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 6.435, p ¼ .01;
Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.061, p ¼ .381].
Although the difference between the dialects
was statistically significant, the simple effect at
each age was not reliable except for ages 7 and 9,
for which the number of subjects was very small.
Thus, these rare sentences achieve our goal:
they produce a method to recognize and iden-

Figure 2 Double wh-questions by Dialect.

tify a disorder without the diagnosis being
affected by dialect in a critical age range. In
addition, of course, they identify a disorder that
has hitherto not been seen: an inability to
handle a double question. The inability to
handle the double question is pertinent to all
questions because it forces out an important
feature of questions: the reference to a potentially infinite set. The children who cannot
answer double questions will be those who
inappropriately give a single response to
simple questions in ordinary life, such as
the child who mentions just one ingredient
when you ask, ‘‘What do you need to make a
cake?’’

CASE STUDIES
Here are two example children from our field
testing who give different responses to double
wh-questions:
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Child A
Child B
banana and a apple The Mom ate the apple
and the Dad ate the ‘nana
fish and crab
fish with her pole, crab
with a net
Only child B sees the requirement of a paired
answer.
HIDDEN FALSE-CLAUSE QUESTIONS

Complex sentences make substantial cognitive
and semantic demands, and require the child to
understand implicit relationships across clauses.
When one clause is inside another clause, the
notion of the truth of the sentence must refer to
the whole, not the parts. Thus, if I say,
Who did John say stole the bread?

I may not have said who actually stole the
bread. If a child were to treat such a sentence
as a conjunction, then both parts would require
true answers—we would really be asking who
did it, not just who John said did it:
Who did John say and (who) stole the bread?

The child must see that putting one verb inside
the other changes the truth value: Now we do
not have to know or say who stole the bread,
just who John said did it. Children definitely
can stumble over this computation.
When we answer an embedded question
like this, our answer must address the verbs
from both clauses: who John say-steal. If our
answer is based on just one of the verbs (e.g.,
who stole?), we show that we have not understood the relationship of the embedding.
Here is how we presented this kind of
question in our field testing:
This girl snuck out one night when her little
sister was asleep and brought a pretty plant
as a surprise. The next day the little sister saw
the bag from the store and asked, ‘‘What did
you bring me?’’ The older girl wanted to keep
the surprise until later so she said, ‘‘Just some
soap.’’ (pause) What did the girl say she brought?

Here are typical answers to false-clause
questions:
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1. ‘‘Long-distance’’ two-clause responses (correct):
She said she brought soap (she say-buy)
2. One-clause responses (incorrect):
(She bought) a pretty plant.
3. Other:
a bag, I don’t know.
*

*

*

If we look at answers to this type of
question from the field testing, we find again
that there is a strong effect of development, but
almost no difference in AAE/MAE performance [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 11.789, p < .0001;
Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ .978, p ¼ .323; Age by
Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.471, p ¼ .197]. TD and
LI groups are significantly different [Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 5.866; p ¼ .016]. We find
again that children who have disorders are
systematically less likely to give the correct
answer:
Here are the same two example children as
above:

Child A
a plant

Child B
some soap

Child A has apparently either completely
ignored the verb say or imposed an independent
constraint that the lower clause must be
true.
BARRIER QUESTIONS

These questions require the child to understand
the concept of movement; they must know
which clause a wh-word has moved from to
answer correctly. When there is more than one
clause and one or more question words, the
child must be able to figure out with which verb
each question word is associated. They need to
be able to tell when the question is ambiguous
(and there is more than one correct answer,
such as, ‘‘When did she say she lost her purse?’’)
and when there is a barrier to movement which
restricts how elements can move and limits the
‘‘when’’ question to one correct answer (e.g.,
‘‘When did she say how she lost her purse?’’)
In answering these questions, children
sometimes make a very important kind of error.
It can appear to be a kind of arbitrary misunderstanding, but in fact it is very systematic,
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persists for a long time, and resembles grammatical structures in other languages. Such
sentences are those that involve two question
words, but only one question; the second question is known as an ‘‘indirect question’’ that we
do not usually answer:

Here are typical answers:
1. Short-distance responses (correct):
(When did he say...?) in the evening in the
bath.
2. Medial answers (incorrect)
(. . . how fell?) he slipped from the tree
3. Long-distance responses (incorrect)
(When . . . fall?) in the afternoon ‘‘when
he was climbing’’
4. Other
‘‘I don’t know.’’
*

*

Why did you say who you saw?

*

This sentence asks only about why you said
something, not about who you saw or why
you saw them. Many languages around the
world allow a construction where you answer
the question in the middle (e.g., the ‘‘medial’’
question) and the first wh-word is just a clue
that another word is following. It is as if one
said:
What did you say how you were going
to swim?

where we understand that we are to answer
‘‘how you swim.’’ In most cases, English does
not allow the possibility of answering the medial question.
De Villiers and Roeper3 explored these
questions and responses in extensive experimentation in six languages. Here is a story
from their research that we presented to children in our pilot studies:
This boy was climbing in the forest one afternoon
when he slipped and fell out of the tree. That
night when he was taking a bath, he saw that
he had bruise on his arm and he called to
his dad to tell him that he had hurt himself.
When did he say how he hurt himself?

Figure 3 Barrier questions by Clinical Status.

*

Our two case studies follow the same
pattern as before:
Child A
from the tree

Child B
when he was takin’ a bath

Again we find in Figure 3 that disordered
children consistently do worse on these constructions across the age range, but there is no
interaction between the factors [Age, F(5,
1002) ¼ 42.110, p < .0001; Clinical Status,
F(1, 1002) ¼ 85.857; p < .0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.265, p ¼ .277].
Note that what we call the medial response
persists among TD children well into the 7- to
8-year range. Its persistence must have something to do with the fact that it is quite
acceptable in Russian (with how) and German
(with what). Thus, this interpretation is possible in some languages but not English. (The
interested reader can find extensive discussion
of such cases in the acquisition literature.3,4
[Seigmuller and Weissenborn, unpublished
report])
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Figure 4 Barrier questions by Dialect.

As shown in Figure 4, we find in these
items a strong age effect but unlike clinical
status, dialect has virtually no impact
[Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 42.468, p < .0001; Dialect,
F(1, 1002) ¼ .073, p ¼ .787; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 1002) ¼ .494, p ¼ .781]. This pattern
makes barrier questions ideal for a linguistically
fair syntax assessment.

Passive Subdomain
We turn now to another construction where
some information is totally unspoken but still
known to any competent speaker: passive. The
passive comprehension items test children’s
understanding of movement and also implicit
relationships; that is, hidden information that is
implied by the grammar of the sentence, but
not stated in words.
The most salient feature of passive constructions bears an important relation to whquestions: movement is involved. The object
moves to the subject position. Other properties,
however, as we have outlined above, play an
important role in a sentence such as:

The dog was pulled.

The response pattern to questions of this type
(Fig. 6) suggests that both LI and TD
children do not always understand this distinction (as other experiments have shown as well),
but the statistical comparison shows there to be
a TD/LI gap [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 43.526,
p < .0001; Clinical Status, F(1, 1002) ¼
33.949; p < .0001; Age by Clinical Status,
F(5, 1002) ¼ .719, p ¼ .609]. A separate analysis of variance showed Age and Age by Dialect
effects of similar magnitude and confirmed that
there was no reliable AAE/MAE difference
in performance [Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 2.686;
p ¼ .102].
However, the ability to pass this item type
does not demonstrate that children comprehend how the passive carries knowledge of an
implicit, disjoint agent.
DISJOINT, IMPLICIT AGENT

The following illustration (Fig. 7), which is
similar to those on the comprehensive language
test, provides a choice between an active and an
passive with a disjoint agent:

The plant was dropped.
The bear was being washed.

There is an implied and disjoint agent (that is,
someone dropped the plant and the agent is
different from the subject).
MOVEMENT IN PASSIVES

Control of this construction is shown if the
child can reliably discern the subject and the
object (Fig. 5). For example,

If children prefer a result-passive reading,
they do not have to assume a disjoint agent
because a result-passive is much like an adjective that can be formed without any movement
at all:
The bear was washed.
Compare: The bear was brown.
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Figure 5 Basic passive item. (Show me: The dog was pulled.)

Therefore, this extra complication is crucial to
the determination of whether the child understands the sentence to be a passive at all.
Again, the familiar pattern is present
(Fig. 8), although comprehension comes somewhat later than we saw with the simple passives.
The statistical comparison shows there to be a
TD/LI gap with a reliable interaction by age
[Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 28.708, p < .0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 29.788; p < .0001; Age by
Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 3.935, p ¼ .002].

Figure 6 Basic passives by Clinical Status.

A separate analysis of variance showed Age
and Age by Dialect effects of similar magnitude
and no reliable AAE/MAE difference in
performance (Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 3.317;
p ¼ .07).
DISTINGUISHING THE AGENT BY-PHRASE
FROM A LOCATION BY-PHRASE
(‘‘BY THE TREE’’ AS IN ‘‘NEAR ’’)

The special role of the by-phrase as an agent
carrier in passive can be isolated through
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Figure 7 Complex passive item 17. (Show me: The bear was being washed.)

sentences that block this function. When a
progressive sentence is used, the by-phrase can
only be a locative, not an agent. Although no
linguistic theory can explain very well the absence of an agent reading, it is still useful to us
as a diagnostic because some children fail to
recognize this:
1. The branch was dropped by the man (passive/agent).
2. The branch was dropping by the man (locative phase).

Figure 8 Complex passive items by Clinical Status.

We find here that there is a significant challenge to LI children and some delay even
among TD children. The statistical comparison
shows no AAE/MAE difference, but a reliable
difference between TD and LI children [Age,
F(5, 1002) ¼ 9.275, p < .0001; Dialect, F(1,
1002) ¼ .043; p ¼ .835; Age by Dialect, F(5,
1002) ¼ 1.681, p ¼ .136]. A separate analysis
of variance confirmed Age and Age by Clinical
Status effects of similar magnitude, and a
strong TD/LI difference in performance (Clinical Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 10.122; p ¼ .002).
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If we now return to our two case studies,
we find again that they pattern similarly:
Child A fails the simple passives 2 of 4
times, fails the complex passive 3 out of 4 times,
and allowed an agent reading for a locative
by-phrase.
Child B (18221) succeeded with simple
passives 3 of 4 times and with the complex
passives 2 of 4 times. Both locative by-phrases
were correct.

Articles Subdomain: Understanding
the Principles of Discourse Linking
Articles are among the most automatic forms of
speech English speakers have. Yet, articles
make subtle demands on children’s syntax and
semantics; they engage their knowledge of context and presupposition. Consider that articles
constitute one of the most vexing barriers to
perfect English that Asian speakers encounter.
We say, ‘‘I got a cat’’ and are not tempted to say,
‘‘I got cat.’’ The simple explanation for this
problem is that Asian languages have no articles. The deeper question of why articles are so
difficult to explain is still unclear.

Some of the Basic Uses of Articles
that Can Be Tested with Children
this Age

We must still reconstruct a hidden connection
to the berries, which again justifies the. It is an
interesting fact observed by Schafer and deVilliers2 that this part/whole connection is easily
available to children in comprehension.
Indefinite articles present their own challenges. They may be either specific or nonspecific.
A sentence such as,
I want to buy a book.

is ambiguous between a reading where there is a
specific book that one wants and the general
desire to buy a book.
Another use of the specific is when an item
is known to the speaker but not the listener,
which means the whole communicative situation must be conceived of. I can say,
I have a picture at home.

If I were in the room, I might get a the (‘‘Look
at the picture on the wall!’’). However, because
the listener does not know what picture is being
referred to, we must use a.
In sum, the English article system is especially complex and, not surprisingly, it is not
learned all at once by TD children. In most
respects, the article system is learned alike in
both MAE and AAE.
EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL ITEMS TO ASSESS
ARTICLE KNOWLEDGE

ARTICLES: DEFINITE VERSUS INDEFINITE

The most elementary bridge between sentences
is simply filling in missing information, as we
indicated above. We begin with the same kind
of discourse link between noun phrases:
John has some berries.
I would like some (berries).
I would like the berries.
Shifting some to the depends on the recognition
that it is the same berries. So also can ‘‘a dog’’
shift to ‘‘the dog’’ once it has been mentioned.
The same link is present when we apply
common knowledge to justify the presupposed
familiarity that the implies. That is, if we say:
John has some berries. The stems are still on.
(the stems ¼ the stems of the berries)

Fortunately, despite the complexity of the phenomenon, the method of eliciting answers has
proven splendidly simple. We tried to avoid the
concreteness that is delivered by pictures or
toys, which confounds the very phenomena in
which we are interested.2,5 All we do is ask
children to finish a story where the part/whole
definite or other indefinites are implied.
Part/whole story:
Jack wanted to eat a coconut, but first he had
to take something off it. What did he take off it?
(The peel, the shell, the brown thing)

Familiar-the story:
A snake and a bird were sitting on a rock.
They were friends. One of them flew away.
Guess which. (The bird)
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Specific-a story:
I’ll bet you have something sharp in your kitchen
at home. What is it? (A fork, a knife)

Nonspecific-a story:
Chuck wants to take his teddy bear, his favorite
game, and his baseball to school for show-and-tell.
What can he put them all in? (A bag)
TYPES OF ARTICLE ERRORS

Although it is commonly assumed that children
prefer specifics, we find that they substitute
indefinite a for the 8 times more often than
they substitute the for a. This may seem
surprising from a common sense cognitive
perspective, but it follows naturally from a
grammatical perspective. The unmarked noun
has the most abstract meaning: ‘‘John likes
cake.’’ An indefinite provides minimal marking
(a cake), and the definite carries the most
information (I like the/that cake).
The pattern of correct article use in TD
and LI children is evident in Figure 9 [Age,
F(5, 1002) ¼ 52.874, p < .0001; Clinical Status,
F(1, 1002) ¼ 59.893; p < .0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 6.959, p ¼ .02].
As we saw in the article by Pearson,6 again
there was virtually no difference across dialects
(Fig. 10)—an ideal outcome in selecting culturally and linguistically fair items.

Case Studies Revealed
It is clear that Child A has shown worse
performance on wh-questions, paired readings,

Figure 9 Article scores by Clinical Status.
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and passive. Now we can ask an important
question: Who are these children? Their backgrounds are described below.
Child A is a 5-year-old white female from
the South whose parents have a high school
education. She is an MAE speaker and is not
receiving speech or language services.
Child B is a 4-year-old African American
boy from the Midwest whose parents have a
high school education. He speaks with
‘‘Some Variation from MAE’’ (see Ciolli and
Seymour7) and is not receiving speech or language services.
These case studies then provide us with an
ideal demonstration of the fact that deep problems can exist for MAE speakers that may not
be problems for a dialect speaker. Our statistical
results are borne out with individuals.

SUGGESTIONS TO HELP
CHILDREN LEARN THESE KEY
CONCEPTS
These examples all circle around questions
where movement, sets, and truth values are
written into the structure of language in ways
that go beyond cognitive ability. What does this
say about possible remediation? Initially, one
can discuss stories of the kind used in the test
with children and engage them in a deeper
appreciation of them.
It will help children understand better if
we take away the ambiguities that are carefully
built into the test and instead create contexts
that support the hidden meanings and make
them evident. Some simple suggestions that
address each of the missing properties follow.
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Figure 10 Article scores by Dialect.

They are all contextually clear and yet inherently indirect efforts to bring about a grammatical realization in a child.
Movement
If a child does not understand movement, we
can illustrate movement first with sentences in
which content is not being questioned, and so
nothing needs to be supplied by the child. Thus
if we say:
Milk John likes.

and then ask:
What does John like?

we have given the crucial information, not in
object position at the end, but already focused
in topic position at the front of the sentence.

these sentences are difficult to answer sensibly
with a single person. In contrast, we can
imagine situations for which a single answer is
impossible: For example, we can present a
scene in which 20 people are lifting a rock
and ask:
Who lifted the rock?

In such as example, it would not really be
correct to point to just one person.
PAIRING AND EXHAUSITIVITY

To help children grasp the concept of paired
exhaustive answers, one might reverse the conversational thrust to focus on exhaustivity.
Suppose we have three people painting three
houses and we say only:
John painted the big house.

and then ask:
Sets
For the child who does not understand the need
to answer with a set, we can imply the multiple
nature of wh-words through other lexical and
contextual support. We can make it so that it
would not make sense to answer a wh-question
as if ‘‘who’’ meant ‘‘who-somebody’’ and not
‘‘who-everybody.’’
If we ask:

Did I tell you which person painted which house?

The answer should be ‘‘no’’ because you only
mentioned only one person and only one house.
The ‘‘no’’ shows that the question really requires
an exhaustive, paired response. In addition, one
could ask the child to finish the description.
PASSIVE IMPLICIT AGENT

Who plays together?
Who shared the ice cream?
Who helped each other?

To help a child who has difficulty understanding the passive, the natural step is to make the
hidden information explicit. First, one would
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want to articulate the presence of unspecified
subjects:
Someone dropped the bowl.

Second one would want to use a passive in the
same situation with an explicit agent:
The bowl was dropped by someone.

Finally, one can reiterate the agentless form:
The bowl was dropped.

Thus, one could recreate the steps hidden in
the formation of the passive for the child.
One can show which sentences with full information are equivalent to a sentence with
hidden information.
ARTICLES

One method to bring children to the awareness
of part/whole relations could be to embed the
relation in a conversation in which it is used
correctly and see if they agree. If we show the
child a picture with two cats in it, one with a
brown tail and one with a red tail, and say:
Here’s a cat with a long tail that is brown.
The tail is not red.
Is that right?

If the child says ‘‘yes,’’ even though there is a
red-tailed cat in the picture, then the right
connection to the tail was clear. But if the child
says ‘‘no,’’ then we need to say that ‘‘the tail’’
picks out one particular tail and not any tail.

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the assessment of complex
aspects of children’s syntactic development between the ages of 4 and 9 can be carried out in a
dialect-neutral fashion. Such assessments provide the clinician with a substantial profile of
the child’s language strengths and weaknesses,
not just a diagnostic categorization. We have
isolated certain grammatical constructions in
sufficient depth that one can treat each one as
a form of independent appraisal. Like ear, nose,
and throat medicine, the problems in these
constructions can be either connected or independent. The dialect-neutral testing allows one
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to achieve both a composite picture of abilities
and an individualized analysis.
Our approach has allowed us to tap deep
grammatical principles through unusually short
and simple sentences. This allows us to minimize the impact of extraneous world knowledge, problems of parsing, or memory. We have
been able to do this by using the crucial kinds of
examples that have played a role in modern
linguistic theory.
These materials and procedures focus on
the development of aspects of language that are
vital for success in early schooling and the
transition to literacy. School is full of intricate
questions, dialogues with missing information,
and unusual connections between sentences
that articles help to convey.
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Assessing Pragmatic Skills in Elicited
Production
Peter deVilliers, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

In developing a test of pragmatic skills for children ages 4 to
9 years, we focused on a number of functional language skills that are
important for children’s success in early schooling and for the development
of fluent reading and writing. They included (1) wh-question asking, (2)
communicative role taking, (3) linking events in a cohesive narrative, and (4)
articulating the mental states of the characters in a story. All of the proposed
items provide specific referential support and pragmatic motivation for the
forms and content to be produced by the child. The pictured materials and
elicitation prompts constrain the range of appropriate utterances, so the
children’s productions are more easily scored than an open-ended spontaneous speech sample. All tasks described show a clear developmental
trend, a clear separation between the performance of typically developing
and language-impaired children, and no performance differences between
African American English- and Mainstream American English-speaking
children.
KEYWORDS: Communicative roles, question asking, cohesive narrative,
theory of mind, mental states, perspective taking, language functions,
pragmatics

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the reader will be able to identify (1) functional language skills that
are included on the proposed diagnostic pragmatics probe, and (2) the developmental pattern of errors children
produce on the wh-question asking items in the pragmatics section of the proposed assessment.

Pragmatics concerns the functional use of
language in communication and discourse.
Pragmatic accounts of language acquisition try
to characterize children’s growing communica-

tive competence,1–3 rather than focusing on the
structural forms (syntax) or content (semantics)
of their language. What does pragmatic development or communicative competence involve?
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It has been suggested that seeking a single
definition of pragmatics is a little like asking
several gourmet pastry chefs how to bake the
perfect chocolate cake.3 Like the chefs, linguists
agree on most of the basic ingredients, but
they are likely to emphasize different components and so give the overall domain a different
flavor. Nevertheless, research on the acquisition
of pragmatic skills can usefully be organized
around four major aspects of communicative
competence:
1. The child’s emerging conversational skills in
face-to-face verbal interaction.4 These include knowing when and how to take a turn
in the conversation; how to initiate, elaborate, or terminate a topic; and how to respond to a speaker in keeping with the
pragmatic constraints set by the preceding
utterance (e.g., direct question forms demand answers; indirect questions [e.g.,
‘‘Can you pass the salt?’’] demand actions).
They also include skills in detecting the
presence and source of any breakdown in
communication and knowing how to repair
such breakdowns.
2. The developing speech acts or communicative functions of sentences in conversation.5
For example, we use utterances to report
events, to make statements (declarations)
about the world, to request information or
action, or to prohibit action.6
3. Adjusting one’s language to fit the social
context of the conversation in keeping with
cultural conventions and social roles,
whether these involve issues of politeness,
formality, or the age or status of one’s
listener. These have been called ‘‘styles’’ or
‘‘registers’’ of speech.7,8
4. Finally, taking an extended turn in discourse
to tell a story (narration), explain an event,
give directions for how to make something
or how to get somewhere, or to persuade
one’s listener in an argument. These are
sometimes referred to as different ‘‘genres’’
of extended discourse.8 They require the
child to organize a series of utterances into
a coherent and cohesive message.
In developing an assessment of pragmatics
that would be not be biased against African
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American English (AAE) learners, we focused
on a number of functional language skills that
are important for all children’s success in early
schooling and for the development of fluent
reading and writing. They included:
Question-answer mapping—asking the right
wh-question to find out some specific information.
Communicative role taking—understanding
the communicative perspective of others and
knowing what speech acts they are producing.
Uniquely identifying referents—telling the listener who (or what) is being referred to,
especially in narrating a story about several
different characters.
Linking events into a cohesive narrative-expressing the temporal relationship between events.
Understanding the mental states of the characters in a story—this involves having a
‘‘theory of mind.’’ Bruner9 has pointed out
that authentic narratives have both a ‘‘landscape of action’’ (the sequence of events that
took place and their causal and temporal
connections with each other), and a ‘‘landscape of consciousness’’ (the meaning of the
events for the characters in terms of their
emotions, desires, plans, beliefs, and states of
knowledge or ignorance).
We therefore concentrated on aspects 2
and 4 of the components of communicative
competence listed above. We did this for two
primary reasons. First, style or register adjustments of speech for reasons of formality, status,
or age (aspect 3 above) vary with cultural conventions, and probably vary with cultural
groups that speak different dialects of English,
so they do not lend themselves to a dialectneutral assessment of pragmatic development.
Second, interactive conversational skills
(aspect 1) are best assessed in ongoing conversation or language sampling rather than in a
formal, picture-based test.
There are certain key features of all of the
elicitation materials and procedures in the pragmatics tasks that follow. First, they provide
specific referential support and pragmatic motivation for the language forms and content to
be produced by the child, so they greatly increase the likelihood that those forms and
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functions will be sampled in the assessment.
Second, the pictured materials and the elicitation prompts constrain the range of appropriate
utterances, so the children’s productions are
much more easily scored than a more openended spontaneous speech sample. However,
the procedures retain a considerable degree of
communicative naturalness rather than resorting to unnatural imitation procedures to elicit
the forms. All of the subdomains test the interaction between syntactic and semantic forms
with specific pragmatic functions, the inseparable interaction among form, content, and
function in language acquisition described by
Bloom and Lahey.10 Assessment of pragmatic
skills cannot be divorced from the syntactic
forms and semantic meanings that are required
for those functions of language. Finally, all of
the materials are picture-based, so they require
minimal technology and can be administered
and scored by a single clinician interacting with
the child.

ASKING WH-QUESTIONS
Young children must master a variety of
wh-question forms in English that request different kinds of information from the listener—
specification of objects (what), persons (who),
locations (where), reasons and causes (why),
instruments or manners of action (how), or
times (when).11,12 We developed a set of probes
to elicit what, who, where, why, and how
questions. The test also elicits a more complex
double wh-question form (‘‘Who is eating
what?’’ or ‘‘Who is eating which food?’’) that
indicates whether the child understands the
distributive set properties of complex wh-questions. (See Roeper13 for a description of the
important semantic and syntactic properties of
double wh-questions.)
In the elicitation procedure, the child is
shown a picture with something missing from
it. The area of the missing element of the
picture is a blank space surrounded by a dotted
line.
The child has to ask ‘‘the right question’’ to
find out ‘‘what is happening in the picture.’’ The
missing elements of the pictures include objects, people, locations, tools, and causes of
emotion—so what, who, where, how, and why

questions are naturally motivated by the pictures. The idea of the game is communicated
in two warm-up items (a ‘‘what’’ and a ‘‘who’’
question) in which the tester uses a great deal
of prompting to introduce the child to the game
so that they come to ask questions rather than
just guess at the answer. An item of this type is
shown in Figure 1. A girl is shown holding a
paintbrush and working on some object (an
irregular space surrounded by a dotted line).
The tester prompts the child with the following: ‘‘The girl is painting something. You need
to find out what she is making. Ask me the right
question, and I’ll show you the answer.’’ (Italicized words are emphasized). If the child does
not ask an appropriate wh-question, the tester
continues to prompt, modeling a correct what
question: ‘‘Ask me, What is the girl painting?
You say it. What . . .?’’ When the child asks an
appropriate question, the tester turns the page
of the stimulus book and shows the child a
completed picture of the girl painting a chair.
After the warm-up questions there follow
9 test items, covering 5 different wh-question
forms as specified above, plus one double whquestion. The amount of prompting provided
by the tester varies across the items to create
differing amounts of scaffolding for the child,
and hence, differentially difficult items in terms
of pragmatic skill. Thus, for the first four items,
the tester begins by giving a semantic domain
prompt that tells the child the general semantic
category of the desired information: e.g., ‘‘The
boy is calling somebody. Ask me the right question, and I’ll show you the answer.’’ If the child
does not produce an appropriate who question,
the secondary prompt is to provide the whword: ‘‘Ask me a who question. Who . . .?’’ Thus,
the maximum amount of prompting for these
items is providing the correct wh-word to use.
For the next four items, there is no semantic domain prompt at the beginning, and the
tester goes straight to ‘‘Ask me the right question, and I’ll show you the answer.’’ Thus, the
child has to use the pictured event alone to
determine what question is needed. On these
trials, if the child does not produce an appropriate wh-question, the secondary prompt for
the tester is to specify the semantic domain of
the missing information. Thus, the maximum
amount of prompting for these items is for the
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Figure 1 (A, B) Pragmatics trial item (question asking).

semantic domain of the desired question to be
provided to the child.
The children’s responses are scored as
whether the child produces a semantically and
pragmatically appropriate wh-question for each
item. The exact wh-question form produced
can vary in some cases and still be acceptable for
that item. For example, if the target question
were ‘‘Why is the girl sad?’’ the responses
‘‘What is she sad about?’’ and ‘‘What is she
sad for?’’ are also correct. Similarly, the syntac-

tic form was allowed to vary to accommodate
dialect variation in morphosyntax. Thus,
‘‘What she paintin’?’’ is as appropriate in pragmatic terms as ‘‘What is she painting?’’ Thus,
the children were given one point for each item
for which they produced a pragmatically appropriate wh-question following all levels of
prompting that they received. (For purposes
of diagnostic assessment in the current test,
the level of prompting needed for a particular
item for a child was not differentially weighted
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Figure 2 Question asking by Dialect.

in the scoring, but this information of how
much scaffolding each child needed before he
or she produced an appropriate question is
available to the clinician.)
The first question to be asked is whether
these pragmatic probe items were biased against
AAE-speaking children? Figure 2 indicates
that the task produced strong developmental
data, with substantial growth in performance
between the ages of 4 and 9 years. However,
there was no significant difference in performance between AAE and MAE speakers at any
age. [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 50.876, p < 0.0001;
Dialect: F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.034, not significant
[n.s.]; Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.556, n.s.]
On the other hand, the question-asking
task distinguished clearly between typically developing children and language-impaired children across the entire range of ages (see Fig. 3).
(Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 58.237, p < 0.0001; Clinical

Figure 3 Question asking by Clinical Status.

Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 79.612, p < 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.338, n.s.)
The data from each wh-question item
looked very much like the overall data summed
over all of the items—there were no differences
between AAE and MAE speakers, but strong
separation between the graphs for typically
developing and language-impaired children.
Table 1 shows sample performances
from two 5-year-old children, two 6-year-old
children, and two 8-year-old children on the
question-asking subdomain. All six children
are speakers of AAE. At each age, one
child is typically developing and the other is
language-impaired. The responses that were
coded as incorrect are underlined. The table
illustrates both the development between ages
5 and 8 years, and the difference between
typically developing and language-impaired
children.
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Table 1
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Example Verbatim Responses on the Question Asking Subtest

Target

5-Year-Old Typical AAE

5-Year-Old Disordered AAE

Who

What is the nurse feeding?

No response

Where
Why

Where did she go swimming?
What is the girl mad about?

She makin’ a pool.
What the girl.

How

How is the girl fixin’ that?

She’s fixing his bike.

What

What is the woman eating?

What some meat.

Who

Who is riding the bike?

What the boy.

Where

Where is that boy going?

The boy is running to the ice cream.

Why

What happened?

What?

Who-what

What is they eating?

No response

Target

6-Year-Old Typical AAE

6-Year-Old Disordered AAE

Who

Who is the nurse feeding?

Who is that feeding him?

Where

Where did the girl swim?

She jumped in the water.

Why
How

What is the girl mad for?
What is the girl fixing?

She mad at the table.
She is fixing the toy.

What

What is the girl eating?

Who’s eating?

Who

Who is riding the bike?

A boy riding on the bike.

Where

Where is the boy running?

Who’s running?

Why

Why is the boy crying?

He dropped his ice cream.

Who-what

What are the people eating?

Who’s eatin’?

Target

8-Year-Old Typical AAE

8-Year-Old Disordered AAE

Who

Who is the nurse feeding?

Who is she feeding?

Where

Where did the girl go swimming?

What something she swim in?

Why

Why is the girl mad?

Who is she mad at?

How

How is the girl fixing the toy?

What’s she holding on her hand?

What
Who

What is the woman eating?
Who is riding the bike?

What her mom eating from her two fingers?
Something riding a bicycle.

Where

What is the boy running to?

Where is his house?

Why

Why is the boy crying?

Was he crying?

Who-what

Who is eating what food?

How was they was eating?

*Underlined responses were scored as incorrect and did not receive any credit.
(AAE, African American English.)

The dominant ‘‘error’’ for the typically
developing 4-year-old children was a failure
to even ask a question, with children making
a guess at what the answer might be. In the
5- and 6-year-old children, the most frequent
errors were asking the wrong wh-question
for the information needed or asking an
all-purpose question that was too vague, such
as ‘‘What is he (or she) doing?’’ or ‘‘What is it?’’
The older children tended to get all or almost
all of the single wh-questions correct, but they
were often still unable to produce a correct
double wh-question. A similar pattern of errors
was seen in the language-impaired children, but
each of these developmental errors tended to

persist for longer, with even the older children
still asking the wrong wh-question or asking
all-purpose, nonspecific questions.

COMMUNICATIVE ROLE TAKING
Children’s ability to take the perspective of
another speaker and to understand what speech
act they were producing was tested in a communicative role-taking task (Fig. 4). For each
trial the child was shown a sequence of two
pictures. In the first picture a character either
participated in or observed an event. For example, the tester might point to the picture and
say: ‘‘Look at what is happening here.’’ A
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Figure 4 (A, B) Communicative role taking (communication roles).

second picture is then revealed in which the
character from the first picture is gesturing and
clearly saying something to another person, or
in which the character from the first picture was
clearly being spoken to by the newly introduced
person. Depending on the nature of the sequence of events, the child was asked by the
tester what the speaking character in the second
picture was ‘‘telling,’’ ‘‘asking,’’ or ‘‘saying to’’

the other person in the second picture. The
pictured events and the communication verb
used by the tester served to constrain the type of
speech act that the child being tested should
produce.
An example of such an item might show a
little girl at her door taking a letter from the
mail carrier in the first picture. Then in the
second picture she is shown handing the letter
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to her mom. The girl appears to be talking, and
the mother is in a posture of listening.
The tester prompts the child with the
questions: ‘‘What is the girl telling her mother?’’
The use of ‘‘tell’’ in the prompt constrains an
appropriate response from the child to be a
statement, either in direct or indirect speech,
although the specific form or content of the
statement can vary somewhat given the pictured event. In an example such as this one,
‘‘Here’s some mail’’ or ‘‘that the mail came’’ are
both fine answers. However, a question form
such as ‘‘Can I go outside and play?’’ violates the
pragmatic constraint introduced by the prompt.
Similarly, direct or indirect question forms
can be elicited by an item in which one character asks the other something. If, for example,
a boy is shown in one picture looking under his
bed for something, it could set the scene for a
questioning sequence. In the second picture, he
is turning to his mother who is shown standing
next to him and the boy is asking her something. The tester might prompt with ‘‘What is
the boy asking his mother?’’ The use of ‘‘ask’’ in
the prompt constrains an appropriate response
from the child to be a question or request,
either in direct or indirect speech, although
the specific form or content of the question
can vary. So in this example, ‘‘Do you know
where my hbaseballi is?’’ or an indirect form
such as ‘‘if she has seen his htoyi’’ are pragmatically appropriate answers. The child can fill in
what kind of thing he is looking for. However,
in a scenario like this a declarative form, such as
‘‘there is something under my bed’’ or ‘‘I am
trying to find my ball’’ would not be an appropriate response.
This procedure thus tests both the children’s ability to take the communicative role of
the speaking character in the picture sequence
and seeing the events from their point of view,
and also their sensitivity to the pragmatic constraints placed on their response by the prompt
produced by the tester.
We developed a probe containing four
items, one reporting an observed event (‘‘telling’’), two requesting an object or action (‘‘asking’’), and one prohibiting an action or scolding
the person who did it.
Table 2 gives typical verbatim responses to
similar items from four 4- and 6-year-old AAE-
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Table 2 Example Verbatim Responses on the
Communicative Role Taking Subtest
Prompting Verb
Tell

4-Year-Old Typically
Developing AAE
His big sister felled off her bike.

Ask

Can I play baseball?

Ask
Say

Can I have a piece of cake?
You don’t feed the dog.
That’s his own feed.

Prompting Verb

4-Year-Old Language-Impaired

Tell

AAE
Her bleedin’.

Ask

Him carry something.

Ask

Her say look at the cake.

Say

He feedin’ the dog.

Prompting Verb

6-Year-Old Typically

Tell

That his sister got hurt.

Ask

Can he go outside and play

Ask

Can I get a piece of that cake?

Say

Don’t give the dog none of
your food.

Prompting Verb

6-Year-Old Language-Impaired

Tell
Ask

She got an owie, a sore.
I got a bat and a glove.

Ask

She can eat cake yet?

Say

No.

Developing AAE

with his brother.

AAE

*Underlined responses were scored as incorrect and did
not receive any credit.
AAE, African American English.

speaking children. At each age one child is typically developing and the other is language impaired.
Figure 5 shows that this is a developmentally sensitive assessment of children’s understanding of communicative roles and speech
acts that is not biased against speakers of
AAE. The developmental growth curves of
performance for the two dialect groups, AAE
and MAE, fall directly on top of each other.
[Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 46.901, p < 0.0001; Dialect,
F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.025, p ¼ 0.875; Age by Dialect,
F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.620, p ¼ 0.685.]
The task also is strongly discriminating
of language impairment. Figure 6 indicates
that especially at the younger ages (between 4
and 6 years) there is a clear separation in
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Figure 5 Communicative roles by Dialect. (AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American
English.)

performance between typically developing and
language-impaired children. However, in this
task, unlike the question-asking task, the difference between the two groups seems to
narrow with age, and the language-impaired
children seem to catch up with their typically
developing peers by ages 8 and 9. [Age, F(5,
1002) ¼ 53.549, p < 0.0001; Clinical Status,
F(1, 1002) ¼ 41.486, p < 0.0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.590, p ¼ 0.160.]

NARRATIVE
Narrative is a fundamental way in which we
encode and make sense of our experiences and
communicate them to others.9 It is also the first
genre of reading and writing that children do,
so the acquisition of good narrative skills is
crucial for early literacy development.14

Figure 6 Communicative roles by Clinical Status.

Because narrators are free to choose different perspectives on events, there is no single
type of story for any given event, and the telling
of several kinds of stories has been studied.15,16
However, psycholinguists argue that wellformed versions of each of these types of stories
have two things in common. The first is thematic coherence on the macro-level of the overall
structure or organization of the events. The
second is the linguistic cohesion of the discourse
at the micro-level of referents and clauses.
Across languages and dialects, and across different types of story structures and themes,
there is a common developmental pattern toward increasing coherence and cohesion in
children’s story telling.17,18
Given that there are data to suggest that
AAE-speaking children produce a wider range
of different story structures when given an
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open-ended story-telling task,15,19–21 in developing a dialect-sensitive narrative assessment
we decided to focus on the developing cohesion
in children’s stories based on a more structured
picture sequence. It was reasoned that the
development of linguistic cohesion would be
more dialect neutral than the overall organization or story grammar of narratives, given that
fundamental discourse cohesion devices are
required in the whole range of different story
types to link together and relate to each other
the characters and events.22
The narrative assessment in the current test
therefore concentrates on two features of
children’s mastery of linguistic cohesion in
their production of stories: the contrastive
specification of referents (telling the listener
who I am referring to as each action and event
is described), and the linking together of the
events of the story in time. Each of these
features has been shown to be revealing of
developmental growth and language delay in
children.18,23–26
In addition, several authors have argued
that authentic stories do not only relate the
sequence of actions and events (the ‘‘outside
view’’27 or ‘‘landscape of action’’9). They must
also make reference to the meaning of the events
for the protagonists (the ‘‘inside view’’27 or
‘‘landscape of consciousness’’9) of the narrative.
Painting the landscape of consciousness in a
story requires the story-teller to have developed
a ‘‘theory of mind’’28–30 in which the narrator
uses language about mental states to explain
the characters’ actions and reactions in terms
of their emotions, desires and cognitions—
what they think or know (or don’t know) at
different points in the story.9 Children’s growing understanding and ability to express the
mental states of the characters can be studied
effectively in well-designed picture sequence
narratives.
The narrative elicitation picture sequence
therefore has three fundamental features that
provide strong pragmatic motivation for the
expression of these aspects of linguistic cohesion and references to mental states. First, there
are two characters of the same gender interacting throughout the scenario who need to be
referred to contrastively (and pronouns alone
will not be sufficient). Second, there are im-
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portant temporal relationships between the
events in the pictures (both within a picture
and between pictures) that must be expressed in
a fluent, cohesive narrative. Finally, the pictured scenario is based on standard tests of
theory of mind reasoning in children in which
a desired object is moved from one location to
another without the major protagonist observing the change. A ‘‘thought balloon’’ is used in
the picture sequence to depict the mental state
of the character, and the child is asked at the
end of the story why the character goes to look
for the object in the wrong place (i.e., why he
has a false belief about the location of the
object).
The picture sequence is presented on the
page of a tented stimulus picture book facing
the child and away from the examiner so the
child is reminded that the examiner cannot see
the story pictures. The child is told to look
carefully at each picture to see what happens in
the story and then to start at the beginning and
tell the whole story to the examiner. While the
child tells the story, the examiner notes on a
checklist whether the child contrasts the two
boys so the listener can tell them apart and what
kinds of temporal linking expressions the child
uses. The target narrative cohesion elements are
therefore scored online while the child is telling
the story. Checking online scoring against recorded and transcribed children’s narratives
showed that the reference contrasting and temporal marking could be scored online with
sufficient reliability (with 87.5% accuracy in a
sample of more than 80 narratives).
After the child has told the story, the examiner points back to the picture in the sequence
that shows something like a little sister reentering the kitchen with a thought balloon
depicted to show that she is thinking about
the cake she and the older sister have made
together. The child is asked to tell what is happening in that picture again. The child’s response is scored for whether it simply refers to
the character’s actions (e.g., ‘‘The girl is coming
into the room.’’), whether it refers to her intentions or desires (e.g., ‘‘She wants her cake.’’ or
‘‘She is coming back to get her cake.’’), or
whether it refers to the cognitive state of the
character (e.g., ‘‘She is thinking about her
cake.’’).
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Then the examiner points to the final picture in the sequence, in which the little sister is
looking for the cake in a cabinet although her
big sister moved it into the refrigerator while
the little girl was out of the room. The examiner
says to the child: ‘‘The little girl is looking for
the cake in the cabinet. Why is she looking
there?’’ (with the emphasis on the ‘‘there’’ ). This
is a standard theory of mind test for the child’s
ability to explain a person’s behavior in accordance with a false belief.31
Table 3 shows verbatim narratives elicited
from two typically developing 4-year-old children and two typically developing 6-year-old
children to illustrate the developmental stages
observed in the different narratives told by the
children. Younger children typically did not
specify the characters clearly for the listener,
referring to both boys in the same way throughout, either as ‘‘the boy’’ or by the indiscriminate
use of the pronoun ‘‘he.’’ In keeping with the
research on temporal referencing in developing
narration, the children went from using no
temporal connectors between events or stringing the pictured events together with ‘‘and,’’ to
using sequencers such as ‘‘then’’ or ‘‘and then,’’
to using more and more temporal adverbs and
adverbial clauses of time (‘‘while,’’ ‘‘when,’’ or

Table 3

‘‘after’’).18,23 In describing the thought balloon
picture, children went from simply describing
the boy’s actions (the dominant response at
age 4) to talking about his intention or desires,
and finally to specifying his cognitive state. On
the theory of mind question about the last
scene, there was a developmental shift from
being unable to give any explanation, to explaining why the character was looking for the
train (e.g., ‘‘Because he wants his train.’’), to
providing an adequate explanation for why he
was looking in the wrong place (e.g., ‘‘He
thinks it is under the bed.’’ or ‘‘Because he put
it there.’’). This too is in keeping with the
established developmental sequence in theory
of mind.28,32
Contrasting the characters was scored as
present (1 point) or absent (0 points), but the
use of temporal expressions and the child’s
references to mental states were scored according to developmental sophistication. Thus, the
use of sequencers only received 1 point but adverbial clauses of time received 2 points. Similarly, referring to intentions or desires received
1 point, but reference to cognitive states (e.g.,
‘‘thinking,’’ ‘‘wondering,’’ ‘‘knowing’’) in describing the thought balloon picture or explaining why the character was looking in the wrong

Narrative Samples Showing Typical Development between Age 4 and 7 Years

Typically Developing MAE; Age 4 Years, 2 Months
I want my train. I’m gonna hide the train from him. I’m gonna play out of the toy box. I’m gonna find that train.
Bring that train.
Typically Developing MAE; Age 4 Years, 9 Months
He was looking for the choo choo train because the other boy was playin’. And then. . . and then he said,
‘‘I want that choo choo train back’’, and umm. . . he put it in his toy box. And then he came back to find it
and he looked under the bed and it wasn’t there.
Typically Developing MAE; Age 6 Years, 4 Months
The big boy came into the little boy’s room and took away the little boy’s train. Then he hid it under the boy’s
bed where he couldn’t get it. Then the little boy. . . when he left. . . he got out his train and put it in the toy
box while the big boy was eating. Then the big boy thought about the train and he went under the bed to go
see it but it wasn’t there.
Typically Developing AAE; Age 6 Years, 3 Months
The little brother was trying to get his toy from the big brother. And the big brother hiding his toy under the bed.
When he is eating his sandwich, the little boy go and get it and put it inside of his toy box. When his big
brother walk in, he think about the train and he look under his bed for it.
MAE, Mainstream American English; AAE, African American English.
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Table 4
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Scored Narrative Features for Four AAE-Speaking Children

Feature

4-Year-Old Typically Developing AAE

Points

Reference contrast

Yes

1

Temporal links
Thought balloon

Sequencer
He dreamed that his train was under the bed.

1
2

Why looking there?

Because he wanted it.

1

Narrative score

5

Feature

4-Year-Old Language-Impaired AAE

Points

Reference contrast

None

0

Temporal links

None

0

Thought balloon

The boy take that for him.

0

Why looking there?

Cause he got find the train.

1

Narrative score

1

Feature

6-Year-Old Typically Developing AAE

Points

Reference contrast

Yes

1

Temporal links

Adverbial clause

2

Thought balloon

The big brother is thinking about the train and he going back to his room.

2

Why looking there?

He think it’s there

2

Narrative score

7

Feature

6-Year-Old Typically Developing AAE

Points

Reference contrast

None

0

Temporal links

Sequencer

1

Thought balloon
Why looking there?

The boy can’t find the choo choo train
Because he can’t find it

0
1

Narrative score

2

AAE, African American English.

place received 2 points. Thus, the narrative
subdomain was scored out of a possible 7 points
(Table 4).
Figures 7 and 8 show that there was strong
developmental growth in these features of the
children’s narratives, but there was no differ-

ence between the speakers of MAE and AAE at
any age. [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 58.152, p < .0001;
Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 1.341, p ¼ 0.247; Age by
Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.884, p ¼ 0.094.] However, the narrative elicitation was clearly discriminating between the typically developing

Figure 7 Short narratives by Dialect. (AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American English.)
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Figure 8 Short narratives by Clinical Status.

children and the language-impaired group.
[Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 64.390, p < 0.0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 50.861, p < 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 2.056, p ¼
0.069.] The language-impaired children
showed persistent delay in all three of the
features of narrative being assessed: reference
contrasting, temporal expressions, and theory
of mind.

THE PRAGMATICS DOMAIN
To obtain a pragmatics profile, the scores for
the three pragmatics subdomains (question
asking, communicative role taking, and narration) were combined into a Pragmatics domain
score. Because there were only 4 items on the
communicative role taking subdomain, those
items were each worth 2 points, so that that
subdomain contributed about the same proportion to the overall score as the other two

subdomains (9 items for question asking
and 7 points for narration). This produced a
Pragmatics domain score with a maximum
of 24.
Figures 9 and 10 show that this domain
score has the properties that are necessary for an
effective, unbiased assessment of dialect-speaking children. There is strong developmental
growth in the measure across the ages of 4 to
9 years, but the growth functions for the MAEand AAE-speaking children fall right on top
of each other, so there is no bias against either
of the dialects: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 88.732,
p < 0.0001; Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.050, p ¼
0.823; Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.443,
p ¼ 0.818. Second, there is a clear separation
at all of the ages between the performance
of the typically developing children and the
children who were identified by the clinicians
as being language impaired: Age, F(5,
1002) ¼ 108.509, p < .0001; Clinical Status,

Figure 9 Pragmatics domain by Dialect. (AAE, African American English; MAE, Mainstream American English.)
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Figure 10 Pragmatics domain by Clinical Status.

F(1, 1002) ¼ 110.714, p < 0.0001; Age by
Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.357, p ¼ 0.237.

CONCLUSION
These elicited production procedures provide a
dialect-neutral assessment of pragmatic skills
in several important subdomains that are
crucial for young children’s success in school
and their early literacy development: asking the
right question to obtain specific information,
taking the perspective of a communicator and
understanding what speech act they are producing, and producing a cohesive narrative that
clearly identifies the protagonists for the listener, expresses the time relationships between
events, and makes reference to essential features
of the mental states of the characters.

Norm-Referenced edition. The phrase ‘‘evaluating language variation’’ refers generally to the
assessment processes discussed in this issue.
The term DELV is the name trademarked by
The Psychological Corporation of Harcourt
Assessments, Inc., and refers to the specific
tests that are the outcome of the extensive
research described in this article. The specific
tests are referred to as the DELV-ST, or
‘‘screener,’’ or the DELV-CR, DELV-NR, or
the ‘‘full diagnostic test,’’ as appropriate. Questions about the principles underlying the
tests can be referred to the authors of this
issue (Seymour, Roeper, de Villiers, de Villiers,
Pearson, and Ciolli). Questions about the tests
themselves should be addressed to the Project
Leader at The Psychological Corporation of
Harcourt Assessment, Inc.; Lois Ciolli, Senior
Research Director.
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Cultural and Linguistic Fairness in the
Assessment of Semantics
Jill G. deVilliers, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

In creating a semantic assessment that will be linguistically and
culturally fair, it is important to avoid the bias of acquired vocabulary tests.
This article describes techniques to assess children’s processing of new
words, their lexical organization and retrieval, which may be more significant than the number of words known. Special properties of the
quantifier every also give an idea of the child’s level of semantic ability. In
addition, we examine how the child’s performance on each item-type helps
the speech-language pathologist determine the sources of children’s problems in this domain.
KEYWORDS: Lexical organization, fast mapping (novel verbs), transitive

structures, transfer structures, complement structures, acquired
vocabulary, quantifiers, argument structure, learning from context

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to identify (1) how the semantic items
address the issues of linguistic and cultural bias, and (2) how the proposed semantic tasks differ from semantic
tasks on traditional language tests.

KEY CONCEPTS
Semantics is central to language acquisition; it
is about the expression and understanding of
meaning. It is usually construed as being about
the mental dictionary of words, or lexicon, that
the child has to acquire. Word learning is
crucial for a language user, and it needs to be
fast and efficient. Not only that, but once words
are learned, they need to be stored in an
organized way so retrieval is efficient. However,

semantics is broader than the lexicon alone in
that it also includes the special properties of
how words such as quantifiers (every, all, some,
none) interact in sentences.

Point 1: Words Depend on Input;
Input Depends on Culture
How does the assessment of semantics impact
on culture- and dialect-fairness? First, word
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learning, more than any other domain, is highly
subject to frequency in the input to the child.
After all, words are arbitrary symbols, so there
is no way the child can use innate knowledge
to guess what a chair might be called. But the
consequence is that children growing up in
different households, in different conditions
of input, will develop vocabularies that differ
from each other, and grow possibly at different
speeds. Some families may spend a lot of time
reading picture books exposing the child to
words outside of their usual experience, such
as hippo, or octopus, or volcano. Another family
may spend more time in discourse about family
events, talking about relationships, emotions,
or activities, which would expose the child to
words such as great-grandma, college, promotion,
and pride. Yet another family may engage their
young children in chores such as shelling peas
or shucking corn, in which case the child may
develop vocabulary of a rich sort about a limited
domain such as the garden: daddy long-legs,
husk, pod, and compost. We were concerned
that many previous studies had suggested that
African American children reveal a more limited vocabulary on vocabulary tests, usually
picture-based choice tests. These tests in general have been standardized on a sample representing very few such children.1 It is a fact of
American life that although African American
children may go to some of the same schools
and live in some of the same neighborhoods as
their white counterparts, there is nevertheless a
rich culture that is distinctive of African American families.2,3 Participation in that different
culture is likely to give the African American
English (AAE)-speaking child exposure not
only to a different vocabulary but a different
emphasis on which words are central to childhood. The picture-based tests are often heavily
biased toward nouns, because verbs are harder
to capture in a still picture. Yet Blake4 has
argued that verbs may form a more important
part of the vocabulary for AAE-speaking children, just as they do for some languages such as
Korean.5 Thus, the reduced vocabulary seen on
standardized tests may be a biased estimate of
AAE-speaking children’s competence in semantics.
The outcome on acquired vocabulary tests
may tell us that a particular child is less likely
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than another to be prepared for schooling,
especially if school requires the same type of
vocabulary as the test. However, being culturally different is not the same as having a
language disorder, as the American Speech
and Hearing Association has been at pains to
point out for several decades.6,7

Point 2: Words Are Fast Mapped
from Rich Contexts
Parents and teachers working with a very young
child may use pointing and single word use to
name a new object, such as train. However,
once the child gets to be a toddler or older,
much vocabulary is learned ‘‘on the fly’’ from
conversational context. A new word is embedded in a sentence, and the child must
identify the new word and use cues from the
sentence to home in on what part of speech it is.
Knowing that will allow the child to scan the
context for something corresponding to a new
action, or a new object or attribute. Brown8
showed that 3- to 5-year-old children were
sensitive to the sentence context in picking
out different meanings for sib across forms,
such as:
Look, a sib!
Look, sibbing!
Look, some sib!
Recent work by Waxman and her colleagues9 has shown that children also can differentiate adjectives from nouns using linguistic
context:
Look, a sib!
Look, a sib one!
Naigles10 and Gleitman11 have pointed out
how significant the sentence context is in learning a verb, in that the child can guess what kind
of event is being referred to from sentence
context. An intransitive verb such as:
He’s sibbing

will suggest a solitary action by the agent, such
as sneezing, or jumping. However, a transitive
form such as:
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He’s sibbing him

suggests an act being done by the agent on
another, such as pulling, hugging, or catching.
Verbs in particular depend heavily on sentence
context for the meaning to be determined
because the contexts in which they occur are
so rich in potentially misleading referents.
Gleitman and others10,11 emphasize that the
process of learning the meaning of a new word
begins with this fast mapping, a kind of informed guess about the word’s meaning, but
that typically several contexts are required before a meaning can be fixed.

Point 3: Words Are Organized
What is it to ‘‘fix’’ the meaning of a word?
Crucially, it is to place it in a matrix of fine
contrasts. If you have guessed that plum is a
fruit, it is important to distinguish it from pears
and apples and nectarines. If you have only a
vague meaning attached to the word carry, for
example, you don’t yet have it set in contrast to
slight variants such as lift or hold. Our lexicon
seems to be organized into meaning clusters
and contrasts, as well as elaborate networks of
other associations, leading to fast and efficient
retrieval. Furthermore, there is hierarchical
organization to many areas, so we can call a
single object by several names: a Golden Delicious, an apple, a fruit, food.12,13 The very
young child may not have such networks and
contrasts so well established, and it had been
noted that sometimes young children resist
accepting more than one word for an object:
‘‘That’s not an animal, it’s a dog!’’14 However,
Waxman and Hatch15 demonstrated that children as young as 3 years old do organize their
nouns into hierarchical levels. In their task, they
showed children a picture and asked the children to name it at different levels of description.
For example:
Examiner shows child picture of a rose:
E: That’s a dandelion.
Expected response: No it’s not, it’s a rose.
E: That’s a tree.
Expected response: No its not, it’s a flower.
E: That’s an animal.
Expected response: No it’s not, it’s a plant.

The children were able to shift their descriptions depending on the level of the
prompt. Even the 3-year-old children were
sensitive to the level of the prompting in
providing a contrast. So with development,
the lexicon gets increasingly refined, organized
into clusters, contrasts, networks, and hierarchies, making for efficient retrieval. As children
reach school age, increasing demands will be
placed on this organization: ‘‘Think of an animal beginning with /b/.’’ ‘‘ What’s the opposite
of deep?’’ ‘‘How many fruits can you tell me?’’

Point 4: Semantics Goes Beyond
Word Meaning
The domain of semantics is extraordinarily rich,
with the meaning of individual words being just
a tiny part of it. However, studies of the lexicon
of young children have dominated semantic
research in language acquisition until quite
recently. In the last 10 or 15 years, an increasing
interest has developed in the acquisition of the
meaning of quantifiers.16–19 At first glance,
quantifiers (words such as some, all, none, every,
each) may seem to pose no different a challenge
than subtle contrasts in, for example, prepositions (in, on, under, through, between). However,
quantifiers introduce the interesting problem of
‘‘scope’’; that is, they have influence over other
parts of the sentence. For illustration of scope
take a word such as only:
Only the man saw a robber in a mask
The man only saw a robber in a mask
The man saw a robber in only a mask

Only ‘‘takes scope’’ over different parts of
the sentence, and creates different meanings.
Take for another example a sentence such as:
Every boy is riding a horse.

The sentence is usually understood as
meaning that there are several different boys
and for each boy there is a horse that he is
riding. But notice it could mean that one poor
horse is taking the weight of the boys all
together. The sentence is ambiguous, and the
ambiguity comes from whether every takes
scope over a, or a takes scope over every: either,
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‘‘For every boy there is a horse to ride,’’ or
‘‘There exists a horse, and every boy is riding it.’’
Research has shown that young children
can readily understand these readings, but that
does not mean they have the whole system
mastered. Studies have shown that children
entertain alternative readings that adults don’t
even consider,16,18 and that they fail to limit
their interpretations when readings become
blocked for adults. As just one example, adults
find it hard to get both readings for the sentence:
There is a horse that every boy is riding.

It seems to most adults that there must be
only one beladen horse, but not to children.20

WHAT CAN GO WRONG
What about vocabulary learning in children
with language disorders? A reduced vocabulary
is a very typical sign of a language disorder, with
the usual measure again being a standard picture-choice test or a naming task.21 As a consequence, a language-disordered child will be at
a disadvantage in everything from ordinary
conversation to school readiness and reading.
But why does the problem occur? Recent work
has suggested that the problem may stem from
several sources.
First, a child with a language disorder may
have difficulty learning new words in a casual
way, that is, from context. Research suggests
that children who are language-delayed might
have difficulties learning new words from such
casual contexts, and may need more exposures
to narrow down a word’s meaning.22 Furthermore, it is evident that a child who has grammatical difficulty (with word order or
inflections, for example) will have difficulty
picking up the cues to the meaning of a word
that sentence contexts provide.
This observation may shed new light on a
phenomenon noted by Rice and Bode,23 who
found that language-delayed children overuse
‘‘all-purpose’’ verbs, called GAP verbs. That is,
the children studied used many more verbs of a
too-general nature, such as make, do, put, let,
and go, where more specific verbs might be
more appropriate, such as draw, catch, fill,
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help, or drive. This suggests one problem may
lie in retrieving words that are specific enough
to meet the communicative demands. It seems
important to ask whether the difficulty stems
entirely from inefficiency in fast mapping
meanings in the first place, or whether there
is an additional difficulty in the adequacy of the
child’s lexical organization once the words have
been learned. That is, how flexible is the retrieval of known words? Are they suitably
organized into hierarchies and contrasts?
With regard to the learning of quantifiers
and their scope, rather little has been done
because the area is so new to the field of
language acquisition. Yet an important start
was made on this question in the work of
Finneran.24 With a small sample of languagedelayed children, she studied the phenomena
that were beginning to be explored in typically
developing children. The surprising fact was
that her children with language disorders were
still exhibiting some of the same problems at 9
and 10 years of age. These results have since
been extended in German by Penner and
others.25 Again, it is important to uncover
which of the problems might stem from failure
to understand the meaning of quantifiers, and
which might stem from a failure to integrate
that semantic knowledge with the syntax to get
the right scope.

ITEM GOALS
In developing the specific probes for a linguistically fair assessment, we tapped only a tiny
portion of the phenomena under the umbrella
term of ‘‘semantics.’’ In traditional tests, semantics is construed mostly as word meaning,
notably vocabulary. However, specific vocabulary is precisely what a dialect-sensitive assessment seeks to avoid. We argued that finding a
vocabulary test that is fair to every child regardless of culture and circumstance is an impossible
task. Existing vocabulary tests are testaments to
that failure.
In the Semantics domain, we consider
several aspects of semantic functioning that
are neglected in existing tests, but show
promise for distinguishing children with language disorders from those who differ only by
dialect. In trying to minimize the impact that
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having different vocabularies might have on
children’s performance, we needed to find alternative strategies for distinguishing children
who have language problems from those who
do not. There are four properties of semantic
functioning that we tap into in this domain—
all are very different and unique to our work.
The core principles of the item types that
we recommend for semantic assessment are as
follows:
1. They avoid the bias of acquired vocabulary
tests as too culturally dependent.
2. They look at process: Can the child learn a
new word easily from context?
3. They look at lexical organization/retrieval,
which may be more significant than size of
vocabulary.
4. They explore in greater depth at least one
element of complex semantics vocabulary:
the logical properties and scope of the
word every.
In the following text, each item will be
discussed in turn.

Fast Mapping
The first subdomain to be discussed examines
the process of learning a new word from context. The fast-mapping items capitalize on the
essential aspect of semantic functioning that
should be intact in the normal child regardless
of circumstance: the ability to guess the likely
meaning of a new word after just a couple of
exposures. Verbs were the word type chosen, for
several reasons mentioned above. First, verb
learning is most heavily dependent on linguistic
context for deriving a meaning.11 Second, verb
vocabulary may be less tied to variations in
culture than is noun learning. Third, language-disordered children seem to have weak
verb vocabularies.
The assessment that we developed was
based on recent experiments that have shown
that children can use syntactic information to
learn something about a new verb. Even with
one exposure, children are able to gain a rough
meaning of a verb. Fisher26 proposes that children can use something as vague as the number
of arguments in a sentence to select between

possible meanings of a verb that are carried by
the transitive and intransitive frames in which
the verb appears. Fisher showed 3- and 5-yearold children a video of an action. For example,
one picture was of Person B sitting on a swivel
stool, being spun by Person A pulling off a scarf
wrapped around the waist of Person B. This
action was labeled with either a transitive (a), or
intransitive (b):
a. She’s mooping her over there, or
b. She’s mooping over there.
If the label for the action was (a), the action
described must be the action of pulling on the
scarf, and Person A must be doing the mooping
to Person B. If the subject heard (b), the action
described is most likely, though not inevitably,
the action of spinning on the stool, and this
time Person B is mooping. After three presentations, the experimenter brought out a still
picture from the video and asked the child to
point to the one performing the mooping. When
given a transitive sentence (a), all of the children performed almost perfectly, selecting the
agent as the subject. Children have an ‘‘agency
bias,’’ but when given an intransitive sentence
(b), even 3-year-old children could override this
bias to some degree, quite often selecting the
patient (e.g., the one sitting on the stool) as the
one doing the mooping.
Johnson27 extended the basic methodology
of such studies to ask whether other sentence
frames would also be used to establish which
action to attend to in a complex scene. She used
not only transitive and intransitive verbs, but
also verbs in dative constructions:
c. The boy temmed the flowers to the girl.
She also used complements:
d. The girl temmed the boy to send the flowers.
Notice that the first can only be some kind
of ‘‘transfer’’ meaning, like pass, or give, and the
second can only be some kind of communication or desire-type meaning, such as asked or
wanted. The children saw three scenes in a
series, as in Figure 1, in which a girl was clearly
signaling to a boy with some flowers across a
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Figure 1 Fastmapping novel verbs by Dialect.

gap, then the boy floats the flowers across to her
in a basket hanging from a balloon. Obviously
(c) draws attention to the balloon carrying or
transfer act and (d) to the signaling. The argument structure sets limits on the verb meaning.
In Johnson’s study, one group of children would
receive one form, whereas the other group
received the other form. In that way, it could
be determined whether there was any inherent
bias in the scenario leading a child to pick one
action more often than the other as the referent.
The different choices should just be governed
by the argument structure.
Unlike Fisher’s study, because the events
were complex it was not always possible to
simply point to the action being named. In
the case of the complement-taking verb, the
most likely meaning is a mental state or communication: You cannot easily point to wanted
or asked. So, the task is designed to ask children
questions about the event, and their answers
reveal which action/event type they have associated with the novel verb. For example, the
child is asked, ‘‘Which one is temming’’? or
‘‘Which one got temmed’’? However, the pro-

blem occurs if the child fails to answer the
questions correctly because of the morphology
or syntax of those questions, not because of the
novel verb meaning? The test is introduced and
modeled first with real verbs that the children
know, and they are asked parallel questions
about those verbs. This ensures that they have
practice with the task with familiar verbs first,
and also that the examiner can tell if the
questions cause differential difficulty with the
novel or familiar verbs.
Johnson’s subjects were 60 AAE- and
MAE-speaking 4- to 6-year-old children, and
the task helped to reveal how much children
could learn from different structures about verb
meanings on limited exposure. Furthermore,
the children from both dialects did equivalently
well, suggesting this might be an unbiased
methodology suitable for a linguistically fair
test.
Johnson’s methods and pictures were
adapted for the items in the fast-mapping
probe. The argument structures used were transitive, dative, and infinitival complement forms,
each presented with a different novel verb.
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Because it was not desirable to have two
forms of the task, arbitrary choices were made
to select one picture to associate with the
transitive and another with the dative, for
example. Johnson’s study had shown that each
action/event was equally available in the
scenarios, and the child’s choice was governed
by the sentences used. The novel verbs are
preceded by items with real verbs so the child
learns the task, and so the examiner can tell if
the questions cause problems. In addition, to
break up response sets and provide some variety, foil questions are interspersed, such as,
‘‘Which one is wearing a green dress.’’ More
details of procedure, design, and results are
provided in Johnson, de Villiers, Seymour,
and Roeper (manuscript in preparation).
For time constraints, there was further
selection of the materials to sample all the types
of argument structures and questions in the
most efficient manner, reducing redundancy
while keeping the task understandable to the
youngest children. As in all of the subdomains,
it was necessary to balance constraints of time
with concerns about breadth and diversity of
tasks. In addition, it was important that some
questions would tax the skills of 9-year-old
children, yet not discourage the 4-year-old
children because the task was too difficult.
These are constraints that test-makers are familiar with but experimenters rarely encounter.

Lexical Organization
To tap lexical organization, we were inspired by
the work of Waxman and Hatch15. However
different the child’s experiences and consequent
vocabulary are, the child must have words
organized to make efficient use of them. Words
are organized in hierarchies of increasing specificity like
animal ! dog ! poodle
food ! vegetable ! lettuce

They are also organized as oppositions,
such as hot/cold, tall/short, nice/nasty, and as
synonyms or related words, such as big/tall/
large/huge, and so forth. We knew from existing work that children begin this process of
organization at about age 3 years, and their

ability to relate words flexibly is a developmental process continuing into the school years.
However, much of the previous research work28
was with noun hierarchies, and nouns are perhaps the most subject to cultural variation.
What if a child has not grown a garden, or
been to a zoo or a dog show, or had a varied
diet?
A pilot study by Pearson, Wagner, Asplin,
and de Villiers,29 asked if similar information
could be gathered by using the verb domain
instead of nouns. Verbs are a more culturally
neutral domain to examine because the majority
of common verbs do not require specific cultural experiences. Children raised in poverty,
therefore, may have relatively more equal opportunities to acquire a structured vocabulary of
verbs than they do of nouns.4,30 Furthermore,
there is suggestive evidence that children with
language impairments may have reduced verb
vocabularies, with an increased use of all-purpose verbs.23 Thus verbs are a promising domain in which to differentiate between
language disorder and difference.
Verbs show less hierarchical organization
than do nouns but it is still present in some sets:
move ! walk ! stagger

That is, walking is a type of moving;
staggering is a specific manner of walking. In
the verb contrasts subdomain we ask whether a
child can provide an appropriate contrast, at the
appropriate ‘‘level’’ in the hierarchy, in naming
some actions in flexible ways. We created a verb
antonym task that was modeled after the
Waxman and Hatch15 study of noun hierarchies. Linguistic research has suggested that
verb hierarchies are relatively ‘‘flat.’’31 Nevertheless, an antonym task with verbs does seem
to tap lexical subcategories, such as manner of
motion, direction of motion, means of creation,
etc.32,33
For example, to a picture of a girl licking a
pop sicle, we might say
‘‘This girl is not chewing the ice cream, she’s. . .’’

an appropriate response is ‘‘licking,’’ but
not ‘‘eating,’’ even though that is also true of the
picture. However, given the prompt:
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‘‘She’s not drinking the ice cream, she’s. . .’’

then ‘‘eating’’ is a better response than
‘‘licking.’’ To a picture of a man hammering a
toy airplane together, we would say:
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A child might say, ‘‘licking it.’’
SAMPLE TOO-GENERAL ANSWERS

In answer to:
‘‘He’s not gluing the airplane, he’s. . .’’

‘‘He’s not gluing the airplane, he’s. . .’’

A child might say, ‘‘holding it,’’
and expect, for example, ‘‘hammering it,’’
not ‘‘fixing it.’’ But if we then said,
‘‘He’s not breaking the airplane, he’s . . .’’

we expect, for example, ‘‘fixing it,’’ not
‘‘hammering it.’’ To succeed at this task,
children need to have some minimum number
of verbs in their vocabulary, and, equally
importantly, they must have those verbs
organized into appropriate subcategories and
contrasts.
The task consisted of 10 pictures of a range
of common verb classes, such as motion,
grooming, and breaking, that have at least
partial hierarchies.33 A single practice item
was used to demonstrate the task above, with
three different prompts per picture: (a), (b), and
(c), differing in what they picked out. Often,
but not always, the prompts increased in generality from (a) to (c). If the child failed to
produce a new verb to a further prompt, the
experimenter said, ‘‘You already said that—
think of something else,’’ and repeated the
prompt. Only one such repeated prompt was
given at each step.
We coded the adequacy of the child’s
answer; namely, was it at the right level of
description? We also coded the novelty of the
answer: Did the child just repeat the same
answer or give three different answers? In this
work we attempted a refined scale, with 0 being
inadequate; 1 being on target, but too specific
or general; and 2 being just right.
SAMPLE TOO-SPECIFIC ANSWERS

In answer to:
‘‘He’s not breaking the car apart, he’s. . .’’

A child might say, ‘‘painting the door.’’
‘‘She’s not hating the pop sicle, she’s. . .’’

‘‘He’s not breaking the car apart, he’s. . .’’

A child might say, ‘‘working’’.
A score of 2 was given for a good antonym
of the verb provided in the prompt, such as
licking not chewing, or painting not gluing.
The preliminary work with 30 AAEspeaking children aged 4 to 6 years suggested
the feasibility of the task and measures, and that
there was development throughout that age
range. A very small pilot study with four language-disordered children suggested the task
might discriminate well between normal and
disordered children.
The pictures and prompts were adapted for
the experimental test, with a larger sample of
items initially that was reduced for the reasons
of time and efficiency. Instead of three prompts
per picture, which sometimes strained even our
verb lexicons, pictures were chosen that were
suitable for two clear prompts. Prompts needed
to have distinct answers, because in a production task it is often surprising how much
variability there is and how much ambiguity
of scoring can then result (especially over this
very large sample and age range). The fine
gradations were abandoned for consistency
and ease of scoring, so the new scoring is simply
1 or 0 for each item depending on its adequacy
as a contrast.
The probe was successful enough that we
sought to use the same task design to look at
another domain of semantic contrasts, namely
prepositions. Prepositions are also in a matrix
of oppositions, though again without much
hierarchy. A child must know the subtle differences between prepositions to arrive at the right
description of a scene. Work on prepositions
had revealed that although prepositions are
used early, preposition contrasts emerge over
the course of development.34,35 Furthermore,
even closely related European languages set up
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the contrasts among spatial prepositions in
different ways,34 so the child’s task is not so
easy. In addition, not all prepositions refer to
space: some are abstract or purely grammatical
in function. For example, why do we listen to
something, look at something, go on vacation?
The challenge for the child is to learn how the
language uses prepositions in both concrete and
abstract ways.
The preposition task mirrors the verb contrast task in providing prompts for the child,
two per picture, that require the child to fix or
supply a preposition to describe what is happening. For example, the child is shown a
picture of a girl riding on a horse.
The prompts would be:

children make systematic misinterpretations of
a sentence such as
‘‘Is every man on a horse?’’

If the scene contains an extra horse, children say ‘‘No, not that one,’’ pointing to the
horse. It has been suggested17,20 and contested19 that children treat ‘‘every’’ as if it means
‘‘always’’ (very roughly speaking); that is,
‘‘Is it true in every case that a man is on a horse?’’

The expected response would be ‘‘on a
horse’’

The tantalizing idea is that every at first is
not anchored to the noun phrase ‘‘man,’’ but
somehow takes scope over the whole sentence.
In addition, previous work had shown that
children did not restrict the scope of ‘‘every’’
to elements within its sentence, but sometimes
allowed it to cross sentence boundaries. Take
for example, the following sentences:

‘‘She’s not sitting behind the saddle. . .’’

The man watched every cat. He scratched his ear.

The expected response would be ‘‘in the
front seat’’
The adequacy of the child’s responses is
fairly easy to judge. We avoided cases where we
had reason to believe AAE might introduce a
difference, though we may not have succeeded
entirely because so little is known about dialect
differences in children’s use of prepositions.
Orr36 reports a use of at in AAE in place of
Mainstream American English (MAE) to that
we may not have been sufficiently sensitive to in
the current scoring; for example, ‘‘She’s going at
Grandma’s.’’

For an adult, he cannot possibly refer to
every cat. This is not because the pronoun is
singular, because if a singular form (e.g., his, or
a) occurred within the same sentence as every, it
would be fine to give it that multiple or ‘‘variable’’ interpretation:

‘‘She’s not riding to a horse, she’s riding. . .’’

The Meaning and Scope of the
Word Every
We argued above that semantics is not just
about the lexicon, it also involves the way that
quantification works in sentences. Quantifiers
are terms like less, more, some, any, all, every,
each, none, and the way these terms interact in
sentences to give meaning is quite intricate.
The work leading up to the design of the
items in these subdomains is quite new and its
interpretation is still controversial. For example, Philip17 and Drozd18 have both found that

The man watched every cat scratch his ear.

So the child must learn the meaning of
specific quantifiers; the differences between all,
some, none, and every. The child must recognize
that these modify nouns, not whole events;
for example, every is not the same as always.
The child must also learn the limits on
how every works within a sentence, not across
sentences:
The man watched every boy play the drum,

is not the same as:
The man watched every boy. He played the drum.

Finneran24 had tested a variety of different
quantifier and wh-question tasks that involve
these subtle semantics on a small group of
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MAE-speaking language-disordered children,
and had evidence for significant delay in their
understanding even at age 9 and 10 years.
However, we had no guarantee that AAE
development might work the same way as
MAE, and several reasons to suspect it might
not. AAE has properties such as negative
concord, which can be construed as a form
of quantification that takes a very different
form syntactically. We therefore included
several different tests of the quantifier every
to determine if the tests could be both
fair across dialects and discriminating of
difference.
The quantifier items are restricted to evaluating children’s understanding of the word
every and how it works in sentences. In the
simplest of cases, the child is asked about a
picture in which all but one man, for example,
would be driving a car:
Is every man driving a car?

The answer is ‘‘no’’ if the child understands
that every does not mean, for example, some or
any.
More interesting is a picture in which
several monkeys are eating bananas, and a
rabbit is eating a carrot. The question is:
Is every monkey eating a banana?

The answer is ‘‘yes,’’ if the child understands
that every is only attached to monkey, and not to
other cases like the rabbit. If the child thinks
that the sentence means that every subevent had
to be one of a monkey eating a banana, the child
would answer ‘‘no.’’
Finally, the child sees a pair of contrasting
pictures that give two alternative readings for
sentence sets such as:
The man watched every boy. He played the drum.

The child must choose the picture in which the
man, not every boy, is playing the drum. If the
child chooses the correct picture, he or she
understands that every cannot cross sentence
boundaries for he.
Children can fail in several ways on the
quantifier tasks. For example:
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1. They can miss the basic meaning of every
and answer ‘‘yes" instead of ‘‘no’’ to the car
picture.
2. They can take every to apply also to the
rabbit in the monkey picture, not limiting it
to the noun phrase monkey, and thus say ‘‘no’’
instead of ‘‘yes.’’
3. They can fail to discern the condition on the
scope of every imposed by a sentence boundary, and think he refers to every boy in the
case of ‘‘The man watched every boy. He
played the drum.’’

HOW CHILDREN PERFORM ON
THE SEMANTICS SUBDOMAINS

How Children Perform on Fast Mapping
The fast-mapping task produces intriguing data
at the level of the individual child, question,
and construction type that are too elaborate to
describe here; the reader is referred to Johnson
et al. (manuscript in preparation) for the full
details. Instead, what follows is a summary of
the composite data across the different age,
dialect, and disorder-status groups. The child
is given a point for a correct answer judging by
the adult grammar, and the points are tallied
across constructions and questions.
Figure 2 shows that the data from this
study replicate Johnson’s initial work. Even
with this much larger sample, and larger age
range (4 to 9 instead of 4 to 6 years), there is no
measurable difference in the performance of
AAE- and MAE-speaking children. [Novel
Verbs: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 15.141, p < 0.0001;
Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.415, p ¼ 0.520; Age by
Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 1.150, p ¼ 0.332.]
Furthermore, there is a very reliable age
trend that continues throughout the age range,
making this a suitable item-type for examining
development. However, Johnson’s methods and
procedures were selected primarily because they
suggested (and now we confirm) the lack of bias
in the test. If the test shows no reliable difference between normally developing and disordered subjects, it will fail the other requirement
of our test.
Fortunately, Figure 3 shows that the test is
much more challenging for language-disordered children at every age. [Novel Verbs:
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Figure 2 Quantifier every items by Dialect.

Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 16.328, p < 0.0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 42.567, p < 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 2.146,
p ¼ 0.06.] In our fuller account of these data,
we discuss where the differences are located
(Johnson et al, manuscript in preparation).

How Children Perform on Verb
Contrasts
The verb contrast task lived up to the expectations generated by the pilot study, over the
larger age range. Normally developing children
who spoke AAE or MAE proved increasingly
adept with age at providing an appropriate level
contrast. In addition, there was no significant
difference in the performance of the two dialect
groups. (See Figure 4) (Age, F(5, 1002) ¼
57.116, p < 0.0001; Dialect, F(1,1002) ¼

Figure 3 Fast mapping novel verbs by Clinical Status.

6.885, p ¼ 0.009; Age by Dialect, F(5,
1002) ¼ 0.838, p ¼ 0.523.) Note that the main
effect of Dialect is almost entirely due to the
4-year-old children, and is nonsignificant once
they are removed [F(1, 796) ¼ 3.576, p ¼
0.06.] Mistakes, especially for the younger
children, consisted of saying things such as, ‘‘I
don’t know,’’ but more commonly giving an
answer that was too specific or too general to be
the right level for the prompt. This could
suggest that young children’s verb vocabularies
either are still incomplete or weakly organized.
However, it is very clear from Figure 5 that
the problems that young children have are
amplified in language-disordered children,
who differ from their normal age-mates at all
ages. In analyses of variance: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼
65.505, p < 0.0001; Clinical Status, F(1,
1002) ¼ 85.616, p < 0.0001; Age by Clinical
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Figure 4 Verb contrasts by Dialect.

Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.524, p ¼ not significant.
The disordered children use more vague expressions, such as all-purpose verbs (do, try, and
put) or they omit the verb. They have difficulty
with the right contrasts after the prompt, and
have difficulty saying two different things about
the same picture.
Thus, the subdomain discriminates well
between children with language disorder and
children who are normally developing, and
confirms previous reports that the verb vocabulary may be vulnerable in language-disordered
children.

How Children Perform on
Preposition Contrasts
The preposition contrast task did not have the
same level of pilot work behind it to back up the

Figure 5 Verb contrasts by Clinical Status.

hints in the literature that it might prove
revealing. Nonetheless, the data from the field
testing (Fig. 6) showed good age trends over
ages 4 to 9 years, and equivalent levels of
performance from MAE- and AAE-speaking
children [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 18.379, p <
0.0001; Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 1.077, p ¼ 0.30;
Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.682, p ¼ 0.637].
Mistakes consisted of confusing prepositions or
sometimes omitting them altogether. These
mistakes, especially omissions, were much
more prevalent in the disordered children,
who can be seen clearly to lag behind their
normally developing age-mates in Figure 7.
[Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 20.187, p < 0.0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 35.288, p < 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.914,
p ¼ 0.471.] The disordered children sometimes
use odd forms, such as, ‘‘down the chair’’ instead
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Figure 6 Preposition contrasts by Dialect.

of ‘‘under the chair,’’ or ‘‘up the cat’’ instead of
‘‘up to the cat.’’ We have not detected any
particular difference between spatial and abstract prepositions, but the sample of the latter
is tiny.

How Children Perform
on the Quantifier Subdomain
First, consider the items about the meaning of
every within a sentence. The results of the field
testing research reveal that the findings of earlier studies are borne out. Children do make the
kinds of mistakes we have highlighted above,
and there is a clear developmental time course
persisting until age 7 or 8 years even in normally
developing children (Fig. 8). We still need to
explore these data in detail, but for the moment, these items appear to fulfill our require-

Figure 7 Preposition contrasts by Clinical Status.

ment not to create bias against AAE speakers.
In the analyses of variance, the values for these
items followed the general pattern of the
other item-types: Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 33.051,
p < 0.0001; Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 2.225, p ¼
0.136; Age by Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.877,
p ¼ 0.496.
In addition, the subdomain is highly successful in separating out disordered children
from either dialect group. It is clear that the
language-disordered children are considerably
delayed in mastering this quantifier (Fig. 9)
(Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 31.766, p < 0.0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 27.675, p < 0.0001; Age by
Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.351, p ¼ 0.882).
With regard to the sentence boundary
items, Figure 10 reveals a good match in the
developmental time course for AAE and MAE
children [Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 44.981, p < 0.0001;
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Figure 8 Quantifer every items by Dialect.

Dialect, F(1, 1002) ¼ 0.051, p ¼ 0.821; Age by
Dialect, F(5, 1002) ¼ 0.946, p ¼ 0.450].
Figure 11 shows the expected lag for language-delayed children, at least after age 4 years
[Age, F(5, 1002) ¼ 42.180, p < 0.0001; Clinical
Status, F(1, 1002) ¼ 34.711, p < 0.0001; Age
by Clinical Status, F(5, 1002) ¼ 3.408, p ¼
0.005].

HOW DO THESE FACTS HELP US
IN FULL DIAGNOSIS AND
REMEDIATION?
To an experimenter, test making is a peculiar
process. Experiments demand many examples
to test the robustness of an effect; tests require
the minimum that will provide group separation, for efficiency and time. Experiments demand keeping separate those types that are

Figure 9 Quantifier every items by Clinical Status.

significant theoretically; tests lump items together to give general descriptions. Ironically,
however, once the testing is done and the child
has a ‘‘diagnosis’’ of a language disorder, the
same questions should occur to the therapist as
occur to the experimenter. Just why did the
child fail this item? What does this pattern of
responses mean? How do I intervene and fix the
problem if I only know there is a general one?
Thus, although a test requires giving points
for different sections and adding them up, we
think it is important to examine the details of
what the child did on each item-type to determine the source of the problem.

Fast Mapping
Consider fast mapping. When the child fails, it
is important to know several things. Did the
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Figure 10 Quantifier sentence boundary scores by Dialect.

child fail on the real verbs as well as the novel
verbs? If so, what kinds of questions were
difficult? A substantial failure on the real verb
questions is more suggestive of a problem with
syntax or morphology of those questions than it
is of a failure to learn a novel verb. Suppose the
child passes most of the real verb questions, but
fails on the novel verbs. Does the child tend to
fail on the more complex argument structures,
such as datives and complements? Again, the
suggestion is that the child may have trouble
learning new verbs if the sentence structure in
which they appear is too complex. How is the
child’s performance on the syntax item-types?
Perhaps the child has trouble across the board
with novel verb learning. Is the presence of
a novel verb affecting his or her memory?
How does he or she perform on nonword

repetition in the phonology domain of the
Screener, Part 2?

Verb Contrasts
Next consider verb contrasts. How does the
child’s performance on verb contrasts compare
with his or her performance on fast mapping?
Is the child showing evidence of being a slow
learner from context? Is the failure a genuine
problem with the size of his or her verb vocabulary? What kinds of errors occur? If the
verbs used are too general, perhaps the child
has a limited verb vocabulary. If they are too
specific, then the child may have a disorganized
lexicon. If the child ‘‘misses the mark’’ of the
pictures, does this show up in the preposition
task or on the pragmatics tests, where that skill

Figure 11 Quantifier sentence boundary scores by Clinical Status.
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of getting the meaning from a picture is at a
premium?

Preposition Contrasts
In the preposition task if the child omits prepositions, how is his or her morphosyntax on
the screener? How is his or her memory for
phonological material in phonology nonword
repetition? Is there evidence from the article
task (syntax) that the child has a general difficulty with functors, that is, small grammatical
words? If the child provides odd prepositions,
does this parallel a problem in verb contrasts?

Quantifiers
In the quantifier subdomain, does the child
tend to say ‘‘yes’’ to everything? Does the child
show a basic understanding of the meaning of
every on the car picture? If not, perhaps the
basic meaning is still absent, and work needs to
be done to contrast all, some, every, and one.
Does the child insist that the rabbit is relevant
in the monkey/banana picture? If so, perhaps
the meaning of every is not yet linked to its
noun phrase. How do such children perform on
the double wh-questions in wh-syntax and whproduction? Might the child have a problem
with the notion of scope or variables? In the
sentence boundary items, does the child show a
position bias in choosing pictures? That would
be the most primitive error. If not, does the
child get the single sentences right? If so, does
the child take every to cross the sentence
boundary? How does the child’s problem relate
to his or her understanding of other complex
syntax; for example, passives or wh-questions?

CONCLUSION
This article has demonstrated some ways it
might be possible to develop relatively unbiased
methods for assessment of the process of vocabulary learning and the efficient organization of
vocabulary as alternatives to the measurement
of the size of acquired vocabulary. It has also
shown that semantic knowledge extends beyond word meaning conceived simply in terms
of content words, into areas such as quantifier
scope. This latter knowledge may be especially
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sensitive to language disorders, and provide a
window into larger aspects of the grammar as a
whole. There is still some distance to go in
translating the discoveries into careful diagnostics that will allow efficient and precise remediation, but the prospect is an exciting one.
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A Noncontrastive Model for Assessment
of Phonology
Harry N. Seymour, Ph.D.1

ABSTRACT

The contrastive/noncontrastive model developed by Seymour and
Seymour (1977) can be applied to the development of a dialect-sensitive
phonological assessment that uses a single scoring and test format, regardless
of a child’s dialect. Through extensive field research, stimulus items were
found that respect the phonotactics of African American English (AAE)
(i.e., no targets are final consonants or final consonant clusters), yet are
sufficiently demanding to show development in the age range from 4 to
9 years. Consonant clusters of varying levels of phonological difficulty are
shown to discriminate between typically developing and phonologically
impaired children of different dialect groups, Mainstream American
English (MAE) and non-MAE. Implications for further diagnosis and
remediation are presented.
KEYWORDS: Contrastive and noncontrastive substitution patterns,
type I, II, and III errors, consonant clusters

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to identify (1) how the contrastivenoncontrastive model of assessment was applied in the development of the proposed dialect-sensitive phonology
assessment, and (2) several key features of the proposed phonology assessment items.

PHONOLOGY DOMAIN
The contrastive/noncontrastive model1 described in Seymour2 was applied in the development of a dialect-sensitive phonology
assessment. As with other domains of language,
contrastive refers to phonological features that

differ (contrast) between African American
English (AAE) and Mainstream American
English (MAE). The most common of these
features in AAE are absent elements of consonant clusters and the absence of a word final
consonant.3,4 These contrastive features have
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particular diagnostic implications. Consider the
cluster ‘‘st’’ as an example. In AAE phonology,
the reduction of /st/ ! [s] is commonly observed. Although the cluster is similarly
absent in the speech of very young MAEspeaking children, it is no longer absent by
4 years of age in the initial word position,
and in the final word position, ‘‘st’’ is typically
mastered by 7 years of age.5 These age-appropriate expectations can indicate a possible
phonological/articulation disorder if a child
fails to meet them.
However, in the case of an AAE-speaking
child who may produce either ‘‘fast’’ or ‘‘fas,’’
that child should not necessarily be viewed in
the same way. When spoken by children of
AAE backgrounds, this type of consonant reduction should not be considered a potential
clinical problem, but should be viewed as a
contrastive feature of AAE. Hence, such AAE
features have at best limited diagnostic value as
indicators of a phonological disorder when they
are absent either as single consonants in final
word positions or elements of a cluster. Because
of the ambiguity of their status, it would not be
clear whether the absent forms are due to the
AAE dialect or to a phonological problem.
Although most contrastive features produce ambiguous interpretations in the diagnostic process, this is not true of all contrastive
features. Clearly, a consonant cluster reduction
such as /st/ ! [t] (as in ‘‘ret’’ for ‘‘rest’’) could
not be explained by AAE phonological rules,
and thus, would be considered either an error of
development or of disorder. In addition, the
ambiguity associated with absent forms does
not exist for all substitution patterns. Phonological substitution patterns that do not follow
the AAE characteristic profile would be patterns of either development or disorder. For
example, an /f/ ! [th] substitution would yield
a ‘‘mouth’’ ! [mouf] substitution in AAE,
but a /th/ ! [s] substitution as in ‘‘mouth’’ !
[mous] would be inconsistent with AAE and
could only be explained as a developmental or a
disordered error.
As for most substitution patterns, there is
no ambiguity with noncontrastive patterns. The
‘‘st’’ in the initial position (steam) is noncontrastive and is expected to be mastered by 4 years
of age. Failure to achieve this mastery would
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arouse concern. Although this concern would
most probably apply for AAE speakers as well,
there remains some question about whether
AAE and MAE follow the same acquisition
schedule. As stated above, age 4 is the expected
MAE mastery milestone for the initial ‘‘st.’’ Is it
the same for AAE? The answer is probably
‘‘yes’’ based on most studies comparing MAE
and AAE among children,6,7 but these studies
are limited8; in the absence of extensive longitudinal studies on AAE comparable to those
on MAE, this question cannot be answered
with absolute certainty. For this reason, we
chose stimulus items based on extensive fieldtesting and piloting to ensure that items were in
fact noncontrastive and that they would not
differ between AAE and MAE in terms of age
appropriateness.

RESEARCH BACKGROUND
The phonology stimulus items on which we
have concentrated derived from several years of
research on AAE phonology. As a result of a
National Institutes of Health (NIH) grant to
Seymour and Roeper in 1994 (See Acknowledgments), an extensive database on AAE
phonology was developed. This database made
possible an in-depth analysis of phonological
constraints governing features of AAE. The
phonological contexts under which AAE patterns were favored confirmed important similarities between child AAE and the adult AAE
phonology described in the literature.6,8–11
This led to the selection of more than 200
consonant and cluster combinations about
which predictions were made as to which best
discriminated AAE and MAE by age, which
were produced in identical ways by MAE and
AAE speakers across ages, and which best
discriminated typically developing children
from phonologically impaired children.
These predictions about potential stimulus
items for phonology assessment were tested
in a 1998 NIH contract awarded for 6 years
to Seymour, Roeper, and de Villiers. (See
Acknowledgments). The NIH contract addressed several aspects of language and involved
piloting of test items in schools and preschools
in Hartford, Connecticut, and Springfield,
Massachusetts. Overall, several hundred
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African American and non-Hispanic white
children who were determined either to be
AAE speakers or MAE speakers, and who
were matched for socioeconomic status and
educational background, participated in pilot
studies. See Pearson12 for details regarding field
testing and developmental milestone research,
and Ciolli and Seymour13 for uses of the contrastive features that we piloted for screening
items.

THE ASSESSMENT FORMAT
The assessment format of the Phonology domain that was finally constructed allowed two
important challenges to be met. First, to ensure
a developmental demarcation across ages, consonant clusters of varying levels of phonological
difficulty were used as targets in the stimulus
words. Second, using clusters only in the initial
and medial word positions avoided AAE
patterns and thus eliminated difficult clinical
decisions about what is disordered and what is
not among speakers of AAE. By restricting
target stimuli in this way, the testing format
allowed for the most difficult phoneme combinations and contained no AAE patterns. It
also created a natural developmental growth
curve.
Twenty-five word targets containing 25
clusters represented the target stimuli. These
particular targets were selected following extensive field testing of numerous target words
and clusters. They were among the best at
discriminating between typically developing
and phonologically impaired children. Their
effectiveness stems from the following several
unique phonotactic and context conditions:

1. Clusters were assessed within continuous
sentence context as opposed to in isolated
words;
2. Clusters were assessed in either a monosyllabic or multisyllabic context;
3. Clusters comprised both two and three
consonants;
4. Clusters were either intra- or intersyllabic;
5. Some clusters were assessed within iambic
words; and
6. Some clusters comprised liquids ( / r / and
/l/).

The administration of the Phonology
items involved the presentation of a picture
depicting a cartoon image about which the
child was asked to repeat a sentence produced
by the examiner. Each sentence began with the
carrier phrase ‘‘I see a . . .’’ introducing a small
clause or noun phrase. For example, the examiner would show a picture of a truck and say, ‘‘I
see a truck pull a boat,’’ or a picture of a leaf and
say, ‘‘I see a leaf.’’ The child was to repeat the
entire sentence exactly as presented. This procedure was an attempt to control the memory
load across stimulus sentences, whose length
could vary greatly. In addition, in an effort to
avoid dialect interference among AAE speakers, this first-person present tense construction
(‘‘I see. . .’’) restricted the use of certain morphosyntactic markers. To illustrate a context in
which a dialect interference is possible, consider
the target sentence ‘‘The boy closes the door’’
containing the target cluster /kl/. The thirdperson singular form (‘‘closes’’) could interfere
with an AAE speaker’s production of /kl/
because of the natural inclination to reduce
‘‘closes’’ to ‘‘close’’ in this third-person context.
By using the small clause construction this
potential interference is avoided, as in the
sentence ‘‘I see the boy close the door.’’ See
Figure 1 for examples of target stimuli.
ASSESSMENT FORMAT
RATIONALE
Background research for the selection of targets
and the stimulus format is discussed below.

Age Difference and Diagnostic
Relevance
Considerable research supports the use of consonant clusters to test phonology in this age
range of 4 to 9 years. In general, children do not
fully master the production of all of the consonants of English until around 8 years of
age.14–16 Even though children have acquired
their phonemic system of contrasts much earlier, during this period of acquisition, there is a
gradual but progressive mastery of phonetic
constraints.17 The error patterns produced by
children during the acquisition period are in
fact systematic and predictable.18,19 It is when
children no longer produce these developmental
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Figure 1 Phonology stimuli.

error patterns that they have achieved mastery of
their phonemic system. This acquisitional mastery occurs over several years and its order is also
systematic and predictable.5 It is this predictable
order that determines the age-appropriate milestone targets characteristic of most tests of
phonology. Our proposed test also draws upon
the predictable and systematic nature of phoneme acquisition, but is unique in that stimulus
items were designed to be difficult to sharpen
distinctions across ages and enhance the differences observable between typically developing
and phonologically impaired children.
There is supporting evidence for each facet
of the testing format: that generally clusters are
more difficult to master than singleton phonological structures20; that three member clusters
are more difficult to master than two member
clusters (e.g., ‘‘stream’’ versus ‘‘stick’’17; that
intrasyllabic clusters [re – (str)ain] are more
difficult to produce than inter-syllabic clusters
[ce(n—tr)al]21; that multisyllabic words are
more difficult to produce than monosyllabic
words22; that children with disordered or delayed phonology may have difficultly producing
the first syllable in iambic words [(a)sleep with
initial unstressed syllable];23–25 that consonant
clusters containing liquids can often result in
consonant cluster simplification among speakers with immature and disordered phonological
systems17; and that productions of words targeted for articulation are more authentic in
continuous speech than in isolated words.26–30
All of these characteristics converge in creating
a relatively difficult production task that challenges less mature and impaired phonologies

while maintaining strong milestone distinctions
across ages.

English Variation Status
We sought a phonological assessment method
for the proposed test that would work as well
for AAE- as it does for MAE-speaking children. Our final design included dialect-neutral
stimulus items that emphasize the identification of phonological impairment without penalizing a child for phonological patterns
typical of variations in English such as AAE.
Indeed, AAE phonological features were quite
prevalent among most of the African American
children examined in the various pilot studies
and standardization sampling that we have
conducted, in keeping with the extant literature. These included the most often observed
patterns (i.e., absent final consonants and absent consonants of word final clusters).3,4,6,8,21
Because no stimulus items involving consonants, final consonants, or final consonant
clusters as targets were included in the final
phonology probes, AAE features were inconsequential because there is no requirement for a
child to produce them under test conditions.
Thus, the diagnostic dilemma faced by most
phonology tests is avoided (i.e., having to adjust
and manipulate scores for AAE speakers compared to MAE speakers). This kind of manipulation attempts to accommodate different
response patterns for AAE and MAE, creating
the complication of a possible different scoring
format and/or scale for each of those variations
of English.

NONCONTRASTIVE MODEL FOR PHONOLOGY ASSESSMENT/SEYMOUR

Figure 2 Phonology scores by Dialect (typically developing only. AAE, African American English; MAE,
Mainstream American English.)

THE PHONOLOGY DOMAIN
RESULTS
Developmental milestone testing of the Phonology probe showed its effectiveness in meeting the assessment objective; that is, the
assessment of phonological disorders in a linguistically and culturally fair manner. With
respect to dialect differences, there was no
significant difference between AAE and MAE
typically developing children across ages 4 to 9
(Fig. 2). As expected, young children made far
more errors than older children. However, because of the nature of the task, differences
among ages were not as great as those observed
for the other language domains discussed in this
issue, but the age differences were still statistically significant [Age, F(5, 736) ¼ 16.691,
p < .0001; Dialect, F(1, 736) ¼ .060, p ¼ .806;
Age by Dialect, F(5, 736) ¼ .818, p ¼ .537].

An inspection of the distribution of mean
scores across ages for impaired versus typically
developing children shows an obvious separation across all ages except age 9 years (Fig. 3).
This pattern is borne out in the statistics, which
show strong effects of age and clinical status,
and also an interaction between them: Age,
F(5, 1079) ¼ 19.267, p < .0001; Clinical Status,
F(1, 1079) ¼ 180.40, p < .0001; Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 1079) ¼ 3.807, p ¼ .002. This
strong separation is also consistent within each
dialect; that is, AAE-impaired children differ from AAE typically developing children
(Fig. 4) (Age, F(5, 670) ¼ 8.088, p < .0001;
Clinical Status, F(1, 670) ¼ 117.08, p < .0001;
Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 670) ¼ 1.63,
p ¼ .146], and the same results hold for MAE
[Fig. 5, Age, F(5, 380) ¼ 7.655, p < .0001;
Clinical Status, F(1, 380) ¼ 46.231, p < .0001;

Figure 3 Phonology scores by Clinical Status (phonologically impaired versus not impaired).
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Figure 4 Phonology scores by Clinical Status (phonologically impaired versus not impaired), African American
English (AAE) background only.

Age by Clinical Status, F(5, 380) ¼ 1.192,
p ¼ .313).

IMPLICATIONS FOR FURTHER
DIAGNOSIS
If a child’s performance on the Phonology
probe were to suggest a phonological problem,
we believe that the child should be given an
in-depth phonological evaluation. Because
the phonology domain assesses clusters only,
an examination of the full array of both singleton and cluster phonemes is recommended.
This diagnosis along with error patterns on a
Phonology probe such as the one we developed would form the basis for intervention
strategies.

There are several traditional formats that
are used to assess phonology and articulation
in children.32 These commonly include standardized tests that assess the full range of
English consonants, connected speech samples,
single-word corpus analysis, and stimulability
testing, among others. The analysis applied
to the child’s phonological productions can be
of several kinds, including segmental, natural
process, and distinctive features. Design features reflected in the phonotactic and context
characteristics of the Phonology domain can
suggest a child’s area(s) of weakness and motivate a particular format for testing and focus of
analysis.
It is recommended that the clinician
choose diagnostic procedures she or he prefers,

Figure 5 Phonology scores by Clinical Status (phonologically impaired versus not impaired), Mainstream
American English (MAE) background only.
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but that a battery employing several measures
may be necessary to describe fully the nature
and extent of a child’s departure from ageappropriate phonological targets.
In addition, the planning, implementation,
and interpretation of the diagnosis should be
influenced by the child’s dialect background. If
the child is an MAE speaker one can employ
traditional and ‘‘best practice’’ methods, which
are familiar to speech-language pathologists
(SLPs) and should represent the most current
and common practices.21,32–34
Alternatively, if the child is not an MAE
speaker, the examining clinician must be familiar with the phonological characteristics of the
particular dialect spoken by the child. For
example, if a child speaks AAE, there are
certain predictable contexts in which consonants may be absent, such as in final positions
of words and within certain consonant clusters.
Specific to AAE, there are three types of
phonological errors that must be taken into
consideration.35
1. Type I refers to violations on consonants
that are common or noncontrastive between
AAE and MAE such as ([tat] for ‘‘cat’’).
2. Type II errors involve typical contrastive
AAE patterns where an AAE speaker would
produce [f] for a /y/ in word final position
[mouf], but an impaired child might
produce [mous] (the [s] for /y/ is a pattern
of neither AAE nor MAE).
3. Type III errors involve impairment features
that are qualitatively shared between the
AAE and MAE but are quantitatively different. There is a higher probability in both
dialects that in certain contexts a consonant
cluster may be reduced, as when the cluster is
followed by a consonant (‘‘fast ball’’ ! ‘‘fas
ball’’) than when followed by vowel (‘‘fast
end’’! ‘‘fast end’’). A type III error would
involve a child producing a higher proportion of the cluster followed by the vowel than
is expected for even an AAE speaker.
It is important to conduct an in-depth
analysis to determine the extent to which
the three types described above characterize
the child’s impairment. In characterizing the
child’s error types, as with the MAE child, one

should employ traditional and ‘‘best practice’’
methods.

IMPLICATIONS FOR INTERVENTION
STRATEGIES
Clinicians should employ best practice methods
in devising and implementing phonology intervention strategies, which may include motoric
approaches in treating phonemic segments
and/or cognitive/linguistic approaches involving phonological processes or distinctive
features.21,32–34 Intervention strategies apply
to both the selection of intervention target
behaviors and the remediation procedures to
address those target behaviors. Target behaviors should result from the in-depth diagnosis
described above. Remediation methods typically involve both perception and production
tasks.
The planning and implementation of intervention strategies should be influenced by
the child’s dialect background. If the child is
not an MAE speaker, selection of target behaviors should first focus on Type I errors (those
that do not contrast between AAE and MAE
(such as [tat] for ‘‘cat’’). Traditional remediation practices should prevail in addressing this
kind of target behavior.
The next behaviors that should be targeted
are Type III errors (those that generalize from a
typical English cluster reduction (‘‘fas ball’’) to
an atypical one (‘‘fast end’’). Again, traditional
remediation practices should prevail. The last
target behaviors to be addressed would be Type
II errors (those that violate the AAE rule, such
as when a child fails to produce either the MAE
([y]) or AAE pattern (/y/ ! [f] (‘‘mouf’’). This
error pattern is more difficult to treat because a
decision must be made as to whether the target
should be the AAE pattern or the MAE
pattern. It is possible that effective intervention
for Type I and Type III could resolve Type II
problems without direct remediation. However, the result is likely to be the preservation
of the AAE pattern, in which case the clinician
must be willing to accept the child’s dialect
pattern.
In the event that Type II errors are unaffected by intervention for Type I and III
errors, it is recommended that a code-switching
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model be implemented by stimulating the child
to perceive and produce both the MAE and
AAE patterns. It is possible that the child will
continue to code switch, or choose to use the
pattern most consistent with his or her community dialect, and either would be acceptable.
Undoubtedly, this recommendation is controversial and SLPs may find it difficult to accept
response patterns other than MAE. Nevertheless, code switching is a common and natural
mode among AAE speakers and can be among
the most realistic of clinical goals given the
child’s community dialect.
CONCLUSION
We believe that a dialect-sensitive phonological
assessment should have the following characteristics:

1. It has a single scoring and test format
regardless of a child’s variety of English.
2. Both typically developing MAE and nonMAE speaking children perform equally
well across ages.
3. AAE speakers are in no way penalized for
speaking AAE.
4. A developmental age differential is evident
among typically developing children of both
MAE and non-MAE language backgrounds.
5. It is equally effective in differentiating phonologically impaired children from typically
developing children of both MAE and nonMAE backgrounds.
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Distinguishing Dialect and Development from
Disorder: Case Studies
Barbara Zurer Pearson, Ph.D.,1 and Lois Ciolli, M.A., C.C.C.-S.L.P.2

ABSTRACT

Seven case studies are presented to illustrate how the tasks in the
proposed test battery provide the tools to distinguish language differences
due to development or dialect from true signs of delay or disorder. The case
studies exemplify different combinations of language strengths and weakness found among participants of extensive field research in the age range
from 4 to 9 years. Special attention is paid to certain aspects of language
development, such as time clauses or double wh-questions, in which dialect
features play no role. All levels of performance, from the highest to the
lowest, are found in children who are speakers of Mainstream American
English (MAE) and the same is true for those whose language patterns
indicate a strong variation from MAE.
KEYWORDS: Profile, path of progress, subdomain, item types, strength,

weakness, interpretation

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to identify (1) how breaking down the
items on the proposed diagnostic test into subtypes helps to profile the child’s strengths and weaknesses, and (2)
why it is vital to consider all three factors—development, dialect, and disorder—when evaluating a child’s
language.

F

irst and foremost, the goal for a dialectsensitive language assessment is to help clinicians identify the signs of language disorder in
children without penalizing them for dialect
features or typical linguistic development.
Some children will exhibit signs of all three
factors (i.e., disorder, dialect, and develop-

ment); others will exhibit just one or two signs
in different combinations. The ideal assessment
helps clinicians recognize when dialect features
are present alone or in conjunction with signs
of delayed or disordered development, and
also when delay or disorder is apparent, but
dialect features are not. As with all assessment
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instruments, the results need to be considered
along with all other information gathered about
the child.
In this article, we explore the profiles of
seven children from our field research to illustrate how the tasks in the proposed test battery
provide the tools to make the required distinctions. The case study children were chosen to
exemplify different combinations of strengths
and weaknesses and different levels of dialect
usage at different points in the age range 4 to
9 years. Two 4-year-old children are used to
contrast typical versus delayed development. In
addition, both speak with ‘‘Some Variation
from Mainstream American English (MAE),’’
but contrast with respect to how the results
of their Language Variation Status should
be interpreted. The expectations for performance of a 4-year-old child are contrasted
with those for a 9-year-old child, who shows
relatively fewer errors, but more serious risk
and/or disorder. Two 6-year-old children also
illustrate the contrast between a diagnosis of
disorder versus no disorder, and in addition
show how our proposed assessment measure
may reveal linguistic strengths in children in
whom such strengths are less apparent—in the
quiet child and in the child with a severe
phonological disorder. Finally, two 7-year-old
children illustrate the contrast between a nonMAE speaker with no disorder and a disordered child who speaks MAE. Ironically, the
former is receiving language services, whereas
the latter is not.
In these case studies, the dialect or Language Variation Status designations for each
child are derived directly from our screening
items, and further illustrated with examples
taken from the child’s answers to other items
of the comprehensive language test in which
the children’s short-sentence answers were
written verbatim on the record form by the
examiner. The diagnostic risk designations
come from the child’s score on the second set
of screening items.

GENERAL GUIDE TO GROWTH
BY SUBDOMAIN
Summarizing across the tasks in the diagnostic
portion of the screening test and the four
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domains of the proposed comprehensive language test, there are 14 item-types represented
by the names of the subdomains on the record
form: for example, fast mapping, short narrative, wh-question comprehension, and so on
(see Fig. 1 in Seymour and Pearson1) Those
subdomains are further subdivided at the itemtype level into target skills or concepts. Thus,
the Syntax domain wh-questions are of three
subtypes: double wh-questions, embedded false
clauses, and barrier questions; the Articles subdomain has items of two subtypes, definite
(‘‘the’’) and indefinite (‘‘a’’). The Semantics
domain fast mapping items can be viewed as
two subtypes, real verbs and novel verbs, or
as three subtypes across real and novel, according to whether the item involves transitive,
transfer, or complement structures. In all,
there are over 30 item-subtypes. (The subtypes
and their rationales are discussed individually
in the articles on the individual domains
(Roeper,2 P. de Villiers,3 J. de Villiers,4 and
Seymour5.)
For the various subdomains and item subtypes, there is a general path of progress, such
as the ones outlined in Table 1 for wh-questions, Table 2 for short narratives, and Table 3
for nonword repetition (from the screener,
part 2). There are also developmental graphs
in the domain articles that provide similar
growth ranges for many of the constructs in
the various subdomains.
These growth ranges represent an approximate timeline to help evaluate the children’s
responses from a qualitative point of view.
However, one cannot say a child is ‘‘functioning
like a 4 year old’’ because he or she gave two
of two medial answers, corresponding to the
description for that construct under 4-year-old
children in Table 1. One must take several
factors and more than one subdomain into
account to make such a judgment. However,
the tables indicate the nature of our expectation
of progress as the child grows. Even though
most 4-year-old children make errors in all four
areas noted, only the weakest ones fail at all of
them. For example, if a 4-year-old child passes
the false clause items and the relative clause
items, but makes medial and singleton errors on
the other questions (Roeper2), that would be
an average or above-average four-year-old per-

TD

Wh-barriers

LI

TD

LI

TD

60% give 2-clause answer

about equal

‘‘other irrelevant’’

Barrier error and

Only 60% give
matrix answer

have medial errors)

Miss 2 of 2 OK, (almost 1/2

exhaustive answers

40% have singleton errors
Almost no paired-

4 Years

LI, language impaired; TD, typically developing.

False clause items

Relative clause barriers

TD
LI

Wh-paired lists

LI

TD; LI

70% TD give
matrix answer

Miss 1 OK

30% singleton errors

5 Years

Approximate Growth Stages for Wh-Comprehension Item-Types

Wh-Comprehension

Table 1

answer

80% give 2-clause

barrier errors

Fewer than 10%

errors

Only 20% medial

20% singleton errors

6 Years

9 Years

Almost no errors

off-target’’ errors

answers Equal medial and ‘‘other

LI fewer than 50% correct (SD)

Medial errors 5 to 10%

answers; still almost 30% singletons

Rare singletons, less than 10%
LI fewer than 70% paired exhaustive

8 Years

LI still give 30% 1-clause answers: many other
off-target answers

90% þ give 2-clause answer

LI still 20% barrier errors

Miss 1 rare

7 Years
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LI

TD

Very rare

the children

About three fourths of

4

LI, language impaired; TD, typically developing.

Mental verbs and
explanation of actions

or intentions

References to desires

actions only

LI

7 Years

use no time words
no time words

with children

About 1 in 10 children Almost no children

6 Years

has at least one clause

mental verb

uses at least one

About 1 in 20 children

About 1 in 10 children
has at least one

About 1 in 3 children

About 1 of 2 children

5

use time clauses

About one fourth

About 1 in 10 children

About 1 in 5 children

About 1 in 4 children

6

7

children use them

About 1 in 2 children

Very rare

9

9 Years

LI catch up to TD

About 2 in
About 1 in 2 children
5 children

8

8 Years
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References to

(at Least One)

References

Theory of Mind

conjunctions and verbs

5 Years

At all ages about half of the children use sequencers (even LI children from age 5 on)
Very few have them
About 1 in 5 children
About half of the

use no time words

About half of the children

TD; LI 4 Years

Sequencers (then, and then)
Temporal clauses with
TD

No time words

Temporal Links

Table 2 Growth Stages for short Narratives
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Table 3

Expectation for Errors in Nonword Repetition

4-5 Years

6-7 Years

8-9 Years

Expect 1 to 2 errors on 3- and 4-

Expect 1 error on 4-syllable

Expect few errors

syllable prompts

prompt

formance for the wh-question subdomain. A 6year-old child with the same set of answers
would be below average, and if, for example, she
or he gave all four double wh-questions as
singleton answers, that alone would point to
a low average or weak performance in that
subdomain because 6-year-old children are expected to get at least some of the double whquestions correct. For a 9-year-old child, a
single nonexhaustive (singleton) answer would
be a warning signal. Keep in mind, however,
that Table 1 presents only the average based on
the sample reported by Roeper2; it does not
present ranges of responses by age.

THE CASE STUDIES
The profile for a case study child makes reference first to an overall evaluation and a summary of scores by domain. To characterize what
makes the child average or below or above in a
domain, we comment on only some subdomains and item types—generally those that
stand out as different from the kind of answers
given by typically developing children of the
same age or as different from other parts of the
child’s own performance. The case studies illustrate how scores on all four domains interact
and help the clinician make recommendations
for services (see discussion in Seymour and
Pearson1).

Table 4

DISTINGUISHING DEVELOPMENT
FROM DIALECT

Case Study 1: Charnelle
(Age 4 years, 2 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Developmental: Yes
Dialectal: Yes
Disordered: No
Charnelle (Table 4) is a typically developing 4-year-old African American child whose
speech and language was screened upon her
entrance into prekindergarten in the neighborhood public school. She is the youngest member of a large family in the midwest. Her
parents are high school graduates and both
are employed outside the home.
DEVELOPMENTAL VARIATION

As presented in Table 4, Charnelle scored in
the ‘‘Some Variation from MAE’’ range on the
proposed Language Variation Status items and
showed medium risk on the diagnostic portion
of the screening test, so the dialect-sensitive
comprehensive language test was the recommended follow-up.
As expected because of her young age,
Charnelle shows a mixture of strengths and
weaknesses. These developmental variations

Charnelle (4 years, 2 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items

Comprehensive Language Test

Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

Some variation

Medium risk

17

12

24

20

Average

Average

Average

Average

from MAE

for disorder

MAE, Mainstream American English.
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are mixed with dialectal variations due to the
influence of the language spoken most often
in her home and community (i.e., African
American English [AAE]). For example, she
produced the ‘‘th’’ sound as [f], [v], or [d] in
predictable AAE contexts (e.g., ‘‘mouf’’ and
‘‘wiv’’ for ‘‘with,’’ and ‘‘anoder’’ for ‘‘another’’).
Like many young MAE and AAE 4-yearold children, Charnelle finds ‘‘th’’ difficult
to produce in other contexts not associated
with dialect differences, such as ‘‘frowing’’
for ‘‘throwing.’’ She also still is having
trouble pronouncing the /r/ and /l/ sounds
in words such as ‘‘play’’ (‘‘pway’’) and ‘‘cracker’’
(‘‘kwacker’’), so her speech contains some typical developmental errors.
This combination of development and dialect also is seen in her morphosyntax items: she
gave several MAE responses in the identifier
section (part 1) of the screening items, in
possessive and auxiliary verb items, and some
predictable dialect responses as well. This mixture of MAE/non-MAE responses earned her
a dialect score of ‘‘Some (but not strong) Variation from MAE.’’ When she was responding to
items on the comprehensive language test, the
examiner noted that Charnelle used single
negation (e.g., ‘‘has no shoes’’; an MAE feature)
three times and multiple negation (e.g., ‘‘don’t
have no shoes’’; a feature characteristic of AAE)
only once. Throughout both the screening and
diagnostic tests, Charnelle gave many responses
that could only be classified as ‘‘other;’’ most of
them were incomplete answers or answers that
indicated that she did not understand the target
of the items. In pragmatics question asking,
like many of the 4-year-old children, she had
difficulty suppressing the temptation to answer
rather than ask questions, and she reached her
ceiling early.
Despite such answers that show her developing status, in several subdomains of the comprehensive language test, she responded with
surprising maturity. In the short narratives,
Charnelle contrasted the characters and used
time sequencers; she understood the importance of ‘‘thought balloons’’ in the pictures
and reported what the characters were dreaming about and what they wanted, instead of
focusing only on actions or descriptions of the
pictures, which is more typical of a child her
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age. In wh-questions, she also gave answers
unusual at her age: she got all three double
wh-questions correct, giving exhaustive, paired
responses (‘‘she caught the crab with a net and a
fish with her pole,’’ [see Roeper2]), and she
responded correctly to the complex question
about what ‘‘the sister said she brought.’’ In the
passive and quantifier subdomains, she also had
a combination of both very strong and very
weak performances.
SUMMARY

Both dialect and developmental influences are
seen in Charnelle’s test performance. Although
she appeared to be at some risk for a language
disorder (i.e., she showed medium risk on
the screener), she passed the comprehensive
test, scoring in the average range in all four
domains. She illustrates how the two tests taken
together help distinguish which features are
due to development and dialect. In Charnelle’s
case, a diagnosis of disorder does not appear
warranted.

Case Study 2: Carla
(Age 4 years, 0 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS:

Developmental: Yes
Dialectal: No
Disordered: Yes
Carla (Table 5) is a non-Hispanic white
child in a Head Start program in the northeastern United States. She was screened as part
of Head Start’s routine program. Both of her
parents have completed high school. Although
the mother works part time outside the home,
she also volunteers 1 day a week at Carla’s
preschool.
Like Charnelle, Carla’s Language Variation Status is in the ‘‘Some Variation from
MAE’’ range. Because there is no indication
that she is from a minority community, there is
no reason to attribute this score to dialect
background. It is more likely the consequence
of delayed development or disorder. That is, her
variation from MAE may be caused by more
off-target responses as well as some remnants
of immature language in her speech. Her
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Table 5

Carla (4 years, 0 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items
Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Some variation

Highest

from MAE

Comprehensive Language Test

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

15

5

18

18

Low

Weakness

Low

Average

MAE, Mainstream American English.

phonology, although in the average range, still
has several poorly articulated consonants,
mostly distortions. We also see in her verbatim
responses terms such as ‘‘has an owee’’ and ‘‘a
boo-boo.’’ However it is her high Diagnostic
Risk Status that suggests that her overall language development is slower than that of her
peers. Carla’s performance on the comprehensive language test shows her to be in the low
average and weakness score category in three of
the four language domains. In a few subdomains she is showing age-appropriate progress,
but there are several in which she shows serious
problems. In no subdomain does she show
strength.
The examiner noted that although Carla
was pleasant and cooperative in the test session,
she had difficulty with almost all of the directions. In question asking, when told to ‘‘Ask
me a ‘what’ question,’’ she merely repeated the
words, ‘‘a what question;’’ similarly, she repeated ‘‘a who question.’’ In short narratives, her
answers to the follow-up questions were offtarget. For example, when asked, ‘‘Why was she
looking there?’’ (with emphasis on ‘‘there’’),
Carla did not focus on the character’s choice
of a place to look as the contrastive stress directs
the child to do. Instead she told the examiner
why the girl wanted the item she was looking
for (‘‘‘cause she’s going to throw it in the
Table 6

garbage’’). Although her response is not completely unrelated, there is nothing in the pictures to suggest such an idea, so it looks like she
is not interpreting the prompt and is falling
back on her nonverbal interpretations of the
pictures.

Case Study 3: Dominique
(Age 9 years, 11 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Developmental: No
Dialectal: Yes
Disordered: Yes
Dominique (Table 6) is an African
American 9-year-old child in third grade in a
small town in the south. He has been receiving
language services for 1 year on the basis of
previous testing. Because there was some question as to the validity of the previous testing,
Dominique was given the dialect-sensitive test
battery described in this issue (Screening and
Comprehensive Language Test) to confirm his
continued eligibility.
Because he is 9, at the upper end of the age
range, he gets many responses correct. A
few ‘‘red flags,’’ or crucial errors, however, are
enough to confirm his high risk status on

Dominique (9 years, 11 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items

Comprehensive Language Test

Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

Strong variation

Medium to high

25

21

33

25

Weakness

Average

Weakness

Strength

from MAE

risk for disorder

MAE, Mainstream American English.
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the screening test and predict his areas of
‘‘weakness’’ on the comprehensive language
test. For example, Dominique’s medial answer
to a wh-barrier item raises a question. Although
some typically developing 9-year-old children
( 10%) are still consolidating their ability to
interpret those questions and will miss one
from time to time, Dominique missed all of
the double wh-questions. Fewer than 1 in 10
typically developing children of his age would
give even one singleton answer (see Table 1).
Another strong indicator is found in the quantifier subdomain on one of the every items.
Dominique’s answer shows he extends every
to all of the elements in the picture, rejecting
the statement about ‘‘every cat’’ because there’s a
rabbit doing something else. This is a very
common (40%) error among 5-year-old children, but this type of error occurs much less
frequently by age 8 years—except among language-impaired children (Table 6).
The examiner also noted other behavioral
signs of Dominique’s language difficulties. Instead of answering, he repeated one of the
prompts in the preposition contrasts items,
and three times he repeated his first answer to
verb contrast items, despite being prompted to
‘‘tell me a different word, not one you’ve already
said.’’ This indicates that he is having difficulty
organizing his lexicon so that it can be used
flexibly and appropriately.

SIX-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN:
DISCOVERING COMPETENCIES
WITH THE PROPOSED TESTS
To be average at age 6 requires a higher percentage of correct answers than at age 4, but
there is still room for some unevenness in a
child’s performance. The picture in all domains
taken together must be considered. Failure in
Table 7
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one domain gives the clinician or teacher suggestions for areas that may need special attention, but weakness in one domain does not
indicate, by itself, disorder.

Case Study 4: Serina
(Age 6 years, 0 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Developmental: No
Dialectal: Yes
Disordered: No
Serina (Table 7) is an African American 6year-old child in a suburban public school in a
racially mixed neighborhood in the western
region of the United States. Her father has a
college degree and her mother has some college
background as well. According to the first set of
screening items, Serina speaks with a strong
variation from MAE. Although her responses
on part II put her in a low-risk category, she
is one of the youngest children in her first
grade class and she rarely speaks up in class.
Because of her teacher’s concern, she was evaluated further with the comprehensive language
test.
Serina failed (scored in the weakness category) in the Semantics domain. Indeed, her
weakness in three of the four subdomains of
Semantics may have been what alerted her
teacher to a possible problem. However, in all
other areas tested, Serina’s scores were average
or above and provide evidence of her adequate
language abilities overall.
Serina’s lowest score relative to her peers
was in verb contrasts, where she missed 7 of
10 items. However, she did not make the most
immature kinds of errors, such as repeating
a prompt or giving the same answer to two

Serina (6 years, 0 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items

Comprehensive Language Test

Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

Strong variation

Lowest

26

21

24

22

Average

Strength

Weakness

Average

from MAE
MAE, Mainstream American English.
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different prompts. Examination of the answers
she gave showed that she had difficulty matching the contrast of the prompt, giving too
specific a word three times and too general a
word three other times. In quantifiers she also
had difficulty with comprehending a precise
word meaning. She showed that she did not
yet understand the meaning of every, much less
have an appreciation of its special properties (as
discussed by J. de Villiers4). In her fast mapping, she did better with the real verbs than the
novel verbs, indicating that she may be relying
on lexical cues, and not taking as much information as she could from the structure of the
sentences she hears.
In contrast to her performance in Semantics, Serina scored above average in the Pragmatics domain. She was particularly good in
recognizing the false belief of the character in
the short narrative and in using the language
of thought to describe the motivations for
events in the story. In her question asking,
she needed a second prompt for almost all of
the items, but with a little extra guidance
demonstrated her competence at recognizing
what she did not know and asking the appropriate question to learn it. In both of these
subdomains she demonstrated not only that she
understood what she was shown, but also that
she was adept at using what was stated to find
out more.

Case Study 5: Leon
(Age 6 years, 4 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Developmental: Yes
Dialectal: Yes
Disordered: Yes (but with unexpected
strengths)
Table 8

This case study illustrates a situation in
which the child’s unintelligibility makes accurate diagnosis difficult. Leon (Table 8) is a
6-year-old African American child who lives
with his mother in a northern city. Leon’s
mother has less than a high school education.
Like Serina, Leon also failed the Semantics
domain and excelled in the Pragmatics domain,
but there the similarity ends. He is repeating
kindergarten, and both he and his teacher are
having a difficult time. Leon’s speech errors are
so severe that he is almost impossible to understand. The screener confirmed that Leon substitutes final consonants and simplifies clusters
in a way consistent with an AAE dialect, but
the results of the Phonology domain show that
his variation in his speech goes far beyond
dialect difference and that he would profit
from a full phonological evaluation. Almost
one third of the words he produced on the
Phonology domain had at least one consonant
that was so distorted that the examiner could
not transcribe it. Furthermore, he simplified
initial clusters, as a younger child might, but in
addition, he omitted initial consonants. This
pattern is very damaging to intelligibility and is
not characteristic of either dialect differences or
typical developmental patterns.
Given the obvious nature of his problem,
Leon had already been diagnosed with a phonological and language disorder before he was
given our assessment items, and he was already
scheduled to begin receiving them. The speechlanguage pathologist gave him the experimental
probes to help identify therapy goals for him. In
Leon’s case, the innovative items were useful in
showing unexpected strengths.
On part II of the screening items, Leon
omitted almost all of the past tense copulas
(‘‘was’’) and did not even attempt the threeand four-syllable prompts in the nonword

Leon (6 years, 4 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items
Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Strong variation

Highest

from MAE
MAE, Mainstream American English.

Comprehensive Language Test

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

20

20

20

5

Weakness

Strength

Weakness

Weakness
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repetitions. On the comprehensive language
test he showed very weak performance on
articles, preposition contrasts, and fast mapping. In all of these areas, successful performance depends on good comprehension of
short, unstressed elements in the stream of
speech. To succeed at fast mapping, for example, the child must attend closely to the endings
of words (such as the -er, -ing, and -ible endings). These all appear to be compromised in
Leon’s language system.
However, as noted above, Leon showed
strength in Pragmatics. In particular, he got all
but the double wh-question correct in question
asking, which is unusually good for a 6-year-old
child. Although his utterances lacked the unstressed elements, which caused him difficulty
in other parts of the test (such as, ‘‘Why she so
mad?’’ and ‘‘Who cake there?’’ for ‘‘Whose cake
is in there?’’), he was above average in his
understanding of the communicative needs in
the scenarios presented. Similarly, in the short
narrative, he recognized and articulated that the
cake was moved and so the character who did
not see it being moved would not know where it
was. In the field research, only about one in five
6-year-old children showed this high level of
understanding. Finally, his wh-question comprehension was also above the expected level for
typically developing children his age. He gave a
singleton answer one time where a paired exhaustive answer was expected (see Roeper2), but
that was his only error. He got the other paired
exhaustive answer right and both barrier questions. Consistent with his mature ‘‘theory of
mind’’ answers in short narrative, Leon also
correctly responded to the item that assesses a
child’s comprehension of complements with a
false clause (he answered what she said she
brought, not what she brought).
Clearly, Leon will profit from intensive
speech and language therapy, but it may have
Table 9
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a positive effect for his teachers to realize that
despite the fact that he cannot make himself
understood, he is quite advanced in his understanding of what others say to him.

INDEPENDENCE OF LANGUAGE
VARIATION AND DIAGNOSTIC
STATUS
It is especially difficult to be aware of linguistic
strengths when the child uses stigmatized
(i.e., non-MAE) word forms, such as doublemarked past tense (‘‘he holded it’’) or an invariant case of a pronoun (as in ‘‘them boys’’ or ‘‘her
going home’’). These occur variably and are not
predictable dialect forms, so their presence in a
child’s speech may be problematic. In cases such
as these, the dialect-sensitive language test can
highlight other sophisticated knowledge of the
child that may not be evident in day-to-day
conversation.

Case Study 6: Dejean
(Age 7 years, 1 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Developmental: No
Dialectal: Yes
Disordered: No
Dejean (Table 9) is a 7-year-old child
from the south currently receiving language
services in his school. His Screener Language
Variation Status registers as ‘‘Some Variation
from MAE,’’ which alerts us to the appearance
in his speech of predictable dialect forms that
occur variably. That is, on the screener he used
some features of MAE (e.g., ‘‘he has,’’ ‘‘he
talks’’), and some features of AAE (e.g., ‘‘he
don’t,’’ ‘‘he climb’’). On the phonology items on
the screener he produced some MAE forms

Dejean (7 years, 1 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items

Comprehensive Language Test

Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

Some

Lowest

32

22

39

25

Strength

Strength

Strength

Strength

variation
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mixed with non-MAE forms. Indeed, in the
responses that the examiner captured verbatim,
in addition to many predictable dialect forms,
we see elements that are immature, but not
characteristic of a particular dialect (e.g., ‘‘them
can’t,’’ ‘‘he hided it’’); so he appears to be in
the process of maturing as well as possibly
learning to code-switch, but his learning is still
incomplete.
In contrast to the uncertainty about his
dialect status, he shows the lowest risk level on
the diagnostic portion of the screener and
his domain scores on the comprehensive language test are uniformly high. In fact, his
domain scores are high enough to be considered
‘‘strengths’’ even if he were 2 years older. On
the short narrative follow-up questions, for
example, he made references to the characters’
thoughts, putting his answers in the most
mature category. (e.g., ‘‘She’s thinking about
the cake,’’ ‘‘He didn’t know his sister put it in
the refrigerator’’). Most children of his age
would pass a theory of mind test (see P. de
Villiers3), but fewer than half realize how important it is to include characters’ thoughts and
motivations in their stories and report them
spontaneously, as Dejean did (Table 2).
In his wh-question asking, Dejean most
often gave the right answer at the first prompt.
In the three cases when he did not, he responded effectively to the examiner’s prompt,
even when it was indirect, as in recognizing,
for example, that ‘‘for a reason’’ requires a
why-question. Still more impressive is his
ability on the fast mapping task. He did as
well on the novel verbs as with the real verbs,
demonstrating that he was truly processing the
inflections -er, -ing, and other syntactic cues
and did not rely on stored knowledge.

Table 10

Case Study 7: Nia
(Age 7 years, 8 months)
PROBABLE CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

Developmental: Yes
Dialectal: No
Disordered: Yes
In contrast to Dejean, Nia (Table 10)—a
7-year-old African American child also from
the south—uses enough MAE features to be
categorized on the screener as an MAE speaker.
She performed perfectly on the Phonology
domain of the comprehensive language test
and did very well at the nonword repetition
task, missing only 1 of 6, so we have an impression of a clear speaker with a good phonological
memory. Her use of MAE surface inflections,
however, does not mean that she commands the
deep syntactic principles of the language.
In fact, Nia’s diagnostic score for the
screener indicates the highest level of risk.
She used auxiliary is or are where a non-MAE
speaker would generally omit them, but she
used them in ways that revealed serious grammatical problems. For example, in the diagnostic portion of the screener, she used the present
tense are (e.g., ‘‘the dogs are sleeping,’’) when
the past tense verb were was called for. When
asking questions in the pragmatics question
asking items, she used the MAE is-copula
with inversion (e.g., ‘‘What is it?’’), but the
poorly focused question failed to make reference to the action and objects highlighted in
the prompt and the picture. Another of her
responses was a well-formed, but irrelevant
question (i.e., ‘‘Who made the cookies?’’)
Nia scored below the expectation for her
age in three domains, most especially in Syntax.

Nia (7 years, 8 months)—Summary of Scores

Screening Items
Language
Variation
Status

Diagnostic
Risk
Status

Some variation

Highest

Comprehensive Language Test

Syntax

Pragmatics

Semantics

Phonology

18
Weakness

8
Low average

27
Low average

25
Strength

111

112
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On wh-comprehension items she produced
four of the particular ‘‘red flag’’ responses that
show difficulty with complex sentences, and
four nonexhaustive responses to the double
wh-items. For example, instead of answering
both wh-items in ‘‘Who ate what?’’, she responded only to the ‘‘what’’ (‘‘the pizza and the
spaghetti’’) and neglected the ‘‘who’’ in all such
items. In the passive items, she responded like a
younger child, both in the number and kinds of
errors, understanding the prompt as an active
sentence three times and as a completed action
rather than an ongoing event three times.
Similarly, in the fast mapping, she did much
better with the real verbs than the novel verbs,
showing that she was not using the grammatical
information present in the sentence well enough to answer correctly when there were no
lexical clues.
This illustration shows how grammatical
knowledge and dialect are independent of each
other. Even among African American children,
all levels of performance from the highest to the
lowest are found in children who speak the
mainstream dialect, and the same is true for
those who show a strong variation from MAE.

SUMMARY
As can be seen by the case studies, the variations
in children’s language can be explained by the
presence or absence of various factors: typical
developmental patterns that reflect a child’s
maturation toward an adult grammar; dialectal
patterns that reflect a child’s cultural and linguistic community; and in some cases, patterns
that indicate slow, delayed, or disordered development. When several of these factors are
involved, as they often are, the diagnostic process is more complicated. Therefore, it is most
important to have an assessment battery, such
as the one proposed in this issue, that can help
sort out the factors involved in the variations to
ensure the appropriate placement of children in
special programs.
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Conclusions, Future Directions, and
Implications for Remediation
Harry N. Seymour, Ph.D.,1 Thomas Roeper, Ph.D.,2 and Jill G. deVilliers, Ph.D.3

Learning Outcomes: As a result of this activity, the participant will be able to (1) identify how the proposed
assessment achieved equity between African American English (AAE) and Mainstream American English (MAE)
speakers, and (2) identify areas of future research.

T

he articles in this issue have provided a
demonstration that achieving equity in language testing for speakers of different varieties
of American English is within our reach. By
avoiding areas of the language where dialect
differences loom large, it has proven possible to
tap children’s knowledge of deeper aspects of
language where disorder makes itself most
apparent. In phonology, we avoid just those
distinctive properties that identify a dialect
speaker and assess other properties. In morphosyntax, we choose the inflections that remain obligatory for speakers of variants of
American English. In syntax, we examine the
deep properties of grammar that are fundamental to building a full understanding of language.
In semantics, we choose to focus on basic
processes and organization, avoiding the problem of different cultural settings. In pragmatics, we choose those aspects that can be
evaluated in such a test—those that are neutral
across the cultures and essential for schooling
and literacy. In every case we find tests that can
differentiate solidly and across this wide age
range between typically developing children of
either language background and those who
exhibit language-learning difficulties.

When the project began, we did not know
if this would really work. For example, it may
have turned out that children described as
specific language impaired (SLI) have problems
only with the superficial morphology, and then
the problem would have been a much less
tractable one. It might have proved necessary
to design subtle tests tapping the particular
features of the various dialects of English,
such as negative concord or aspectual morphology in African American English, to reveal
problems for speakers who have SLI. It is our
intention to continue research on that question,
but the test would then have become targeted
only to speakers of that variant of English. We
believe that the reception for a test such as the
one described in this issue is strengthened by its
dialect-neutral application. Nonetheless, it is
vital to have more linguistic work on how the
variants of English develop, and the stages that
children go through in arriving at the special
properties they have. As discussed in the article
by Pearson,1 a small difference in an item such
as number agreement or aspect might have
widespread ramifications throughout the system that we cannot yet fully imagine. This
could have important consequences for how
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the child’s language is assessed, and particularly
on the direction of clinical intervention.
Despite the success of the field testing,
there are several areas that remain essential for
the test to contribute to a new era of collaborative work between linguists and specialists in
communication disorders. When we designed
the tests, we had in mind to use the different
items as a way to diagnose truly where a child
might have missed a step in building the
grammar, or mis-set a parameter, or might be
missing a crucial ingredient that permeated
several domains. This remains on our current
research agenda, and we are making discoveries
as we mine the rich dataset. The goal is to
examine each item and categorize success or
failure on it as a function of its properties—
both performance demands, such as memory or
attention, and linguistic, such as recursion, agreement, or specification. If the pattern of failures of
a particular child can then be entered into a
relational database, it is possible that the nature
of the disorder can be revealed by determining
what the items have in common. In the future,
a clinician may be able to enter a child’s pattern
of mistakes and the computer would suggest a
profile of difficulties. We have alluded to some
such examples in our particular articles, but
this is an ongoing endeavor, and it will involve
deep linguistic insight as well as methodological sensitivity. Previous assessment tests have
nothing like this level of detail. The generalizations about a child’s language problem found
in most tests of language fail to offer solutions
to the speech-language pathologist in terms of
the practice of remediation. The aim of the
present test is higher, but the problems we
identify must then be addressed by discussion
of remediation.
Contemporary work on language acquisition from a linguistic perspective has been the
inspiration of large parts of the current test, but
it offers relatively little insight into the process
by which children arrive at their rich knowledge.
Yet the process is precisely what needs to be
understood to offer support for remediation of
the children’s difficulties. There are two different meanings of process that are easily confused.
Good psycholinguistic work has revealed the
intricate steps a child takes toward adult knowledge, so in this sense we do know the process by
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which a child develops. However, we do not
know the experiences that are crucial, and how
the child uses them to change the grammar in
the adult direction. In addition, there are many
questions remaining for clinical practice.
As an example, suppose it is discovered that
the child must master a crucial building block of
some domain before he or she can handle more
complex forms. Would intense exposure to that
simpler form then be the best way to advance the
development? Suppose that exposure to the
complex form, however rare, is what is necessary
to assign the simple form its correct structure.
Then any amount of drilling with the simple
form alone could in fact fail to help. Such a case
might be double wh-questions, such as ‘‘Who
bought what?’’ We have searched corpora of
parent-to-child speech (CHILDES)2 and found
these to be extremely rare in the input. Is it
therefore safe to ignore them? These questions
reveal most clearly the property of wh-questions
as ‘‘variables’’; that is, as demanding a set answer.
To a double wh-question, there is no alternative except to give the paired sets: ‘‘Martin
bought eggs, Aisha bought butter, James bought
bread.’’ Elaborate practice at answering whquestions of a simpler sort, which require the
child to name one object, might teach nothing
about this property. One can imagine other
pitfalls of simplification; for example, teaching
vocabulary by always ensuring that the item
being taught could be pointed at, and so reducing uncertainty. How then would the child ever
learn to use context to guess a meaning?
Training studies are a relatively untapped
source of important information that would be
of immediate utility to clinicians facing these
questions. A few such studies have been done,
but there is much room for further work in
which success at particular structures is the
target of inquiry, and different strategies of
presenting the components are tried. In our
thinking about such matters, we have been
influenced by the work of Mary Wilson,3 who
designs computer software for language training of children with language disabilities. She
has argued that the limited amount of time
typically devoted to specialized language therapy cannot possibly suffice to remediate profound language learning difficulties. After all,
if the normal language environment has not
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sufficed in the 5 years or so of the child’s life to
date, why would 1 or 2 hours a week more of
general language exposure do much good? Of
course, there are clinicians who argue that the
whole world of the child must be enriched by
making increased opportunities for language
connections in the classroom and at home.
However, such interventions are often framed
in very general terms, and the question of what
a particular child needs may be overlooked.
With luck, somewhere in that rich language
surround, the right piece of information, the
right insight, or the right encouragement will
make its mark. This is a reasonable approach
given our uncertainty about the right pieces and
how to deliver them, but it is hardly adequate
and runs the risk of missing crucial ingredients.
Linguistics must be brought to bear on this
larger question of how to effect language
growth, or these advances in assessment will
not fulfill their promise.

CONCLUSION
The results of our studies have revealed
that some important and deep properties of

language show up as causing difficulty in children with language disorders, regardless of
dialect. We have not yet shown how dialects
work, how a disorder might be manifest within
the special properties of dialect, or whether
young dialect speakers with disorders might
show difficulties in learning to code-switch.
Cooperation among linguists, dialect experts,
and speech therapists is necessary to carry the
questions forward. Joint expertise must also be
brought to bear on the larger question of how to
effect language growth, or these advances in
assessment will not fulfill their promise.
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